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Abstract
What roles do mesolimbic and neostriatal dopamine systems play in reward? Do they mediate the hedonic impact of rewarding
stimuli? Do they mediate hedonic reward learning and associatiÕe prediction? Our review of the literature, together with results of a
new study of residual reward capacity after dopamine depletion, indicates the answer to both questions is ‘no’. Rather, dopamine systems
may mediate the incentiÕe salience of rewards, modulating their motivational value in a manner separable from hedonia and reward
learning. In a study of the consequences of dopamine loss, rats were depleted of dopamine in the nucleus accumbens and neostriatum by
up to 99% using 6-hydroxydopamine. In a series of experiments, we applied the ‘taste reactivity’ measure of affective reactions Žgapes,
etc.. to assess the capacity of dopamine-depleted rats for: 1. normal affect Žhedonic and aversive reactions., 2. modulation of hedonic
affect by associative learning Žtaste aversion conditioning., and 3. hedonic enhancement of affect by non-dopaminergic pharmacological
manipulation of palatability Žbenzodiazepine administration.. We found normal hedonic reaction patterns to sucrose vs. quinine, normal
learning of new hedonic stimulus values Ža change in palatability based on predictive relations., and normal pharmacological hedonic
enhancement of palatability. We discuss these results in the context of hypotheses and data concerning the role of dopamine in reward.
We review neurochemical, electrophysiological, and other behavioral evidence. We conclude that dopamine systems are not needed either
to mediate the hedonic pleasure of reinforcers or to mediate predictive associations involved in hedonic reward learning. We conclude
instead that dopamine may be more important to incentiÕe salience attributions to the neural representations of reward-related stimuli.
Incentive salience, we suggest, is a distinct component of motivation and reward. In other words, dopamine systems are necessary for
‘ wanting’ incentiÕes, but not for ‘liking’ them or for learning new ‘likes’ and ‘dislikes’. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
Keywords: Neostriatum; Nucleus accumbens; Substantia nigra; Tegmentum; Mesolimbic; Nigrostriatal; Mesotelencephalic mesostriatal; Dopamine;
6-hydroxydopamine; Lateral hypothalamus; Brain; Reinforcement; Motivation; Self-administration; Conditioning; Reward; Emotion; Palatability; Pleasure;
Feeding; Food intake appetitive behavior; Consummatory behavior; Affect; Anhedonia; Hedonic; Diazepam; Conditioned taste aversion; Taste; Taste
reactivity; Aphagia; Aversion; Appetite; Ingestion; Neurotransmitters; Substance-related disorders; Addiction
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Appearances to the mind are of four kinds. Things
either are what they appear to be; or they neither are,
nor appear to be; or they are, and do not appear to be;
or they are not, and yet appear to be. Rightly to aim in
all these cases is the wise man’s task.
Epictetus Ž60 A.D. Translation: Elizabeth Carter w142x
— Thomas Higginson w143x.

1. Introduction
Among the most thoroughly studied of all brain substrates for reward are dopamine projections from the substantia nigra and ventral tegmentum to forebrain structures
such as the nucleus accumbens and neostriatum. It is
generally recognized that mesolimbic and neostriatal
dopamine projections are crucial to sensorimotor function,
and so the sensorimotor consequences of dopamine manipulations complicate understanding the role of dopamine in
reward w66,202,216,286,303,378,379,381,383,391,392,
456,487x. Nevertheless, many investigators have concluded
that dopamine projections play a role in mediating the
reward value of food, drink, sex, social reinforcers, drugs
of abuse, and brain stimulation, above and beyond sensorimotor contributions w13,17,19,26,52,115,117,145,152,155,
158, 225, 254, 259, 266, 268, 310, 325,345,347,362,363,401,
423,429,505,513,518x. The focus of this paper is on the
nature of the contribution of mesolimbic and mesostriatal
dopamine systems to reward.
Reward is often conceptualized as if it were a single
psychological process or a unitary feature of a reinforcing
stimulus. It is sometimes identified with the pleasure or
hedonic impact of a stimulus, and is viewed by some as
necessarily subjective in nature. We will argue that reward
is not a unitary process, but instead a constellation of
multiple processes many of which can be separately identified in behavior, especially after the component processes
are dissociated by brain manipulations. Nor is reward a
necessarily subjective event. Evidence for the proposition
that reward and motivational processes are not necessarily
subjective has been presented and reviewed elsewhere
w34,35,161,271,273,316,366x Žfor discussion see Berridge,
in press w35x.. Here we will be concerned solely with the
separation of component processes of reward, and with the
particular component mediated by dopamine-related brain
systems.

2. Evidence for a role of dopamine in reward
Mesolimbic and neostriatal dopamine projections have
been suggested to serve as a ‘common neural currency’ for
rewards of most kinds sought by animals and humans
w268,325,347,421,505x. Activation of dopamine systems, as

311

quantified by electrophysiological, microdialysis, or
voltammetric measures, is triggered in animals by encounters with food, sex, drugs of abuse, electrical stimulation at
brain sites that support self-stimulation, and by secondary
reinforcers for these incentives w5,52,159,233,259,260,263,
283,300,301,344–346,359,401,403–405,425,478x. In humans, presentation of rewards such as cocaine, drug-associated stimuli, and even a video game Ž‘tank combat’., has
similarly been reported in PET and fMRI imaging studies
to modulate activity in dopamine target sites such as the
nucleus accumbens, neostriatum, or prefrontal cortex
w62,160,265,477x.
Much of the causal evidence that dopamine systems
mediate reward comes from studies of pharmacological
blockade of dopamine receptors in animals. 2 Many studies show that dopamine antagonists reduce reward-directed
instrumental and consummatory behavior in subtle but
definite ways—ways that cannot be explained by sensorimotor impairments alone w7,50,145,146,182,234,236,325,
395,429,448,499,500,514,517,518x. Even more dramatic
effects are produced by extensive dopamine depletion
caused by intracranial application of dopamine-selective
neurotoxins such as 6-hydroxydopamine Ž6-OHDA.. After
extensive destruction of ascending dopamine neurons, animals become oblivious to food and many other rewards.
Rats typically are aphagic and adipsic after 6-OHDA
lesions, and will starve to death unless nourished artificially, even though food may be readily available

2

Regarding subtypes of dopamine receptors, a great deal of evidence
has implicated the D1 family of dopamine receptor subtypes Žcontaining
D1 and D5 receptors. in food and drug reward w13,26,94,457,458,490x.
Considerable evidence also suggests that the D2 family of dopamine
receptors Žcontaining D2, D3, and D4 receptor subtypes. plays a role in
reward w13,83,88,415,429,457,458,490x. To the degree that individual
receptor subtypes can be separately manipulated by selective drugs, D1,
D2, D3, and D4 dopamine receptor subtypes have all been suggested to
participate in at least some aspect of food, drug, or brain stimulation
reward w13,27,77,185,228,312,457,458x. Indeed among the dopamine receptors subtypes so far known, it may be safe to say that no subtype has
been conclusively ruled out as involved in reward. The proliferation of
dopamine receptor subtypes greatly multiplies the complexity of identifying the role of dopamine systems in reward. If individual subtypes are
considered separately, the question of ‘does dopamine mediate hedonic
pleasure’, for example, is converted into at least five questions: ‘‘does the
D1 dopamine receptor subtype mediate hedonic pleasure?, does the
D2 . . . ?’’ and so on. Given that the specific roles of different dopamine
receptor subtypes in reward are not yet clear w13,457,458x, we decline to
address the roles of subtypes here. Rather we will be concerned with
mesostriatal dopamine projections in general, as dopamine is the endogenous ligand for all subtypes of dopamine receptors. Our approach is based
on the logic that if dopamine systems do not mediate the hedonic impact
of reinforcers, then it is unlikely that the D3 or any other particular
dopamine receptor subtype will be found to do so. The question if
answered negatively for dopamine in general, is answered for each
dopamine receptor subtype in turn. Our aim is to identify the particular
reward functions that are most likely mediated by mesolimbic and
mesostriatal dopamine systems. Once that is done, future analyses may
answer the important question of which receptor subtypes mediate particular functions. That lies beyond our present scope.
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w287,394,407,451,471,531x. Such rats retain the motor capacity to walk, chew, swallow, perform other movements,
and to generate many other movement components required for eating, at least under certain conditions, but fail
to employ those movements to gain food even if it is
available literally under their noses w32,45,111,352,353,
456x.
2.1. Nature of dopamine’s role in reward: hedonia, incentiÕe salience or reward learning?
Although most investigators would agree that mesolimbic and mesostriatal dopamine systems are crucial to reward in some sense, they disagree about the exact nature
of the psychological reward function mediated by
dopamine. Perhaps the most influential interpretation has
been the anhedonia hypothesis, developed by Wise et al.
w174,175,499,500,514x to explain the effect of dopamine
receptor blockade on behavior. The anhedonia hypothesis
Žor, regarding normal dopamine function, the hedonia
hypothesis w181x. suggests that brain dopamine systems
mediate the pleasure produced by food and other unconditioned incentives such as sex or drugs of abuse, and also
the conditioned pleasure elicited by secondary reinforcers.
After the administration of dopamine antagonists, according to the anhedonia hypothesis, ‘‘all of life’s pleasures—
the pleasures of primary reinforcement and the pleasures
of their associated stimuli—lose their ability to arouse the
animal’’ ŽWise, p. 52. w499x. Wise himself has subsequently retracted the hypothesis that dopamine blockade
reduces pleasure w504x. However, the anhedonia hypothesis
has become so widely accepted that even contemporary
media reports often refer to dopamine as the ‘brain’s
pleasure neurotransmitter’ w314,491x.
The wide acceptance of the hedonia hypothesis has
extended to neuroscience investigators as well as to the lay
public. This is illustrated by repeated suggestions that
suppression of dopaminergic neurotransmission mediates
the anhedonia of drug withdrawal in addiction
w107,268,284,373,477,480,491x. For example, Koob et al.
w267,268x suggested that suppression of dopamine neurotransmission in withdrawal produces ‘hedonic homeostatic
dysregulation’, and that addicts seek drugs that activate
dopamine systems in order to re-establish ‘hedonic homeostasis’. Changes in dopamine neurotransmission appear to
move an individual up and down along a ‘hedonic scale’,
according to a recent account by Koob and Le Moal ŽFig.
4, p. 56 w268x., in a fashion that follows opponent-process
rules w434,435x. Similarly, when Gardner Žp. 69 w180x. asks
the question ‘‘What, then, is the actual role of the ascending DA reward-relevant neuron and the seemingly crucial
DA synapse to which it feeds?’’, he replies Žwhile noting
that hedonic encoding by dopamine systems is complex.
that, ‘‘Even after more than a decade and a half, no
suggestion appears to have bettered Wise’s hypothesis that
‘‘the dopamine junctions represent a synaptic way

station . . . Žwhere. sensory inputs are translated into the
hedonic messages we experience as pleasure, euphoria or
‘yumminess’’’’’ Žquotation from Wise w497x, p. 94.. A
recent commentary by Di Chiara and Tanda ‘‘proposes as
a biochemical test for anhedonia . . . the blunting of reactivity of DA neurotransmission in the NAc ‘shell’’’ Žp. 353.
w119x, going so far as to equate anhedonia with a reduction
in measured dopamine. Many other investigators have
suggested that dopamine specifically mediates the reinforcing properties of food, drugs, and other rewards, often
using the term ‘reinforcement’ in a way difficult to distinguish conceptually from hedonic impact w17,148,
234,236,291,310,421,422,429x. 3
There are, however, alternatives to the an-hedoniarhedonia hypothesis to explain the role of brain dopamine
systems in reward. They sprang from the realization that
dopamine function in reward often appears linked to anticipatory, preparatory, appetitiÕe, or approach phases of
motivated behavior Žas opposed to the consummatory
3
The term ‘reinforcement’ can be used in a purely behaviorist sense
instead: to mean either strengthening a stimulus – response habit ŽHull’s
sense of reinforcement w237,238x or to increase the rate (probability) of
response emission ŽSkinner’s sense of reinforcement w427,428x.. Used in
those ways, it is purely descriptive Ždescribing an environment-behavior
relation.. It applies only to responses that have actually been reinforced,
and is equivalent to the measured strength or rate of a behavioral
response. White has suggested a distinction between ‘reinforcement’
Žstrengthening of stimulus–response tendencies, equivalent to the meaning of non-Skinnerian behaviorists w237,333,459x. and ‘reward’ Žconferring ability to elicit approach, more similar to incentive motivation. w488x.
However, these meanings are often combined, and the term ‘reinforcement’ is typically used by behavioral neuroscientists in ways that
differ from the original behaviorist meaning of increased habit strength
Žquite reasonably, since the behaviorist meaning is inadequate to account
for many effects w356,460,502x.. For example, place preference measures
are sometimes used to assess ‘reinforcement’ even when no response has
been ‘reinforced’ Žas when the animal is trained by putting it passively in
the ‘reinforced place’.. Or, as another example, some have inferred a
decrease in reinforcement from an increase in drug self-administration
responses after neuroleptic treatment Že.g., w13,112,267x., a direct contradiction of the behaviorist definition that reinforcement is proportional to
the change in response strength. Or, as a final example, ‘reinforcement’
has been used to refer to a neural event elicited by a food or drug
stimulus, independent of whether any behavioral response is strengthened
Že.g., w215,301,359x.. Reinforcement always carries additional non-behaviorist connotations whenever it is used in these and many other ways
to refer to a psychological or neural property other than response strength.
When used in such ways, ‘reinforcement’ becomes at least implicitly a
synonym for a hidden psychological process—typically equivalent to
hedonic impact—and often is used as a way of invoking this psychological process without naming it and without giving any other clear definition of what is meant. As Kiyatkin Žp. 582 w259x. puts it, ‘‘Although it
has not been clearly stated, implicit in much of the current literature is the
hypothesis that phasic activation of VTA DA cells with subsequent
increase in DA release, particularly in NAcc, is the principal neurochemical event associated with natural and drug reinforcement.’’ Dopamine
hypotheses of ‘reinforcement’ that are not restricted to behaviorist S–R
habit strengthening will be treated here as implicit equivalents of the
hedonia hypothesis Žsee Wise w502x for more discussion of meanings of
‘reinforcement’, and Berridge w35x for discussion of meanings of ‘hedonic
impact’..
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phase, when hedonic activation is maximal. w51,157,322,
325,378,381,400,401,405,508x. This has led to the proposal of alternative hypotheses regarding the psychological
function mediated by mesolimbic dopamine systems in
reward.
First, a number of behavioral neuroscientists have suggested that dopamine mediates some aspect of reward
learning, or the capacity to predict rewarding events based
upon associative correlations w3,4,23,24,89,116,117,304,
400,405,416,488x.
Second, we have previously suggested that dopaminerelated neural systems mediate a different psychological
component of reward, the attribution of incentive salience
to otherwise neutral events w34,44,45,347,366x.
The incentive salience hypothesis in particular is built
on earlier incentive theory formulations of motivation and
of dopamine’s role w52,157,322,460,508x. It goes further in
that it suggests the process of reward can be dissociated
into separate components of ‘wanting’ and ‘liking’, and
that these two psychological processes are mediated by
different neural systems. It suggests that dopamine mediates the ‘wanting’ but not the ‘liking’ component of
rewards. 4 The two words combined in the phrase ‘incentive salience’ are jointly crucial to its meaning. Incentive
salience has both perceptual and motivational features.
According to our hypothesis, it transforms the brain’s
neural representations of conditioned stimuli, converting
an event or stimulus from a neutral ‘cold’ representation
Žmere information. into an attractive and ‘wanted’ incentive that can ‘grab attention’. But incentive salience is not
merely perceptual salience. It is also motivational, and is
an essential component of the larger process of reward. Its
attribution transforms the neural representation of a stimulus into an object of attraction that animals will work to
acquire. It can also make a rewarded response the thing
rewarded. By the incentive salience hypothesis,
dopamine-related neural systems that mediate ‘wanting’
interact with hedonic and associative learning components
Žbut is separable from them. to produce the larger composite process of reward. Although incentive salience attribution ordinarily is coordinated by associative learning and
hedonic activation, it can be triggered independently of

4

We will place ‘liking’ and ‘wanting’ in quotation marks because our
use differs in an important way from the ordinary use of these words. By
their ordinary meaning, these words typically refer to the subjective
experience of conscious pleasure or conscious desire. However, evidence
reviewed elsewhere indicates that the conscious experience of these and
similar states is separable from the underlying core processes that normally constitute them: the core psychological processes can exist and
control human and animal behavior even in the absence of the subjective
states w35,273,366x. By ‘liking’, we refer to the underlying core process
of hedonic evaluation that typically produces conscious pleasure, but that
can occur without it. By ‘wanting’, we refer to the underlying core
process that instigates goal-directed behavior, attraction to an incentive
stimulus, and consumption of the goal object. For a recent review of
evidence for ‘unconscious core processes’ of reward, see Berridge w35x.
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them by some neural and pharmacological manipulations
w44,366x. Further,—as will be shown here—incentive
salience can be stripped away by other neural manipulations, which leave the hedonic and predictive learning
components of reward able to occur normally, but by
themselves, and unable to be translated into goal directed
behavior.
In principle, ‘liking’ and ‘wanting’ are separate psychological components of reward, corresponding to the hedonic impact of a reward vs. its attributed incentive salience
w34,366x. In practice, the two processes can be distinguished by comparing appropriate behavioral measures of
reward. Traditional methods directly measure reward value
by the degree to which the reward is ‘wanted’: consumption tests, choice tests, place preference, instrumental performance. Such behavioral measures require an animal to
seek the reinforcer, and infer ‘liking’ only indirectly from
‘wanting’, on the assumption that something is ‘wanted’ if
and only if it is ‘liked’. By contrast, measures based on
affectiÕe reactions, such as described originally by Darwin
w109x, provide a more direct measure of whether a stimulus
is ‘liked’. Affective reactions more specifically reflect the
hedonic or aversive affect evoked by a stimulus
w34,35,144,241,273x Žfor discussion of the use of affective
reactions to study motivation in animals, see Berridge w35x,
Epstein w144x, or LeDoux w273x.. Affective reactions can
be used to assess ‘liking’ for a stimulus independently of
‘wanting’ it—a fact that will be exploited and discussed
below.
The purpose of this paper is to explicitly compare
various formulations of hedonia, reward learning, and incentive salience hypotheses of dopamine function. We will
present evidence from the literature, and new data, to
indicate that dopamine systems contribute to reward by
mediating incentive salience attributions to neural representations of stimuli associated with primary hedonic rewards. This evidence indicates that dopamine systems do
not mediate the hedonic impact of a stimulus, nor are they
necessary for learning new associative relationships involving hedonic stimuli.
2.1.1. Anticipatory dopamine actiÕation: implications for
the hedonia hypothesis
One source of data that has been taken as evidence
against a hedonia interpretation comes from correlational
studies of the timing of dopamine activation. Neurochemical studies using microdialysis or in vivo electrochemistry
indicate that dopamine systems are often activated before
animals actually receive a pleasurable incentive such as
food or a drug. The hedonia hypothesis predicts dopamine
systems to be maximally aroused during maximal pleasure, that is, during physical commerce with a hedonic
reward. Although dopamine systems may indeed be activated during a palatable meal w225,289,290x, they are often
activated before the meal, prior to the taste of food, to the
same or even to a greater extent than during food con-
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sumption. For example, Simansky et al. w425x found that
hypothalamic DOPACrdopamine ratios were increased by
conditioned stimuli that ordinarily preceded a meal as
much as by the meal itself. Blackburn et al. w52x showed
that nucleus accumbens DOPACrdopamine ratios were
more highly elevated by conditioned stimuli for food
presented alone, without food itself, than by the unexpected opportunity to eat. Using in vivo voltammetry,
Phillips et al. found that, during the course of a meal,
dopamine release was triggered before the meal by conditioned stimuli, and remained high until after the end of the
meal w345–347x. Richardson and Gratton similarly reported
that, as rats became experienced with the associative relationship between cues and food, dopamine release in the
nucleus accumbens shifted forward in time from the presentation of food itself to presentation of conditioned
stimuli that had been paired with food w359x. Using
voltammetry, Kiyatkin and Gratton w260x found that a
dopamine-related signal increased in anticipation of a
food reward as trained rats performed a bar press response,
and that increments in dopamine activity were time-locked
to the goal-directed response in advance of food delivery.
Electrophysiological studies by Schultz and colleagues
also have shown that dopamine neurons discharge in response to conditioned stimuli predictive of food rewards to
a greater extent than when animals actually eat the food
Ži.e., before they presumably experience the pleasurable
taste of food.. In inexperienced monkeys mesolimbic and
mesostriatal dopamine neurons discharged only when a
palatable liquid was delivered to their mouth or when they
were allowed to touch food with their hand w5,278,398,403x.
But after a neutral conditioned stimulus Že.g., light. was
repeatedly paired with food, dopamine neurons stopped
responding to food itself and instead fired vigorously in
response to the newly established conditioned incentiÕe
stimulus w5,278,398,403x. In direct contradiction of a
‘hedonia prediction’ the neurons often failed to discharge
when an experienced animal actually obtained the sensory
pleasure of food in the mouth w450x. Nor was dopaminergic
discharge, according to the investigators, coupled to
‘‘mnemonic or preparatory representational task components’’ w277x Žp. 337., to the execution of reaching movements to obtain and retrieve food, or to sensory properties
of a light unrelated to food w5,278,398,401–404,450,467x.
Similarly, Kosobud et al. w269x reported that in rats trained
to bar press for sucrose, ventral tegmental area ŽVTA. unit
activity increased prior to the presentation of sucrose. The
discharge of VTA neurons was not correlated with the
moment when sucrose actually was in the mouth, when
presumably the animal would experience the greatest sensory pleasure produced by the taste of sucrose, but rather
preceded it w269x. Based on findings such as those described above, Schultz Ž1992, p. 134. concluded ‘‘that
dopamine neurons respond specifically to salient stimuli
that have alerting, arousing and attention-grabbing properties’’.

A similar pattern of anticipatory dopamine activation
has been reported for drug rewards such as cocaine and
heroin w194,263x. The mere presentation of conditioned
stimuli for cocaine or amphetamine may trigger dopamine
activation w120,262x. In some cases, dopamine neurons
may even be more active when an animal ‘wants’ a drug
reward than when it receives and presumably ‘likes’ it. For
example, Kiyatkin and Rebec Žp. 2583 w261x. recorded the
electrophysiological activity of presumed dopamine neurons in the VTA, and found that the neurons increased
their discharge rate as a rat approached and began to press
the lever that would earn heroin delivery, but then decreased their discharge rate once the heroin was on board.
As those authors put it, their analysis ‘‘revealed a frank
neuronal activation that began and amplified during approximately the last 40 s before the lever-press at a time
when searching behavior was most intense. After the
lever-press, neuronal activity declined and this change
Ždecline. became statistically significant at 36–38 s after
the onset of drug injection at a time when the rat completely froze.’’
2.1.2. Failures to find conditioned anticipatory dopamine
actiÕation
By contrast, several microdialysis studies have failed to
find anticipatory dopamine activation, instead finding it
only when the food or heroin reward was actually obtained
w493,511x. For example, Wilson et al. reported that
dopamine in dialysate increased during the act of eating,
but not following mere placement in a location predictive
of food w493x. 5 In that study, however, it is not clear
whether the training procedure Ž10 exposures for 10 min.
sufficed to give strong incentiÕe properties to the conditioning location. Wise et al. found a good relationship
between dopamine overflow in the nucleus accumbens and
the timing of a bar press for heroin, but dopamine levels in
dialysate typically declined slightly before each new bar
press, and then rose again after the drug was delivered
w510,511x. This contrasts with the voltammetric and electrophysiological studies discussed above w5,120,
194,260,262,263,269,278,345–347,359,398,403,425x. Furthermore, once the first heroin reinforcer was administered, dopamine levels were 2 to 8 times higher than
baseline throughout the entire session. It is important to
remember that in drug self-administration studies, after the
first reinforcer is delivered, small bar press-related ‘peaks’
take place on a ‘mountain range’ of already-elevated
dopamine overflow. Still, Hemby et al. w224x reported that
dopamine overflow in the nucleus accumbens Žthe average
height of the mountain range. was higher for rats that
5
It is interesting that Wilson et al. w493x also found that prior food
deprivation increased the dopamine overflow triggered by actual eating.
Greater dopamine activation when hungry is consistent with both a
hedonia and incentive salience view, since hunger increases both the
hedonic palatability and the incentive value of food w33,70,71,73,212x.
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self-administered cocaine than for rats that passively received cocaine on a yoked schedule. It is difficult to
choose among possible explanations for an enhancement
of dopamine by response contingency, but the effect suggests that dopamine overflow is influenced by more than
the pharmacological properties of cocaine itself. Finally,
Bassareo and Di Chiara w14x found that a conditioned
stimulus that predicted a palatable food elicited an anticipatory dopamine response in the prefrontal cortex but not
in the nucleus accumbens.
These negative microdialysis results Žalso Wilson et al.
w493x. are difficult to interpret. One major problem in
making strong inferences from negative microdialysis results concerns the inherent insensitivity of the microdialysis method for detecting small transient events in vivo
w279,342x Žof the sort to be expected in response to a
conditioned stimulus.. Lu et al. w279x and Peters and
Michael w342x have provided a powerful illustration of
these limitations. Negative results must be considered,
therefore, in light of the positive results from the voltammetric and electrophysiological studies reviewed above. It
remains unclear what experimental factors determine a
positive vs. negative outcome. In conclusion, although the
literature remains a little mixed, there is ample evidence to
support the contention that mesolimbic and mesostriatal
dopamine systems often are activated in advance by conditioned stimuli for hedonic incentives.
2.1.3. Anticipatory dopamine actiÕation: multiple interpretations
Anticipatory responses by dopamine neurons to conditioned incentive stimuli have provided the grounds for
various ‘reward learning’ hypotheses of dopamine function. These anticipatory dopamine responses have often
been interpreted to reflect a form of ‘neural expectation’, a
prediction of subsequent reward value, a correlational error
detector, a teaching signal, or similar component of an
associative mechanism that is dedicated to learning about
rewards w3,4,23,24,61,89,116,304,400,405,416,488 x. However, anticipatory responses to salient stimuli that have
alerting, arousing and attention-grabbing properties are
equally compatible with the incentive salience hypothesis.
If the conditioned stimulus itself is attractive to the animal,
and serves as a conditioned reinforcer, then it has acquired
incentive salience of its own. The difference between the
two views is that a learning hypothesis posits that dopamine
neurons mediate associatiÕe learning and expectations
based on preÕious experience with a stimulus. It ascribes
conditioned dopamine activity chiefly to the predictiÕe
value of the conditioned stimulus: what has been in the
past is predicted for the future. The incentive salience
hypothesis, by contrast, ascribes conditioned dopamine
activity to its incentiÕe value: whether it is ‘wanted’. This
difference will be elaborated below.
But even the hedonia hypothesis of dopamine function
could be reconciled with anticipatory neural activity if one
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interpreted early neural activity to reflect conditioned hedonic actiÕation. Conditioned stimuli that have been paired
with hedonic stimuli can sometimes evoke a conditioned
hedonic response on their own w42,49,63,113,377,
460,463,499,500x. Conditioned stimuli for pleasant tastes
or unpleasant shocks, for example, do indeed evoke a
variety of hedonic or fearful affective reactions w42,
113,273,358x.
As mentioned above, however, it is difficult for the
hedonia hypothesis to explain why a conditioned hedonic
response should sometimes be of greater magnitude than
the unconditioned hedonic response to food itself. It is also
difficult for the hedonia hypothesis to explain why with
training neurons should stop responding to the unconditioned reward itself, and respond only to a conditioned
stimulus, as described by Schultz et al. w5,278,398,403,450x.
However, it should be noted that some of these experiments involved overtraining of a rewarded response Ž10,000
to 30,000 trials.. Extensive overtraining has been shown to
detach motivational properties from conditioned responses,
leaving the response relatively automatic and habitual in
nature, devoid of hedonicrincentive features that characterized it earlier Žsee Dickinson w124,125x..
A further defense of the hedonia hypothesis could be
mounted if the activation of dopamine neurons turns out to
have self-limiting properties, which shut the neurons off
after they have fired. There may be some grounds for this
defense. Depolarization inactivation may inhibit dopamine
neurons from subsequent activation under some circumstances w192,502x. For example, phasic bursts of firing may
produce post-burst inhibition of dopamine neurons
w192,193x, and post-burst inhibition of subsequent neural
firing is especially strong for dopamine neurons that project to the nucleus accumbens w84x. A ‘burst pattern’ of
firing seems to be a strong feature of dopamine neurons
w321x. The phenomenon of post-burst inhibition of
dopamine neurons means that a robust response to a
conditioned hedonic stimulus could conceivably inhibit the
response to the unconditioned event that follows, at least
under some conditions.

3. Brain manipulations of behavior for revealing
dopamine’s function in reward
The electrophysiological and neurochemical studies of
dopamine activity discussed above do not allow us to
conclusively exclude any hypothesis of dopamine function
in reward. At best, these studies provide correlational
evidence for a particular functional hypothesis, and at
worst, the evidence is compatible with more than one
hypothesis, perhaps with all. Thus, the results of electrophysiological and neurochemical studies so far do not by
themselves justify rejection of the anhedonia hypothesis, or
permit a choice between reward prediction and incentive
salience alternatives.
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A different approach to the question is to manipulate
neural systems by drugs, electrical stimulation, or lesions,
and to apply behaÕioral measures designed to choose
among competing hypotheses. Of special interest to our
discussion are behavioral measures of affectiÕe reactions
designed specifically to detect the hedonic impact of a
reinforcer. A behavioral measure that separates hedonic
impact Ž‘liking’. from incentive value Ž‘wanting’. or reward prediction Žexpected reward. could potentially distinguish between the effects of dopamine manipulations on
hedonia, incentive salience or reward learning.
3.1. Traditional measures of reward: instrumental behaÕior and choice (‘ wanting’)
Traditional behavioral methods for measuring reward
typically quantify preference Žchoice., consumption of a
goal Žintake., or instrumental behavior Žbar press, runway,
or approach.. Whether an incentive stimulus is ‘liked’ is
then inferred based on behavioral evidence that it is
‘wanted’ Ži.e., whether an animal will choose it, consume
it, or work to acquire it.. The inference is grounded on the
assumption that rewards are always ‘wanted’ to the same
degree as they are ‘liked’. With these traditional methods
‘wanting’ cannot be discriminated from ‘liking’, because
both are viewed through the same lens Žmeasured by the
same dependent variable.. Direct evidence that dopamine
mediates ‘wanting’ specifically or ‘liking’ specifically
would require that changes in reward ‘liking’ be measured
separately from reward ‘wanting’.
3.2. Measures of reward based on affectiÕe reactions
(‘liking’)
An entirely different approach to studying brain mechanisms of reward Žespecially food reward. is to use a
measure of hedonic impact such as behavioral affective
reactions w35,144,273x. Unlike measures of instrumental
behavior, affective expressions do not assess the ‘wanting’
for a reward in advance of obtaining it. Instead, as pointed
out over a century ago by Darwin w109x and James w241x,
affective reactions typically reflect the emotional impact
of a motivational event once the event is actually encountered. Regarding reward, emotional or hedonic impact
corresponds more closely to ‘liking’ than to ‘wanting’.
Most familiar to readers are human affectiÕe facial
expressions as a measure of emotional impact. Affective
facial expressions often reflect emotional states, but have
the potential limitation Žin socially competent individuals.
of being feigned or suppressed in the service of social
intentions w109,140,141,177x. The human ability to voluntarily control affective expressions to pleasant or unpleasant tastes and odors appears in childhood w184,436x. But
newborn humans show distinct facial affective reactions to
sweet or bitter tastes eÕen on the day of birth, before they
are subject to social control. Thus, in newborns, facial
affective reactions are thought to reflect relatively directly

the infant brain’s hedonic or aversive evaluation of the
taste w441,442,445x. Human infants, and both infant and
adult apes and monkeys, show similar hedonic and aversive expressions to sweet and bitter, and the expressions
become increasingly different in pattern from humans’ as
phylogenetic distance grows w443–445x. Related patterns
of hedonic and aversive affective reactions are found even
in rats: patterns of tongue protrusion by rats to sweet
sucrose, and of gapes and headshakes to bitter quinine
Ždescribed originally by Grill and Norgren w210x..
3.2.1. Taste reactiÕity patterns as a measure of ‘liking’
The taste reactivity test is a method that can be used to
assess the hedonic impact of tastes Ž‘liking’ or perceived
palatability. by quantifying behavioral affective reaction
patterns elicited by tastes w34,206,210x. Rats, which are
generalized omnivores, prefer sweet foods and avoid bitter
ones, as do many primates w377x, and these preferences are
reflected in their affective reactions to tastes. Some affective reactions of rats to food overlap with those of primates
Žincluding gapes to quinine and rhythmic tongue protrusions to sucrose w445x., whereas others are different
w210,445x. The taste reactivity test measures the immediate
‘liking’ reaction of a rat to a taste reward after it is
received, even if delivered by an intra-oral cannula. (The
rationale and eÕidence for this proposition are summarized in Addendum 1). Thus, with the taste reactivity test
affective ‘liking’ evaluations of a taste can be quantified
independently of whether a taste stimulus is ‘wanted’ Ži.e.,
of whether an animal will work for it or choose it.. Indeed,
taste reactivity can be measured even in animals incapable
of any instrumental action or voluntary eating w211x.
There is now considerable evidence that measures of
taste reactivity reflect core evaluations of a taste’s hedonic
and aversive impact w34,206x. That is, taste reactivity
patterns are true affective expressions, connoting core
processes of ‘liking’ and ‘disliking’ Žsee Addendum 1..
Thus, the taste reactivity test provides a means to explore
the neural substrates for hedonic ‘liking’, and can complement studies of human hedonic affect. Of course, data for
human subjective reports are available for only a few
selective manipulations, usually pharmacological Žwhich
will be discussed later.. By comparison, an important
strength of the taste reactivity technique is that it can be
applied to many diverse brain systems using animal subjects. Hedonic and aversive reaction patterns have been
used in neurobehavioral studies to identify brain substrates
of food ‘liking’.
Ø The opioid agonist, morphine, administered systemically, intraventricularly, or directly into the shell region of
the nucleus accumbens enhances hedonic reactions to sweet
and other tastes under conditions similar to those in which
it elicits feeding w131,336,338x. Aversive reactions, by
contrast, are not enhanced, but instead inhibited by morphine w86,131,332x. In other words, an accumbens opioid
neural circuit is involved in hedonic activation or ‘liking’.
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This is consistent with suggestions that opioid systems
mediate food palatability w87,98,186,226,227,276,481x, a
hypothesis that receives some support from human subjective rating studies w133,520x.
Ø Benzodiazepines, such as diazepam, chlordiazepoxide, or midazolam, promote feeding in animals and humans w92,97,257,509x. This has been argued by Cooper et
al. w92,93x to be driven by a drug-induced increase in the
hedonic palatability of food. Taste reactivity studies confirm this hypothesis. When administered to rats systemically, into the cerebral ventricles, or directly to the hindbrain, benzodiazepines enhance hedonic reaction patterns
just as morphine does w40,43,95,328,337,431,465x. Aversive reaction patterns are never enhanced by benzodiazepines. In other words, a brainstem benzodiazepiner
GABA circuit contributes to hedonic taste processing w40x.
Ø Conversely, blanket ‘disliking’ for food is produced
by several forms of brain damage that result in aphagia.
After electrolytic lesions of the lateral hypothalamus, circumscribed excitotoxic lesions of the ventral pallidum, or
ablation of the ventral forebrain even sweet foods elicit
aversive reactions, and hedonic reactions are suppressed or
abolished w36,106,211,446,455x. These lesions overlap each
other in their pattern of neuronal destruction, and have
been suggested to involve the loss of a common ‘liking’
circuit in the ventral pallidum, resulting in disinhibition of
aversion w34x.
3.3. Dopamine manipulations dissociate ‘ wanting’ Õs. ‘liking’
Manipulations of mesolimbicrneostriatal dopamine systems also potently modify the motivation to eat Ž‘wanting’
measured by voluntary intake, preference tests, or instrumental behavior for food.. However, dopamine-related
manipulations fail to alter ‘liking’ Žmeasured by hedonic
or aversive reaction patterns..
3.3.1. Pharmacological manipulations
Haloperidol, pimozide, and other dopamine receptor
blockers decrease the incentive or reward value of food, as
measured by intake, preference, or instrumental measures
w429,499,500,514x. But dopamine antagonists do not shift
the hedonic palatability of tastes toward aversion, as measured by taste reactivity w339,465x. 6 Conversely, dopamine
agonists do not increase hedonic reactions to tastes
6
The conclusion that dopamine antagonists do not shift ‘liking’ was
the focus of an earlier controversy, because several studies by Parker and
colleagues had indicated that pimozide might gradually reduce hedonic
‘liking’ and increase aversive ‘disliking’ if the taste stimulus was sustained continuously for more than a few minutes w274,331x. However,
crucial evidence for anhedonia has failed to replicate in a recent collaborative re-examination of those data by Pecina
˜ et al. Ždiscussed below.
w339x. It can be stated as a general conclusion, now shared among all
laboratories that have studied the effect of neuroleptics on affective taste
reactivity, that dopamine antagonists do not produce anhedonic palatability shifts in taste reactivity patterns.
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w34,465x, although they can alter their incentive value
w150,151,424x, and produce sensorimotor disruption of
elicited reactions w326,379,382,386,391,392,452x.
3.3.2. Electrical stimulation of the lateral hypothalamus
Electrical stimulation of the lateral hypothalamus ŽLH.
can elicit robust eating and is typically rewarding in its
own right w231,474x. LH stimulation involves many neural
systems, but activation of ascending dopamine projections
appears to be one crucial link in the chain of neural events
important to feeding and reward w157,348,375,472,519x. A
stimulation-induced increase in perceived palatability has
been suggested as one way by which LH stimulation might
increase feeding w232x. The hedonia hypothesis also predicts LH stimulation would increase food hedonics, if
dopamine activation mediates the effect of stimulation. But
Berridge and Valenstein found that electrical stimulation
of the lateral hypothalamus fails to enhance hedonic taste
reactiÕity patterns in rats even though they eat avidly
when the stimulation is on w44x. If anything, electrical
stimulation increases aÕersiÕe reactions to palatable tastes.
That is, LH electrical stimulation apparently elicits eating
not because it makes food ‘taste better’, but despite making it ‘taste worse’ w44x. The feeding induced by LH
stimulation is strikingly unlike that produced by opioids or
benzodiazepines, and unlike natural hunger or specific
appetites such as salt hunger. All of these other manipulations make the eaten food both ‘liked’ and ‘wanted’—that
is, they enhance both feeding and hedonic reaction patterns
w38,40,73,131x. The paradoxical ‘wanting’ without ‘liking’
produced by LH stimulation can be explained by hypothesizing that the electrode activates dopamine substrates of
incentive salience selectively, but bypasses hedonic neural
systems of food reward w34,44x Žsee Fig. 6..
3.3.3. 6-Hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) lesions
The massive destruction of ascending dopamine neurons with 6-OHDA causes profound aphagia w470,471x.
But an earlier study by us of whether dopamine depletion
diminishes the hedonic impact of foods found that intranigral 6-OHDA lesions, which produced both aphagia and
adipsia, failed to suppress hedonic reaction patterns or to
increase aÕersiÕe reaction patterns w45x. Instead, hedonic
and aversive taste reactivity patterns to sweet, sour or
bitter tastes remained normal after 6-OHDA lesions. From
those results, we concluded that the nigrostriatal dopamine
pathway was not necessary for a normal hedonic response
to food rewards, and that dopamine depletion did not
induce anhedonia w45x.
4. Effects of mesolimbic and neostriatal dopamine depletion on subcomponents of reward
This brings us to our current study, which was intended
to deal with short-comings in our previous study, and to
determine if any aspects of reward remain intact after the
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brain is depleted of mesolimbic and mesostriatal dopamine.
First, several objections can be raised to our earlier conclusion that dopamine loss fails to produce anhedonia.
Ø The average dopamine depletion in our earlier 6OHDA study was only 85% w45x. Our animals were
aphagic, but some have argued that dopamine depletion
above 90% to 95% may be required in order for 6-OHDA
lesions to produce their full behavioral impact w451,452x.
Ø Dopamine concentrations in the nucleus accumbens
were not measured in our earlier study w45x. Residual
accumbens dopamine probably exceeded 15% because 6OHDA lesions in the substantia nigra would have spared
substantial projections from the ventral tegmentum to the
nucleus accumbens. Therefore, the normal hedonic reactions could have been mediated by residual dopamine in
the nucleus accumbens.
Ø Only unconditioned affective reactions to novel tastes
were investigated in our earlier study w45x. This leaves
open an alternative interpretation: namely, that dopamine
depletion may have decoupled control of taste reactiÕity
patterns from forebrain control rather than preserving
normal hedonic evaluations Žan alternative originally suggested to us by Jane Stewart. w449x. That interpretation
hinges on the following logic. The evidence that taste
reactivity patterns ordinarily reflect forebrain hedonic evaluations comes from demonstrations that associative experience alters affective taste reactivity patterns
w30,42,63,209,330,530x. This effect is eliminated after decerebration or certain forebrain lesions w206,207,209,426x.
The capacity of decerebration to block modulations of
affective reactions indicates that the modulation normally
reflects forebrain hierarchical control of brainstem circuitry w206x. The possibility arises, therefore, that 6-OHDA
lesions might also eliminate the forebrain’s capacity for
hierarchical control of affective reactivity patterns based
on forebrain hedonic evaluations, even though they spare
unconditioned taste reactivity reflexes mediated by the
brainstem. If the ‘forebrain decoupling’ hypothesis were
true, then it would be possible for dopamine depletion to
have rendered the forebrain anhedonic without any evidence appearing in behavioral taste reactivity patterns. It is
possible to test this hypothesis. If it is true, then effects
such as conditioned aversion shifts in taste reactivity patterns, induced by associative taste-LiCl pairing, would no
longer be possible in animals that had extensive 6-OHDA
lesions.
Ø Finally, no attempt has been made in previous taste
reactivity studies to examine the reward learning hypothesis of dopamine function. There is evidence that dopamine
systems are not needed for all types of associative learning
w23x. However, dopamine might still be required to mediate
learning of reward associations, which would be needed to
give new hedonic reward properties to a stimulus, for
example, as has been suggested by Di Chiara w116,117x
and by Beninger and Miller w26x. Can hedonic reactions to
a stimulus be transformed by new learning after dopamine

depletion, based on conditioned relations that predict later
consequences of that stimulus?
4.1. General experimental approach
The present experimental study was undertaken in order
to deal with these issues. It aimed to test more adequately
whether mesolimbic and neostriatal dopamine systems are
needed for normal hedonic reactions to food reward, or for
modulation of hedonic reward properties. In this study
6-OHDA lesions were placed in the lateral hypothalamus
at a point where fibers from both the substantia nigra and
the ventral tegmentum pass closely together. This produced, in some animals, a 98% to 99% depletion of
dopamine in the nucleus accumbens and neostriatum
Žcaudaterputamen..
In Experiment 1, we assessed unconditioned hedonic
and aversive taste reactivity patterns to sucrose and quinine in aphagic rats that had extensive dopamine depletion.
In Experiment 2, we assessed the capacity of
dopamine-depleted rats to change the hedonic reward
Õalue of a stimulus by forebrain-mediated associatiÕe
learning, using a taste-aversion conditioning procedure. A
novel preferred taste was associatively paired with systemic administration of LiCl. The affective reactions emitted by 6-OHDA rats were monitored to determine whether
their reactions switched from hedonic patterns to aversive
patterns as a consequence of associative learning.
In Experiment 3, we assessed the capacity of
dopamine-depleted rats to show enhancement of hedonic
reactions after administration of a benzodiazepine agonist,
diazepam, that normally induces hyperphagia and that
increases hedonic palatability.
In every experiment, the affective taste reactivity patterns of 6-OHDA rats were similar to those of control rats.
The elimination of dopamine from the nucleus accumbens
and neostriatum does not appear to produce anhedonia for
food rewards, nor to block the pharmacological modulation
of food ‘liking’, nor to block the learning or expression of
new likes and dislikes.

5. Experiment 1: Unconditioned affective reactions to
sucrose or quinine
5.1. Methods
5.1.1. Surgery
Thirty-eight female and male Sprague–Dawley rats
Ž260–310 g at surgery. were housed individually in plastic
tub cages with wood shaving bedding.
Rats were anesthetized with ketamine Ž87 mgrkg. i.p..
and Rompun Ž13 mgrkg, i.p... Each was pretreated with
atropine methyl nitrate Ž5 mgrkg, i.p.. to prevent respiratory distress, bicillin Ž30,000 units, i.m.. to prevent infec-
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tion, and desipramine Ž15 mgrkg, i.p.. and pargyline Ž50
mgrkg. to protect norepinephrine terminals and maximize
dopamine depletion. Thirty min after drug pretreatment, a
midline incision was made, the dorsal skull was exposed,
skull screws were placed, and bilateral holes were drilled
for microinjections. The dura was opened, and a 30-gauge
injection cannula was lowered to intercept ascending
dopamine projections ŽAP s y4.0 mm from bregma; L s
q1.8 mm from midline; V s y8.3 mm from skull surface.. Twenty-eight rats received bilateral infusions of 8
mg of 6-hydroxydopamine HBr Ž6-OHDA. dissolved in 4
ml of vehicle Ž0.9% NaCl solution containing 0.1 mgrml
ascorbic acid.. Ten control rats received microinjections of
the vehicle solution alone. Infusions were delivered over
an 8 min period using an infusion pump, and the injection
cannula was left in place for 5 min after the infusion.
In the same surgery, bilateral chronic oral cannulae to
permit taste reactivity testing were implanted. The PE-100
cannulae, heat flared at the oral end, entered the mouth
lateral to the first maxillary molars, where they were
anchored with a Teflon washer. Oral cannulae ascended
lateral to the skull, beneath the zygomatic arch, and exited
the head dorsally where they were attached to 19-gauge.
steel tubing and anchored to the skull screws with dental
acrylic cement.
5.1.2. Postsurgical maintenance and recoÕery
Rats that received lesions were artificially fed and
watered by intragastric intubation as follows. On the day
after surgery, each rat was intubated twice with 10 ml of
water to prevent dehydration. Each day a palatable cereal
mash Žmoistened Gerber’s baby cereal. and fresh Purina
rat chow pellets were provided on a free access basis. Food
and water intake and body weight were monitored daily.
Beginning on the second day after surgery, rats that lost
weight were intubated with a liquid diet. For every 5 g
body weight loss, the rat was intubated with 12 ml of a
liquid diet Žmade of equal parts of sweetened condensed
milk and water, with a multivitamin supplement added., up
to a maximum of three intubations per day.
Rats were classified as aphagic on a given day if they
ate neither cereal mash nor chow. Aphagic rats received all
of their nourishment by intubation of liquid diet. If rats ate
any cereal mash or chow pellets on a given day, they were
classified as not aphagic and were excluded from the
study. Rats that were aphagic for at least one week were
used in this study, and only data collected during their
period of aphagia were used for the analysis presented
below. Non-aphagic rats were excluded because for this
study it was of interest to determine if ‘liking’ remained
only if ‘wanting’ was abolished.
Of the twenty-eight rats that received 6-OHDA lesions,
two died during the 7-day recovery period before testing
began. Four 6-OHDA rats began to eat cereal mash or
chow during this time, and were dropped from the study.
Twenty-two 6-OHDA rats remained aphagic on the 8th
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day after surgery, and proceeded to taste reactivity testing.
Of these, 12 remained aphagic throughout the entire test
series Ž17 days after surgery., and data are presented only
for these long-term aphagic rats.
5.1.3. BehaÕioral taste reactiÕity testing
Behavioral testing began on the eighth day after surgery.
A single taste reactivity trial was given each day, using
one of three stimulus solutions: Sucrose Žeither 0.3 M or
1.0 M., or Quinine HCl Ž3 = 10y4 M.. Each stimulus
solution was administered three times, in counter-balanced
order, over a period of nine days.
On each trial, a rat’s oral cannula was connected to an
infusion line ŽPE-50 tubing with a PE-10 nozzle.. The rat
was placed in a transparent test chamber and allowed to
habituate for 5 min. A 1 ml volume of the stimulus
solution was infused into the rat’s mouth over a period of
1 min. A mirror positioned beneath the transparent floor of
the chamber reflected the image of the rat’s face and
mouth into the close-up lens of a video camera. Videotaped records were saved for later slow-motion analysis of
taste reactivity.
Taste reactivity components were scored in slow-motion, ranging from frame-by-frame to 1r10th actual speed
w210x. Three classes of affective taste reactivity patterns
were scored: hedonic, aversive, and neutral Žfor discussion
of hedonicraversive classification of taste reactivity patterns, see w34,40,206x. Hedonic reaction patterns were
considered to be: lateral tongue protrusions, rhythmic
tongue protrusions, and paw licks. AÕersiÕe reaction patterns were considered to be: gapes, chin rubs, face washing, forelimb flails, paw tread, and locomotion Žsee w210x
for descriptions.. Several reaction patterns are less reliable
as indicators of an acceptability evaluation, and were
classified here as Neutral: rhythmic mouth movements,
passive drip of the solution, and sequential alternation
between face washing and paw licks with less than 1 s
transition Ža sequential combination which is typical of
self-grooming, and which when combined in sequential
alternation is not associated with other hedonic or aversive
reactions; for hedonicrneutralraversive classification of
taste reactivity patterns, see w40x.. Each lateral tongue
protrusion, gape, and chin rub were counted as individual
events. Each instance of face washing, forelimb flailing,
and locomotion Žin which several rapid movements are
typically chained in a brief bout. was counted as a separate
event. Rhythmic midline tongue protrusions, which may be
emitted in continuous bouts of several seconds, were
counted in 2-s bins Žone tongue protrusion or a continuous
series of up to 2 s duration were counted as 1 bin; 3–4
continuous seconds of tongue protrusions were counted as
2 bins, etc... Rhythmic mouth movements and paw licks,
which often are emitted in even longer bouts, were counted
similarly in 5-s bins. This scoring system helps equalize
the contribution of different reaction types to the final
hedonic or aversive scores, by preventing actions that
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occur more frequently from dominating the affective category w39x.
5.1.4. Neurochemistry
At the end of the experiments 7 control rats and 12
6-OHDA lesion rats that had remained aphagic for at least
2 weeks were killed humanely by instantaneous decapitation, and their brains were removed and placed in iced
saline within 40 s of death. Each brain was cooled for 1
min, placed on a cutting block, and sliced w222x. The left
and right neostriatum Žcaudate-putamen. and the left and
right nucleus accumbens were extracted by micropunch.
Each tissue core was weighed, and the left and right sides
from each structure were placed together in separate tubes
containing 400 ml HClO4 Ž0.05 N., to which 250 ng
dihydroxybenzylamine was added. The tissue was homogenized, and the suspension was centrifuged for 45 min
Ž5000 = g .. The supernatant was filtered through 0.45-mm
pore filters, and the samples were frozen at y208C. Within
two weeks, the samples were assayed by HPLC with
electrochemical detection, using procedures similar to those
described previously w368x. Dopamine concentrations in
the neostriatum and nucleus accumbens were ascertained
for each rat, and the percentage of dopamine depletion for
each 6-OHDA brain was calculated based on the mean
concentrations of dopamine in the neostriatum and the
nucleus accumbens of control rats.

5.2. Results
5.2.1. Neurochemistry
The mean concentration of neostriatal dopamine in
control rats was 10.36 " 0.51 ng per mg wet tissue weight,
and was 8.50 " 0.31 ngrmg in the nucleus accumbens
ŽFig. 1.. Rats that had received 6-OHDA lesions had
reduced concentrations of dopamine: 1.09 " 0.58 ngrmg
in the neostriatum, and 2.19 " 0.49 ngrmg in the nucleus
accumbens. Overall, the group of 12 rats with 6-OHDA
lesions had dopamine depletion of 90% in the neostriatum
and 74% in the nucleus accumbens.
Many of the 6-OHDA lesion rats, however, had more
severe dopamine depletion. Eight of the 12 were depleted
of neostriatal dopamine by more than 98%. In this group
of 8 rats, neostriatal dopamine was depleted by 98.8 "
0.5%, and nucleus accumbens dopamine was depleted by
85.0 " 4.8% ŽFig. 1.. A further subgroup of 3 rats from
this group were depleted of dopamine by over 99% in both
the neostriatum and the nucleus accumbens Ž 99.8 " 0.1%
in the neostriatum and 99.0 " 0.2% in the nucleus accumbens; Fig. 1..
Since the purpose of this study was to assess the
consequences of the most severe dopamine depletion on
affective reaction patterns, separate analyses were conducted for each group and subgroup in every experiment
described below: a. aphagic 6-OHDA group as a whole

Fig. 1. Dopamine concentrations in the neostriatum and nucleus accumbens of control and 6-OHDA lesion groups. Absolute concentrations shown by bars
and boxes Žngrmg tissue.. Relative percent depletion of each group compared to controls is listed at top of each plot. Control and aphagic 6-OHDA groups
are shown by filled and open bars Žmean " S.E.M... The 6-OHDA subgroup with neostriatal depletion ) 98% is depicted by hatched box plot Žbox s 25th
to 75th percentile range, line shows median, error bar shows 90th percentile.. The 6-OHDA subgroup with accumbens and neostriatal depletion ) 99%
had values too low to be graphed.
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Ž n s 12.; b. confirmed ) 98% dopamine depletion in
neostriatum Ž n s 8.; and c. confirmed ) 99% depletion in
both neostriatum and accumbens Ž n s 3..
5.2.2. Hedonic taste reactiÕity patterns to sucrose
Hedonic reactions. Sucrose elicited hedonic reaction
patterns Žrhythmic tongue protrusions, lateral tongue protrusions, paw licks. from both aphagic 6-OHDA rats and
control rats; the groups did not differ in total number of
hedonic reactions ŽFig. 2; two-factor analysis of variance
Žlesion condition= sucrose concentration. F Ž1,40. s 2.66,
n.s... Concentrated 1.0 M solution elicited more hedonic
reactions than did 0.3 M sucrose in both control and
6-OHDA lesion groups Ž F Ž1,40. s 10.15, p - 0.01; in this
and subsequent analyses, interaction effects between lesionrcontrol groups and other factors were never significant.. In other words, aphagic 6-OHDA rats emitted the
same number of hedonic reactions to sucrose as did controls, and they modulated their number of reactions appropriately to sucrose concentration.
The group of rats with ) 98% neostriatal dopamine
depletion Ž n s 8. similarly showed a concentration-dependent increase in hedonic reactions when compared with
controls Ž F Ž1,34. s 20.24, p - 0.001.. This group of
severely depleted rats actually appeared to emit more
hedonic reactions overall than did controls Žmean "
S.E.M.s 5.9 q 0.9 for the neostriatum depletion ) 98%
group compared to 3.3 q 0.8 for the control group;
F Ž1,34. s 4.79, p - 0.05; Fig. 2.. The hedonic elevation
disappeared for the subgroup of lesion rats with ) 99%
depletion from both accumbens and neostriatum Ž n s 3;
Fig. 2.. There were no significant interaction effects between dopamine group and stimulus concentration. Taken
together, these data demonstrate that extensive dopamine
depletion in the neostriatum and nucleus accumbens fails
to impair the emission of hedonic reactions to sweet
stimuli.
5.2.3. Taste reactiÕity component distribution
There were no differences between the control group
and 6-OHDA lesion groups in the distribution of motor
components within the hedonic category. For example, the
groups did not differ in terms of the relative number of
rhythmic tongue protrusions vs. of lateral tongue protrusions or other reactions elicited by sucrose Žcompared by
the Mann–Whitney test.. Nor did the groups differ in the
incidence or proportion of rats that emitted each particular
reaction Žcompared by the z test of proportion..
5.2.4. Few aÕersiÕe reactions to sucrose
Sucrose elicited relatively few aversive reaction patterns
from either group. The 0.3 M solution elicited slightly
more aversive reactions than the concentrated 1.0 M solution Ž F Ž1,40. s 6.12, p - 0.02., but the aphagic 6-OHDA
lesion rats did not differ from the control group, Ž F Ž1,40.
s 0.76, n.s.., nor did the group of 6-OHDA rats with
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neostriatal depletion ) 98% Ž F Ž1,34. s 1.82, n.s... When
the analysis was restricted to rats that were confirmed to
have both accumbens and neostriatal dopamine depletion
) 99%, 6-OHDA rats emitted slightly more aversive reactions to 0.3 M sucrose Ž3.0 q 0.5. than did control rats
Ž1.4 q 0.3.. However, neither group emitted any aversive
reactions at all to more concentrated 1.0 M sucrose.
5.2.5. AÕersiÕe taste reactiÕity patterns to quinine
Quinine HCl elicited predominantly aversive reactions,
and few hedonic reactions, from both 6-OHDA lesion rats
and from control rats ŽFig. 3.. There was no difference
between the aphagic 6-OHDA and control groups in the
number of Žfew. hedonic reactions Ž F Ž1,18. s 2.0, n.s.. or
aversive reactions Ž F Ž1,18. s 0.01, n.s... Separate analyses
restricted to the 6-OHDA ‘neostriatal depletion ) 98%
group’ or ‘both accumbens and neostriatal depletion )
99% group’ produced identical outcomes: in each case,
6-OHDA reactions to quinine were not different from
control group reactions.
These data suggest that although some 6-OHDA rats
may occasionally be more responsive than controls in both
hedonic and aversive reaction patterns, dopamine depletion
did not shift reactions consistently toward aversive patterns, nor did it shift reactions away from hedonic patterns.
No consistent difference in hedonicraversive reaction patterns to sucrose or quinine was produced by severe
dopamine depletion.
5.3. Discussion of Experiment 1
The results of Experiment 1 confirm our earlier report
that unconditioned affective reaction patterns elicited by
sucrose and quinine solutions are essentially normal in rats
after 6-OHDA lesions of the striatalraccumbens dopamine
system w45x. They extend our earlier results to show that
affective reaction patterns remain normal even after essentially complete depletion of dopamine from these structures, at levels exceeding 99% depletion from both nucleus
accumbens and neostriatum.
The loss of dopamine from the neostriatum and accumbens does not appear to lead to anhedonia or a motor
inability to emit affective reactions. Rats with nearly complete dopamine depletion showed no suppression of unconditioned hedonic reaction patterns to sucrose.
But the possibility remains that dopamine depletion
might disrupt the expression in taste reactivity patterns of
learned hedonic shifts induced by manipulations that depend on the forebrain. If that were true, it would raise the
possibility that hedonic reaction patterns might no longer
provide evidence of forebrain evaluation of hedonic events.
After all, decerebration or other forebrain lesions that
isolate the brainstem from forebrain control leave basic
unconditioned taste reactivity motor patterns intact—but
only as simpler reflexes, no longer modifiable by associative or neural manipulations that change forebrain affective
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Fig. 2. Hedonic reaction patterns of control and 6-OHDA groups to oral infusions of 0.3 M Žtop. and 1.0 M Žbottom. sucrose. Hedonic reactions are on the
left half and aversive reactions on the right half of each graph. Each shows the reactions of the control group Žsolid bar., aphagic 6-OHDA group Žopen
bar., 6-OHDA group with neostriatum depletion ) 98% Žhatched box., and 6-OHDA subgroup with accumbensq neostriatal depletion ) 99% Ždouble
hatched box.. Bars for control and aphagic 6-OHDA groups depict mean" S.E.M. Hatched box plot shows affective reactions for neostriatum depletion
) 98% group Ž n s 8; median shown by horizontal line, box ends show 25th to 75th percentile range, and error bars show 10th to 90th percentile range..
Double hatched box plot shows entire range of affective reactions for accumbensrneostriatum depletion ) 99% group Ž n s 3; horizontal line shows
middle member; box end shows extreme members..
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Fig. 3. Aversive taste reaction patterns of 6-OHDA and control groups to oral quinine infusion Ž3 = 10y5 M quinine HCl.. Symbols as in Fig. 2.

evaluations w206–209,258x. On the other hand, if associative taste aversion learning still produced a normal shift
from hedonic to aversive reaction patterns after dopamine
depletion, it would imply that taste reactivity patterns still
reflect palatability evaluations that require the forebrain.
The role of dopamine in reward learning is another
issue that hinges importantly on whether associative conditioning can alter affective taste reactivity patterns after
dopamine depletion. If 6-OHDA lesions disrupted the capacity of taste aversion conditioning to shift affective
reactions, it would support the hypothesis that dopamine is
especially important in order for a stimulus to acquire new
hedonic Õalue Õia associatiÕe learning, and that this is its
major role in reward. But if severe dopamine depletion
does not prevent the shift from hedonic to aversive reaction patterns after taste aversion learning, it indicates that
dopamine is not needed to mediate associatively-acquired
shifts in hedonic value.

6. Experiment 2: Modulation of affective reactions by
taste aversion conditioning
6.1. Methods
6.1.1. Subjects
Eight 6-OHDA lesion rats that remained aphagic 20
days after surgery but were otherwise in good health, and 7

control rats, were used in this Experiment. The 6-OHDA
group included 7 rats that had ) 98% neostriatal dopamine
depletion, and the 3 rats that had ) 99% depletion in both
nucleus accumbens and neostriatum.
6.1.2. Taste CS q
A palatable and novel saccharinrpolycose solution
Ž0.2% wrv sodium saccharin and 32% wrv polycose. was
used as the conditioned stimulus w408x. Polycose by itself
does not taste sweet to humans, but is a preferred solution
for rats, and behavioral short term intake and electrophysiological studies indicate it to be recognized as a distinct
taste by rats w156,187,313,409x. Adding saccharin to polycose increases its attractiveness to rats in preference tests
w408x. Since our rats had never tasted either polycose or
saccharin before, we expected this mixture to be palatable
yet novel to them, suitable as a conditioned stimulus for
aversion conditioning.
6.1.3. AssociatiÕe conditioning and behaÕioral analysis
Three associative pairings were arranged of the CS q
saccharinrpolycose solution with a LiCl injection Žunconditioned stimulus.. On the first day, the oral cannula of a
rat was connected to a stimulus delivery tube, and the rat
was allowed to habituate in the taste reactivity test chamber for 5 min. Then a 1-ml volume of saccharinrpolycose
solution was infused into the rat’s mouth via the cannula at
a constant rate over 1 min. Taste reactivity was videotaped
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during the infusion as in Experiment 1 for subsequent
analysis. Immediately after the oral infusion, the rat was
injected with 1.5 mEqrkg LiCl Ž1 ml per 100 g body

weight of isotonic LiCl, i.p.., and returned to its home
cage. This pairing was repeated two days later, and a third
pairing was administered two days after that. A test infu-
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Fig. 4. Associative learning changes hedonic impact of gustatory reward. A. Initial hedonic and aversive taste reactivity patterns to saccharinrpolycose
solution by 6-OHDA and control groups. B. After associative pairings of saccharinrpolycose taste Žas CS q . with LiCl Žas UCS.. The relatively high
hedonic reaction rate for the accumbens ) 99% depletion subgroup after aversion conditioning reflects the response of 1 rat ŽBar shows entire range of
subgroup.. The other 2 rats in this subgroup had zero hedonic reactions after LiCl pairing. Symbols as for Fig. 2. C. Summary of ‘before and after effects’
of associative aversion learning on hedonic and aversive reactions produced by the entire 6-OHDA group and the control group. The change in hedonic
impact of the CS q taste is equivalent for the two groups.

sion of saccharinrpolycose was administered a fourth time
two days after the third pairing, and taste reactivity was
recorded. A slow-motion videoanalysis of behavioral taste
reactivity patterns was conducted as in Experiment 1.
6.2. Results
Strongly hedonic reaction patterns were emitted by both
the aphagic 6-OHDA lesion and control groups to the
saccharinrpolycose infusion the first time it was delivered
ŽFig. 4.. After 3 associative pairings, however, a marked
shift in taste reactivity patterns toward aversion was seen
for both groups ŽFig. 4.. A two-way ANOVA Žassociative
conditioning= lesion group. showed that hedonic reactions were reduced for both groups by taste aversion
conditioning Ž F Ž1,29. s 13.8, p - 0.01.. 6-OHDA rats did
not differ from control rats in hedonic reactions on either
the first Žnaive. day or on the test day after conditioning
Ž F Ž1,29. s 0.1, n.s..
Conversely, the number of total aversive reactions
Žgapes, headshakes, face washes, forelimb flails, chin rubs,
paw treads. was dramatically increased for both aphagic
6-OHDA and control groups by associative pairing with
LiCl Ž F Ž1,29. s 28.6, p - 0.001; Fig. 4.. Again, there was
no difference between aphagic 6-HDA rats and control rats

in the number of aversive reactions Ž F Ž1,29. s 1.4, n.s...
These results held true for both the group of 6-OHDA
rats that had ) 98% depletion of neostriatal dopamine
Ž n s 7., and for the subgroup that had ) 99% accumbens
and neostriatal depletion Ž n s 3; Fig. 4.. For the ) 98%
neostriatal depletion group, hedonic reactions were reduced by associative conditioning Ž F Ž1,27. s 11.2, p 0.01., whereas aversive reactions were increased Ž F Ž1,27.
s 23.9, p - 0.001., and neither the hedonic nor aversive
reactions of this group differed from the control group
Ž F Ž1,27. - 1.0, n.s... For the ) 99% accumbens and neostriatal subgroup, two of the three rats reduced their hedonic
reactions to zero after aversion conditioning, but the third
rat emitted as many hedonic reactions as it had before, so
the hedonic reduction was only marginally significant
Ž F Ž1,19. s 4.3, p s 0.07.. However, even this subgroup
showed a robust and unanimous increase in aversive reactions to saccharinrpolycose after associative conditioning
Ž F Ž1,19. s 13.7, p - 0.01., equivalent to that of control
rats Ž F Ž1,19. s 0.6, n.s.; Fig. 4..
6.3. Discussion of Experiment 2
Severe dopamine depletion did not disrupt the acquisition or expression of an associative shift from hedonic
reactions to aversion. This implies that forebrain neural
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systems needed for the revaluation of rewarding stimuli
remained functional. Associative taste aversions are mediated by distributed neural circuits that require the forebrain
as well as the brainstem w258,318,390,426,438x. For example, Grill and Norgren w209x showed that taste-LiCl pairings fail to change behavioral taste reactivity patterns of
mesencephalic decerebrate rats Žwhich were transected
above the superior colliculus.. Our results indicate that
forebrain evaluations of affective value still control affective taste reactivity patterns even after extensive 6-OHDA
depletion of neostriatal and accumbens dopamine. Aversive reaction patterns to a LiCl-paired taste still reflect
forebrain-based aversive evaluations. By implication, the
normal hedonic reactions to novel polycosersaccharin prior
to LiCl pairing Žand to sucrose in Experiment 1. reflected
a normal forebrain-based hedonic evaluation.
Our results also show that rats with extensive dopamine
depletions are capable of changing their hedonic evaluation of a stimulus based on predictive relations with another event; that is, they are capable of reward learning.
Associative decrements of old hedonic value and increments of new aversive value, at least, do not appear to
require the integrity of ascending dopamine systems.
Whether hedonic increments produced by associative pairing also persist after dopamine depletion remains an open
question for the time being. But unless decreases in hedonic value are mediated by a neural system separate from
that which mediates increases, it seems likely that learned
hedonic increments might also be possible for these rats.
And although some evidence has implicated a differential
role for dopamine systems in pleasant vs. unpleasant events
w301x Žbut see w380x and discussion below regarding
dopamine mediation of aversive motivation., reward learning models have posited dopamine systems to play a
similar role in learned increments and learned decrements
in prediction of hedonic rewards w304,405x. Whatever role
dopamine systems may play in learning about rewards, our
results suggest they are not required to shift the hedonic or
aversive value of rewards as a function of prior experience.

7. Experiment 3: enhancement of hedonic reaction patterns by diazepam
Experiment 2 demonstrated that dopamine depletion
does not disrupt the capacity of learned negative associations to make tastes more aversive. But do 6-OHDA
lesions eliminate the capacity to modulate palatability in
the positive hedonic direction? Could hedonic reaction
patterns still be enhanced? The conclusion that basic hedonic impact remains normal after dopamine depletion would
be strengthened if that were true.
For normal rats hedonic reactions to taste are heightened by prior administration of benzodiazepine agonists
such as diazepam, chlordiazepoxide, or midazolam w40,
43,95,97,199,328,431,465,466x. Benzodiazepine agonists

also elicit feeding in normal rats w69,92,97,509x. Aphagic
6-OHDA rats would not be expected to show drug-elicited
feeding. But if their deficit is primarily one of ‘wanting’
food rather than ‘liking’ food, and if their ability to
modulate hedonic processes remains normal, then they
ought to show enhanced hedonic reactions to a taste
delivered to the mouth after treatment with a benzodiazepine agonist. Conversely, if dopamine depletion induces anhedonia, then hedonic enhancement ought to be
impaired.
7.1. Methods
Seven 6-OHDA rats that had remained aphagic for 28
days after surgery, and 5 control rats, were used in this
experiment. The 6-OHDA rats included the group of 6 rats
that were later confirmed to have ) 98% neostriatal
dopamine depletion, and the subgroup of 3 rats that had
) 99% depletion of both accumbens and neostriatal
dopamine.
In order to minimize the sedative effects of diazepam
on the day of testing, each rat received four daily pre-exposures to the drug Ž5 mgrkg, i.p.. prior to the day of
behavioral testing. Taste reactivity tests were conducted on
the fifth and sixth days.
On each test day, rats were injected with either diazepam Ž5 mgrkg, i.p.. or with sterile saline Ž0.5 ml, i.p..
in counterbalanced order across days. Oral cannulae were
connected to delivery tubes, and the rats were placed in the
test chamber and allowed to habituate for 10 min. An
infusion of 0.3 M sucrose Ž1 ml. was delivered over a 1
min period, beginning 15 min after the drug injection, and
taste reactivity was videorecorded for subsequent analysis,
as in earlier experiments.
7.2. Results
Diazepam enhanced the hedonic reaction patterns of
both control rats and aphagic 6-OHDA rats Ž F Ž1,23. s
5.38, p - 0.05; Fig. 5., and there was no difference between the two groups in hedonic enhancement Ž F Ž1,23. s
0.5, n.s... Diazepam similarly enhanced hedonic reactions
for the 6-OHDA group that had 98% neostriatal depletion
Ž F Ž1,21. s 6.01; p - 0.05., which also did not differ from
the control group Ž F Ž1,21. s 1.13, n.s.. Even the subgroup
that had 99% depletion of accumbens and neostriatal
dopamine nearly tripled the number of hedonic reactions
emitted to sucrose after diazepam Žsaline s 4.65 q 3.2,
diazepams 14.3 q 2.9; Fig. 5., although the change was
not statistically significant due to the small size of the
group Ž F Ž1,5. s 6.32, p - 0.12.. Still, an inspection of
Fig. 5 will show the reader that rats belonging to the 99%
subgroup responded to the drug similarly to all other
groups.
Aversive reactions were rarely emitted to sucrose even
after saline, and were never altered by diazepam administration Ž F Ž1,23. s 1.10, n.s...
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Fig. 5. Taste reactivity patterns to sucrose of 6-OHDA and control groups after diazepam Žbottom. or saline Žtop. administration. Symbols as for Fig. 2.

7.3. Discussion of Experiment 3
The benzodiazepine agonist, diazepam, enhanced hedonic taste reactivity patterns to sucrose even in rats that had

98% to 99% depletion of dopamine. These results suggest
that mesolimbic and neostriatal dopamine systems are not
needed for the pharmacological enhancement of hedonic
reactions. An anhedonic brain—one that was biased to-
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ward negative evaluations—might not be capable of pharmacological palatability enhancement. However, a
dopamine-depleted brain still is.

8. General discussion
Are dopamine projections to the nucleus accumbens or
neostriatum needed for normal hedonic evaluations, for
hedonic modulation, or for learned adjustments in hedonic
value? Our results indicate the answer to all three questions is ‘no’.
8.1. Unconditioned hedonic reactiÕity.
Unconditioned affective reaction patterns to sweet and
bitter tastes remained normal after 6-OHDA lesions.
Dopamine depletion failed to reduce hedonic reactions to a
sweet taste or to increase aversive reactions to a bitter
taste. Dopamine-depleted rats remained capable of discriminating appropriately between sucrose vs. quinine, and
between weak and strong concentrations of sucrose Ž0.3
vs. 1.0 M.. These results replicate our earlier report that
unconditioned affective reactions to tastes remain essentially normal after 6-OHDA lesions w45x. They extend
those findings by showing that this is true even for rats
that have up to 99% depletion of mesolimbic and neostriatal dopamine. This far exceeds the 85% neostriatal depletion obtained in our earlier study, and also rules out the
possibility that spared dopamine in the nucleus accumbens
is needed to mediate normal unconditioned hedonicraversive reactions.
8.2. Palatability modulation.
The present results also show that dopamine projections
to the neostriatum and nucleus accumbens are not necessary for the normal modulation of either hedonic or aversive palatability. Enhancement of hedonic reaction patterns to sucrose was induced pharmacologically in
dopamine-depleted rats by administration of the benzodiazepine agonist, diazepam. Enhancement of aÕersiÕe reaction patterns to an originally palatable sweet taste, and
suppression of hedonic reactions, was induced in dopamine-depleted rats by associative taste aversion learning.
In both cases, the magnitude of the shift in affective
reaction patterns induced by these manipulations was comparable in control and dopamine-depleted rats

9. Dopamine and reward: choosing among competing
explanations
Why do individuals fail to eat or drink voluntarily or
show goal-directed behavior toward incentive stimuli after
dopamine depletion? Competing hypotheses provide several different explanations. First, motor deficits produced

by nigrostriatal impairment might render the animals incapable of the movements needed to eat or drink. Second,
anhedonia caused by dopamine depletion might eliminate
the hedonic impact of all food or drink reinforcers. Third,
disruption of reward learning might make it impossible
for the individual to perceive the associative relationship
between food-related stimuli in the environment and the
hedonic consequences of ingesting food. Fourth, disruption
of incentiÕe salience might abolish the incentive properties
of the sight or smell of food, leaving it unattractive and
incapable of eliciting approach, even if those other functions remained intact. Which of these explanations, if any,
provide a plausible account of the effects of dopamine
depletion on behavior directed towards food and other
rewards?
9.1. Not motor deficits
The failure to eat is not likely to be explained entirely
by motor deficits induced by the lesions. Although the
importance of sensorimotor impairment after dopamine
depletion cannot be disregarded, and needs to be better
understood w216,383x, it is clear that rats can still make
many forelimb and mouth movements after extensive 6OHDA lesions. For example, in the present study the
action patterns elicited by tastes appeared motorically normal. Dopamine-depleted rats made normal rhythmic mouth
movements, rhythmic and lateral tongue protrusions, forelimb facial strokes, etc. Forepaw and licking movements
similar to those needed to eat are also preserved and
sometimes even enhanced in other situations. For example,
when grooming, rats with extensive 6-OHDA lesions have
been found to emit the same number as, or more,
forelimb-stroke and body-lick movements than control rats
w32,483x Žand to further increase their emission of grooming and locomotion movements in response to a variety of
drug treatments w135,288x.. It is not so much that rats
cannot generate the movements required for eating after
6-OHDA lesions, as that they do not do so.
There is no doubt that dopamine depletion impairs
sensorimotor responsiveness in rats as well as in humans
w46,285,287,340,379,384,386,391,392,451,485,515x. The
critical question, however, is whether sensorimotor deficits
alone explain the deficits in motivated behavior. Many
behavioral neuroscientists have concluded that sensorimotor deficits by themselves do not suffice to explain the
changes in reward effectiveness produced by dopamine
manipulations w17,52,152,158,225,254,266,310,345,
347,362,401,429,505,513,518x. Thus, above and beyond
sensorimotor deficits induced by dopamine depletion, the
nature of the deficit in rewarded behavior needs explanation.
9.2. Not anhedonia
According to the anhedonia hypothesis dopamine depletion should reduce hedonic reactions to sucrose andror
increase aversive reaction patterns to quinine. That did not
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happen. Affective reaction patterns remained normal. Normal affective reaction patterns can be explained by the
anhedonia hypothesis only if it is assumed that after
dopamine depletion taste reactivity no longer reflects normal hedonic or aversive evaluations. In other words, the
anhedonia hypothesis would be compatible with these data
only if one posits that brainstem circuits were disconnected
from an anhedonic forebrain by the lesion, leaving the
brainstem to produce normal reflexes in the absence of
affective processing by the forebrain. Do rats have an
‘anhedonic-but-disconnected’ forebrain after 6-OHDA lesions?
Not hedonic disconnection of the forebrain. Our observation that 6-OHDA rats retain the capacity to shift from
hedonic to aversive reactions based on aversion conditioning provides strong evidence against the ‘anhedonic forebrain’ hypothesis. The logic of our assertion derives from
the descending hierarchical control known to be exerted by
forebrain neural systems over taste reactivity patterns, and
the role of hierarchical control in aversion conditioning
w206,207,209,211x.
Studies have shown that forebrain manipulations alter
the responses of neurons in the brainstem parabrachial
nucleus and solitary nucleus w121,122,308,317,390x, and
that affective taste reactivity patterns are modulated directly by lesions and drug microinjections localized in the
forebrain w106,211,335,336x. They indicate taste processing
to be modulated by descending hierarchical control. This
idea is supported by anatomical evidence for descending
pathways from gustatory cortex and other forebrain sites to
gustatory processing sites of the brainstem. Most relevant
to the present study, shifts in taste reactivity patterns
produced by taste aversion learning require an intact forebrain w206,209,258,426x. For example, Grill and Norgren
found that decerebrate rats were not capable of changing
taste reactivity patterns, even after repeated taste-LiCl
pairings w206,209x. Lesions of the basolateral amygdala or
gustatory cortex have also been reported to impair conditioned shifts from hedonic to aversive behavioral reactions
induced by LiCl pairing w258,426x. In a vivid neuroanatomical demonstration of hierarchical control of aversion
learning, Schafe et al. w390x found that the induction of
c-Fos immunostaining within the nucleus of the solitary
tract, a neural marker of taste aversion learning after
taste-LiCl pairing, was prevented ipsilaterally by a hemitransection of connections from the forebrain. In sum, as
noted by a recent review of taste aversion learning by
Norgren and Grigson w318x, evidence points to ‘‘the extensive projections of the PBN Žparabrachial nucleus. to the
Õentral forebrain as the best candidate’’ for neural mediation of aversion conditioning Žitalics added.. Associative
shifts from hedonic to aversive behavioral reactions cannot
be carried out by the brainstem without guidance from
descending forebrain projections.
Our finding that dopamine-depleted rats switch appropriately from hedonic to aversive patterns after aversion
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learning rules out the possibility that the 6-OHDA lesions
produce an ‘anhedonic forebrain’ that is somehow prevented from modulating unconditioned reactions to tastes.
If the forebrain were functionally disconnected, a rat would
be unable to shift its affective reaction pattern after tasteLiCl pairing. The dopamine-depleted rat is not rendered
functionally decerebrate by its 6-OHDA lesion. Hierarchical controls over palatability remain intact. We conclude
that the hedonic evaluation of tastes by the forebrain is not
impaired by mesolimbic and neostriatal dopamine depletion.
9.2.1. Further eÕidence against anhedonia
9.2.1.1. Hedonic enhancement of palatability by diazepam
after 6-OHDA lesions. Benzodiazepine agonists enhance
palatability and induce feeding by an appetite-related process that appears to be separate from their anxiolytic and
sedative effects w92,93,96,97,509x and the hypothesis of
benzodiazepine hedonic enhancement has been confirmed
by many taste reactivity studies w43,199,328,337,466x. Our
present results indicate that the ability of diazepam to
enhance taste palatability does not require accumbens or
neostriatal dopamine. In one sense, this may not be surprising, because benzodiazepines seem to enhance hedonic
taste palatability via actions within the brainstem
w31,97,337x. On the other hand, if dopamine depletion had
rendered the forebrain anhedonic, that might be expected
to impair hedonic enhancement and bias affective responses toward aversion, as a variety of other forebrain
lesions do w106,211,393x. But it did not.
9.2.1.2. Comparison to lesions that produce real anhedonia. The preservation of normal hedonic and aversive
reaction patterns and normal palatability modulation after
6-OHDA lesions stands in stark contrast to other aphagiaproducing brain lesions. Indeed, lesions that disrupt feeding typically reduce hedonic reaction patterns or enhance
aversive ones. For example, hedonic reaction patterns are
replaced by aversive ones after either telencephalic ablation Žremoval of structures rostral to thalamus., or large
electrolytic lesions of the lateral hypothalamic area
w164,211,306,393,446,455x.. Aphagia accompanied by anhedonia Žplus aversive enhancement. is also seen after
excitotoxin lesions of the basal forebrain w106,138,484x
that damage a small site within the ventral pallidum
w34,106x. Lateral hypothalamic lesions that fail to damage
the crucial ventral pallidal site produce only aphagia, and
do not increase aversion or reduce hedonic reaction patterns w34,106,393,496x. Aphagia w240,529x with anhedonia
can also be produced by deafferentation of the bilateral
mandibular and maxillary trigeminal nerve, although the
affective taste reactivity shift is more specific to hedonic
affect w37x. Trigeminal deafferentation suppresses hedonic
reaction patterns to sucrose and other tastes, but does not
alter aversive reactions w37x. Deafferentation results in a
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selective anhedonia, which nonetheless shifts the balance
between hedonic palatability and aversion, leaving foods
relatively ‘unliked’.
In short, most brain lesions that produce aphagia have
been found to cause anhedonia, as assessed by affective
taste reactivity patterns, and many aphagia-producing lesions also cause active aversion to food. Compared to
other neural manipulations that produce aphagia, dopamine
depletion is unusual in that it fails to alter either hedonic or
aversive reactions to food. We conclude, therefore, the
reason dopamine-depleted rats fail to eat is not because
they are anhedonic.
9.3. Not reward learning?
In a prominent model of reward learning, Montague et
al. Žp. 1944, w304x. have argued that dopamine neurons
deliver ‘‘information about prediction errors between the
expected amount of reward and the actual reward’’. Their
computational model is based on data collected primarily
by Schultz and colleagues in an important series of electrophysiological studies on the relationship between the discharge rate of presumed dopamine neurons and the presentation of food rewards, and conditioned stimuli predictive of food rewards w5,277,278,300,301,371,398,399,401–
403x. Accordingly, Schultz himself concurs that dopamine
neurons ‘‘signal deviations from the prediction of future
appetitive events’’ Žp. 191, w400x.. In a collaborative review, Schultz, Dayan, and Montague w405x concluded that
‘‘dopamine activity encodes expectations about external
stimuli or reward’’ Žp. 1594, w405x., and can signal both
‘‘changes and errors in the predictions of future salient and
rewarding events’’ Žp. 1593, w405x.. Appetitive rewarding
events, for Schultz, are things that ‘‘elicit approach reactions . . . , serve as positive reinforcers . . . , serve as goals of
voluntary behavior . . . ’’, and ‘‘have an emotional function
by inducing subjective feelings of pleasure and hedonia’’
Žp. 191, Schultz w400x., a view that seems to join both
incentive ‘wanting’ and hedonic ‘liking’. In these accounts, the activity of dopamine neurons seems to reflect
reward learning in two ways. First, neuronal activation to a
conditioned stimulus phasically registers an increment in
the momentary strength of a prediction regarding an impending ‘wanted’ and ‘liked’ event. Second, dopamine
neuronal activation to an unconditioned hedonic reward,
such as the actual taste of food, encodes discrepancies
between the prediction strength and the actual magnitude
of ‘liking’ produced by the event itself w400x.
Graybiel et al. have suggested a similar account for
tonically active neurons ŽTANs. in the monkey striatum
that respond to conditioned stimuli for reward
w3,4,201,203x. TANs fire at 2 to 10 cycles per second, but
phasically pause firing in response to certain events. For
example, audible clicks or flashing lights that have been
paired with a fruit juice reward gradually become able to
produce phasic pauses in TAN activity on their own
w3,4,201,203x. ‘‘The cells modulate their spike activity in

relation to stimuli that are predictive of reward’’ Žp. 1830,
w201x.. After dopamine depletion, TANs no longer modulate their firing in response to conditioned stimuli for
reward w3x. Graybiel et al. conclude that TAN conditioned
responses are ‘‘compatible with a ‘teaching’ role for reward-related nigrostriatal dopaminergic input’’ Žp. 1830,
w201x.. Graybiel interprets these data, together with those
of Schultz et al., to ‘‘suggest a model in which dopaminergic nigral neurons are recruited by novel rewarding stimuli, and long-term procedural memories are built up . . . ’’
Žp. 734, w200x.. Thus, according to this account too,
dopamine neurons help to entrain a type of learned expectation of an event that is both ‘wanted’ and ‘liked’.
Others have similarly argued that dopamine mediates
various types of reward-related associations between conditioned stimuli and hedonic stimuli w23,24,26,61,116,488x.
For example, White Žp. 181, w488x. proposed that ‘‘dopamine release in the striatal matrix acts to promote the
consolidation of sensori-motor associations’’ whereas
dopamine release in the striatal patches and nucleus accumbens primarily mediates other aspects of reward, such
as ‘the property to elicit approach’ Žp. 181, w488x. and
‘responding to conditioned rewards’ Žp. 184, w488x..
Beninger and Miller Žp. 335, w26x. suggest that dopamine
systems, especially D1 dopamine receptors, mediate incentive learning, ‘‘defined as the acquisition by previously
neutral stimuli of the ability to elicit approach and other
responses and occurs in association with the presentation
of rewarding stimuli’’. In a related hypothesis, Di Chiara
Žp. 103, w116x. posited that dopamine release in accumbens
and ventral striatum is crucial for ‘‘enabling the acquisition of incentive properties by stimuli Žincentive learning.’’,
specifically because of ‘‘ facilitation by dopamine of learning of the association between the stimulus and the reinforcers’’ Žp. 102, w116x italics added.. In a more recent
formulation, reminiscent of White’s, Di Chiara emphasizes
his belief that dopamine systems are required for the
reward association itself: ‘‘We hypothesize that DA release in the NAc in response to a novel or relatively novel
primary stimulus facilitates the association between affective and discriminative properties of stimuli’’ Žp. 61, w117x..
This ‘reward association’ hypothesis holds that mesolimbic
dopamine is causally necessary for the formation of reward
associations, and that dopamine neurotransmission is ordinarily a sufficient cause to form such associations. Di
Chiara writes: ‘‘In our hypothesis, DA is not only necessary for stimulus reward and stimulus response associations Žmotivational learning. but phasic activation of its
transmission can actually facilitate these processes’’ Žp. 63,
w117x.. Thus, many authors, drawing on different lines of
evidence, have emphasized that ascending dopamine systems are critical for learning about rewards.
9.3.1. Multiple types of reward learning?
In evaluating reward learning models of dopamine function, a question that must first be addressed is whether
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there is only one type of reward learning or whether there
are instead multiple subtypes. If there is only one type, and
if dopamine plays a critical role, then dopamine manipulations should have a very general effect on learning about
rewards in many different situations. Explicit cognitive
expectation Žas a declarative representation., instrumental
approach, conditioned hedonic reactions, and other anticipatory behavioral or physiological responses to a conditioned stimulus for reward, which are based on expectations or procedural memories: all would reflect the same
learning process, and all should be influenced together by
manipulations of dopamine systems.
But our results Žand others w16,127,128,218,341,439x.
show that reward learning cannot be a single process, and
that dopamine is not necessary for all reward learning, if it
is necessary for any. In our study dopamine-depleted rats
learned a new Pavlovian association between a taste and
its affective consequences, and used this association to
transform their subsequent hedonic reaction to that taste. If
reward learning takes multiple forms, then dopamine projections might mediate some but not others. In that case, it
will be crucial for reward learning hypotheses of dopamine
function to specify precisely which forms or aspects of
reward learning depend on dopamine systems and which
do not.
Which aspect of reward learning is most likely to
depend on dopamine systems? Contemporary ‘reward
learning’ models of dopamine function often emphasize
the role of dopamine neurons in ‘prediction of future
appetitive events’ and ‘expectations about rewards’
w400,405x. But understanding the role of dopamine systems
depends on exactly what is meant by the terms ‘prediction’
or ‘expectation’. It may be useful to distinguish between
four possibilities.
First, prediction or expectation could refer to the simplest procedure that instantiates classical conditioning: a
neural algorithm that underlies the formation of basic
Pavlovian associations Žclassically-conditioned procedural
memories., and generates conditioned responses based on
past correlations among stimuli. However, our results suggest that dopamine projections are not needed for forming
such associations or generating new responses based on
newly acquired associations. 7
Second, ‘expectation of reward’ might mean a process
separate from associative learning, but one that is closely
7
Admittedly, our experiment induced conditioned aÕersion and a
hedonic decrement rather than a conditioned hedonic increment. It would
be of interest to obtain conditioned ‘liking’ in dopamine depleted rats,
and some readers might suspect that associative hedonic increments
would not be possible. But that is a thin reed on which to hang a hedonic
learning hypothesis. Most of the reward learning hypotheses reviewed
above implicate dopamine systems in hedonic decrements as well as
increments. A hedonic decrement was apparent in the 6-OHDA rats’ loss
of hedonic reactions to saccharin–polycose. We predict that associative
hedonic increments are possible too, a prediction that future experiments
conceivably could test.
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controlled by it as a response. For example, Pavlovian
associations are translated into hedonic responses, triggering pleasant or unpleasant affect as a conditioned emotional response w53,358,527x, including gustatory affect
w42,63,113x. The ability of a conditioned stimulus to elicit
conditioned affect is an important feature of incentive
motivation theories such as those of Bindra w47–49x or
Toates w460–462x, and of neurobiological theories of emotion such as those of LeDoux w273x or Panksepp
w322,325,347x. But again, in the present study dopaminedepleted rats were able to translate a Pavlovian association
between the taste of saccharin–polycose and LiCl-induced
illness into an aversive shift in the palatability of that taste.
That rules out the possibility that dopamine is necessary
for transformations of affect based on Pavlovian associations.
Third, ‘expectation of reward’ might mean activation of
a psychological system that is related to hedonic impact
but not identical to it. Pavlovian associations alter the
incentiÕe motiÕation properties, as well as the hedonic
properties, of conditioned stimuli Žsee Toates w460,463x,
Bindra w49x.. Incentive property here means the ability of
the stimulus to attract approach, to elicit behavior such as
feeding, to be sought after, and to elicit and maintain
instrumental behavior Žall of which we suggest reflects
‘wanting’, and hold to be separable from hedonic ‘liking’..
It is possible that dopamine systems play a special role in
the learning of incentive properties, and in the subsequent
attribution of incentive properties to conditioned stimuli
Ž‘wanting’., even if they do not contribute to learning
about hedonic properties Ž‘liking’.. This possibility will be
explored further below under ‘Comparison of reward
learning and incentive salience hypotheses’.
Fourth, ‘expectation about reward’ might mean exactly
what it says, in the strongest sense of ‘expectation’. That
is, an explicit cognitiÕe expectation of a specific reward.
This psychological process is of course more complex than
simple associative learning, and involves additional neural
mechanisms w16,20,85,439x. A declarative cognitive expectation must code a future event in terms of an explicit
representation of its sensory and rewarding features, and
be able to draw upon that information to guide current
action w123x. It is not merely a procedure for generating an
anticipatory response. In humans, for example, declarative
forms of expectation include imagery and symbolic or
semantic representations, which can be used to make new
inferences about an event that has not yet occurred.
Identifying declarative cognitive representations in animals is generally recognized to be a formidable task. But
in a fascinating series of experiments, Dickinson and colleagues such as Bernard Balleine have developed methods
for detecting cognitive expectations that even rats have
about rewards, and separating them from simpler Pavlovian-guided processes. Although explicit cognitive representations might be expected to be more important in
primates, the learning tasks used in most primate studies of
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mesolimbic activation and reward generally have not been
designed to separate associative from cognitive aspects. By
contrast, Dickinson and Balleine and their colleagues have
used rats as subjects in their studies of incentive learning.
Yet they successfully demonstrate in these animals the
existence of cognitive ‘act–outcome’ expectations of incentives, and show that such expectations can be experimentally teased apart from simpler Pavlovian-based aspects of reward learning w8,9,11,12,123,126–128x. Their
studies indicate that animals too can form cognitive expectations of rewards, at least in certain situations ŽSee Addendum 2 for explanation of Dickinson et al.’s analyses,
and of how they dissociate ‘act–outcome expectation’ of
reward from simpler types of reward learning..
The multiplex nature of ‘reward learning’ illustrated by
Dickinson and Balleine and colleagues Žsee Addendum 2.
shows that there are many different ways in which
dopamine systems could contribute. Depending on which
type of reward learning is meant, ‘expected reward value’
could have different meanings at the same time and for the
same reward. The results presented here indicate that
dopamine systems are not needed either for learning simple predictive associations among events that arise from
their correlation, or for hedonic transformations in reward
value based on those associations. But dopamine systems
could conceivably be involved in the translation of hedonic
value into an associatively-guided attribution of incentive
salience to a conditioned stimulus, or alternatively into a
cognitive representation of act–outcome value. A critical
eÕaluation will require ‘reward learning’ hypotheses of
dopamine function be specific concerning the form of
‘reward learning’ they seek to explain Žsee below for
further discussion of this point..
9.4. Loss of incentiÕe salience?
In our original report that aphagic 6-OHDA rats have
normal hedonic reactions to tastes we suggested that
dopamine depletion disrupts the capacity to attribute
incentiÕe salience to neural representations of rewards,
without disrupting either their hedonic impact or their
ability to enter into new associative relationships. Incentive
salience, we proposed, under normal conditions must be
attributed to stimuli to transform a perceived and ‘liked’
stimulus into one that is also ‘wanted’ and able to elicit
voluntary action w34,45,366x. The aphagia of dopamine-depleted rats, and their lack of other motivated behavior, is
compatible with this hypothesis. Even if rats still ‘like’
food, and retain the capacity to learn hedonic associations
about it, and to make the movements needed to eat, they
do not ‘want’ food and so do not eat it.
The incentive salience hypothesis is an extension of
earlier models of incentive motivation proposed by Bolles
w53x and by Bindra w48,49x, and developed by Toates
w460,463x. Neurobiologically, it is an extension of earlier

formulations of the role of dopamine in reward by Phillips
et al. w51,157,345x, Wise and Bozarth w499–501,508x, and
by Panksepp w322–324x among others. The incentive
salience hypothesis is different from previous models in
that it specifies that encounters with new incentives and
rewards normally activate three distinct psychological processes mediated by dissociable neural substrates
w34,44,45,366x. The 3 psychological processes that compose incentive motivation and reward are posited to be:
hedonic actiÕation by the unconditioned stimulus, associatiÕe learning of the correlation between the conditioned
stimulus and the unconditioned stimulus, and attribution of
incentiÕe salience to the conditioned stimulus or its representation on subsequent encounters ŽFig. 6.. Finally, the
incentive salience hypothesis proposes that dopamine systems are necessary just for the third process—attribution
of incentive salience.
Regarding the role of conditioned stimuli in reward, one
can imagine learning about a new incentive in this way.
An individual’s initial contact with a hedonic reward may
occur incidentally, triggering ‘liking’ as the individual
explores its world, sampling food, etc. Such natural rewards have hedonic value presumably because of their
survival value in evolutionary history w72,315x. ‘Liking’ or
hedonic pleasure is ordinarily a necessary component of
reward, leading to the acquisition of new incentives. 8
Indeed, to many, ‘liking’ is synonymous with reward, and
the term reward is often used as a surrogate for pleasure.
This is consistent with the dictionary definition of reward
as ‘a pleasant stimulus’ Žp. 2584, Shorter Oxford Dictionary. w65x. We think, however, that neural and psychological reality are more complex than the dictionary would
suggest. We argue that ‘liking’ by itself is not true reward
any more than is ‘wanting’ by itself: nothing need be
rewarded by hedonic activation alone. Pleasure is not itself
goal-directed or necessarily associated with objects or
events. Pleasure by itself is simply a triggered affectiÕe
state—there is no object of desire. It is the process of
incentive salience attribution that makes a specific associated stimulus or action the object of desire.

8
‘Liking’ may be bypassed in reward only by special stimuli, such as
electrical brain stimulation or some drug rewards, events that directly
activate the neural substrate of ‘wanting’ or incentive salience attribution
w44,366x. Such cases will look like normal reward or motivation to an
external observer, who watches instrumental or goal-directed behavior,
but would in a sense be mere ‘sham reward’, composed only of ‘wanting’
without ‘liking’. For example, stimulation of the lateral hypothalamus
makes rats ‘want’ food Žin the sense of eliciting eating. without making
them ‘like’ it Žin the sense of enhancing hedonic reactions. w44x. Whether
real reward Ž‘wanting’ plus ‘liking’. or sham reward Žmere ‘wanting’
without ‘liking’. is evoked by an event, incentive salience will be
attributed specifically to conditioned stimuli that have been associated in
the past with the unconditioned activation of its neural substrate. ‘Wanting’ is focused on a particular target by associative learning, making it the
specific object of goal-directed behavior: the object of desire.
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Fig. 6. Three processes in the acquisition of a new reward according to the incentive salience model. Ž1. The first time the unconditioned hedonic pleasure
Ž‘liking’. is encountered, it acts as the normal trigger for the reward-building process, and activates the associative and incentive salience steps. But
‘liking’ by itself is not sufficient to motivate or direct instrumental behavior directed toward external stimuli Žas the predicament of 6-OHDA rats
illustrates. Ž2. Associative learning systems correlate the memory trace of predictive neutral events Žconditioned stimuli. associated with the hedonic event.
Originally the conditioned stimuli have little power to activate either ‘liking’ or ‘wanting’ systems, but associative learning links them to both. A similar
process occurs during the ‘reboosting’ of familiar reward stimuli Ž3. When these conditioned stimuli are encountered on subsequent occasions, incentive
salience is attributed to them by activation of dopamine-related systems, guided by associative learning. Attribution of incentive salience makes a
conditioned stimulus itself the target of ‘wanting’, and able to act as a BindrarToates incentive to direct motivated behavior w49,460,463x. Separately,
conditioned stimuli may also activate conditioned ‘liking’ Žfor example, as a taste paired with LiCl activates conditioned aversion.. However, the burden of
guiding goal-directed behavior toward Pavlovian reward stimuli falls on the incentive salience process of ‘wanting’.

Associative learning, specifically Pavlovian or classical
conditioning, is the second process required for a new
incentive to become a ‘real reward’. Associative learning
identifies the correlation between hedonic activation and

the predictive external event or conditioned stimulus that
preceded it w355,356x. Together associative learning and
hedonicraversive activation are sufficient for the transformation of associative information into affect Ži.e., a hedo-
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nic or aversive response to a conditioned stimulus., such as
the conditioned taste aversion seen in dopamine-depleted
rats in the present study. Without the third process of
incentive salience attribution, however, associative learning and hedonic activation do not suffice for goal directed
behavior, nor to make a conditioned stimulus an attractiÕe
event. They simply make it possible for a conditioned
stimulus to activate an affective state. They cannot by
themselves elicit approach, or any other instrumental action, even so simple a one as reaching out with tongue or
forelimb to a goal object that is literally in front of one’s
face.
Incentive salience attribution is the third component of
reward according to this hypothesis. It corresponds roughly
to ‘decision utility’, as that term is used in discussions of
choice theory by, for example, Kahneman et al. w243,245x

and Shizgal and Conover w90,422,423x. Decision utility
refers to the degree to which a goal is chosen or sought.
Incentive salience is needed to transform the ‘neutral’
perception of a conditioned stimulus or a goal object at a
distance into an attractive incentive capable of eliciting
appetitive or instrumental behavior towards it. Only if this
last stage of incentive salience is added does the stimulus
or event become a full reward, becoming ‘wanted’ as well
as ‘liked’. Further, on each subsequent encounter with the
now ‘wanted’ and ‘liked’ stimulus, its capacity to support
‘wanting’ is maintained or strengthened by associative
reboosting of the incentive salience assigned to its representation w44,366x. Reboosting happens when a ‘wanted’
incentive is followed again by activation of hedonic ‘liking’. If reboosting occurs, the reward remains ‘wanted’ on
later occasions. In the absence of reboosting of incentive

Fig. 7. Incentive salience model of incentive motivation ŽA; derived from Toates w460x, based in part on Bindra, w49x., and of the effects of dopamine
depletion on motivation and reward ŽB.. A. ‘Liking’ and ‘wanting’ correspond to separate psychological and neural systems. Dopamine projections to the
nucleus accumbens and neostriatum are needed to generate ‘wanting’ or incentive salience aspects of motivation, but not for hedonic ‘liking’ or for
associative learning about rewards. Subjective pleasure and subjective wanting require further cognitive elaboration in order to produce conscious emotion
from underlying ‘liking’ and ‘wanting’, but that is not depicted here. See Robinson and Berridge w366x and Berridge w34x for more discussion. B. Only
incentive salience processes Ž‘wanting’. are mediated by dopamine neural systems. After 6-OHDA lesions that disrupt dopamine systems, the attribution of
incentive salience is selectively abolished. Behavioral outputs of ‘wanting’ Žappetitive, goal-directed, or instrumental action. are eliminated. Behavioral
outputs of hedonicraversive ‘liking’ Že.g., affective taste reactivity patterns., however, remain unimpaired. Even associative learning, which ordinarily
interacts with both processes, is free to guide hedonicraversive ‘liking’ after dopamine depletion Žexpressed in taste aversion learning in Experiment 2..
But no incentive is ‘wanted’. Part A modified from w366x, Part B modified from w34x.
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Fig. 8. Gradual sensorimotor suppression of taste reactivity by pimozide Ž0.5 mgrkg.. Initial hedonic reactions to sucrose Žleft. and aversive reactions to
quinine Žright. are normal Žpimozide s filled squares, vehicle s open circles.. When the infusion continues for several minutes, a general suppression
ensues for both hedonic and aversive reactions Žand for other nonaffective movement patterns not shown.. The suppression is equivalent regardless of
hedonicraversive or other category, and therefore does not appear to reflect a shift in palatability toward anhedonia or aversion. Modified from Pecina
˜ et
al.w338x.

salience, reward extinction ensues. Incentive salience is the
only component of reward that we think depends upon
mesolimbic and neostriatal dopamine systems.
The distinctive features of our model are that ‘liking’
and ‘wanting’ are separable psychological processes, although they typically occur together. Most important, they
have separate neural substrates ŽFig. 7; Fig. 8.. Dopamine
manipulations can directly alter ‘wanting’, whereas ‘liking’ is influenced by manipulations of other neural systems
Žsuch as GABArbenzodiazepine systems in the brainstem,
ventral pallidal systems where lesions produce aversion, or
opioid systems in the nucleus accumbens shell
w34,40,106,337,338x.. In the context of the present study
incentive salience attribution is the only component of
reward we posit dopamine depleted rats to lack ŽFig. 7,
and Berridge w34x..

10. Conditioned dopamine activity: re-examination of
implications for incentive salience and reward learning
hypotheses

events should become able to elicit activation, and that the
activation will be directed by associative learning. 9
10.1. Predictions of ‘reward learning’ Õs. ‘incentiÕe
salience’ hypotheses of dopamine function
Although neuronal responses to a conditioned stimulus
for a hedonic food reward are consistent with both a
learning ‘expectation of reward’ hypothesis and the incentive salience hypothesis, the two are not identical. They
may make different predictions, although the exact predictions depend, of course, on what is meant by ‘reward
learning’.
If a ‘BindrarToates incentive’ type of reward learning
is meant, then the two hypotheses are not mutually exclusive. In this case dopamine activation could mediate
specifically learning about the incentiÕe properties of a
classically-conditioned stimulus, as described in traditional
incentive motivation theories developed by Bindra w49x,
Bolles w53x, and Toates w460,463x. Of course, we would
9

Our hypothesis predicts that neurons which mediate
incentive salience will respond to sensory stimuli that
trigger ‘wanting’ regardless of whether they generate ‘liking’. As reviewed above, both dopamine neurons themselves and their neuronal targets in the striatum respond to
incentive stimuli related to food or other rewards w3–
5,301,305,370,403,492x. Although anticipatory neural responses in advance of a hedonic reward are usually discussed with a reward learning hypothesis in mind, they
are equally consistent with the incentiÕe salience hypothesis. If dopamine activation is taken to reflect the attribution
of incentive salience at a particular moment, then the
hypothesis predicts that conditioned stimuli for hedonic

However, it must be granted that ‘wanting’ or incentive salience
attribution is probably not isomorphic with the occurrence of action
potentials in reward-related dopamine neurons. The firing patterns of
dopamine neurons are very brief w278,301,401,405x, whereas ‘wanting’ as
a psychological process should be sustained as the goal is approached. It
is plausible that the psychological process of incentive salience attribution
outlasts dopamine neuronal activity in many situations. If so, the full
psychological process of ‘wanting’ may require events later in the chain
of neural causation. Dopamine neurons may well still serve to trigger the
neuronal chain of events that instantiate incentive salience attribution.
Neurons in the ventral striatum and nucleus accumbens, and their efferent
targets, may mediate later events in the chain. This speculation is
supported by reports that reward-related neuronal activity in the ventral
striatum is more sustained than in dopamine neurons themselves, and that
dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens also lasts longer
w4,5,263,277,347,403,417x.
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argue that this does not include either acquisition of the
association between the discriminative sensory properties
of a stimulus and its hedonic reward properties, or the
generation of a conditioned hedonic reaction when the
discriminative stimulus is presented later Žsince we’ve
shown these can occur without dopamine.. Those would
have to be mediated by non-dopaminergic systems.
The notion that there could be separate ‘learning systems’ for the acquisition of incentive value vs. hedonic
value is not part of the original BindrarToates models of
incentive motivation Žalthough see Toates w463x for a
formulation that incorporates the distinction.. But ‘liking’
and ‘wanting’ must be separated in order to make a reward
learning hypothesis of dopamine function compatible with
the incentive salience model. The compatibility of specific
reward learning models hinges on precisely what Montague, Schultz, Graybiel, White, Beninger, Di Chiara, et
al., and other authors of reward learning hypotheses for
dopamine function w3,23,26,116,117,200,304,400,401,
405,488,489x mean by ‘expectation of reward’. If these
reward learning hypotheses posit that dopamine mediates
Pavlovian learning about incentiÕe Õalue alone Žnot stimulus-reward association per se, not hedonic value, not cognitive expectation of outcome., and that anticipatory neuronal responses to conditioned stimuli occur because those
stimuli carry incentiÕe motiÕational qualities, such as incentive salience, separately from mere association or from
hedonic qualities, then those reward learning hypotheses
are compatible with our incentive salience hypothesis. That
is, predictive stimuli for reward could have associative,
cognitive, hedonic, and incentive motivational properties,
and the activation of mesolimbic dopamine systems may
specifically reflect their incentiÕe properties, separable
from the other properties.
If, however, dopamine neurons are posited to mediate
any other sense of ‘expectation of reward’ Žsee above.,
then either the reward learning hypothesis or the incentive
salience hypothesis must be wrong. If dopamine systems
mediated learning either a conditioned hedonic response,
such as anticipatory activation of hedonicraversive affect
elicited by a conditioned stimulus, or a cognitiÕe expectation of reward value in Dickinson’s and Balleine’s sense of
instrumental incentive learning w125,128,129x, then reward
learning and incentive salience hypotheses would make
different predictions, in at least some situations.
For instance, compare cognitiÕe expectancy and incentiÕe salience hypotheses. If the incentive value of a stimulus were changed in the absence of an opportunity to learn
its new reward Õalue Žas in the experiments of Dickinson
and Balleine; see Addendum 2., then an incentive salience
hypothesis would expect dopamine systems to change.
Without an explicit opportunity to learn the new reward
value, a cognitiÕe expectancy hypothesis based on Dickinson’s and Balleine’s concept of incentive learning would
instead expect dopamine systems to follow the same expectancy value reflected in the animal’s instrumental be-

havior. Dickinson and Balleine show that, when guided by
act–outcome expectancies, the animal often behaves as if
the reward will have the same value it had when it was
encountered before—even under conditions when the reward won’t w123,127,128x. Thus, dopamine neuron activation should remain constant under those conditions in
which instrumental behavior remains constant. 10
In contrast, the incentive salience hypothesis generally
expects dopamine activation by all potent incentives. It
does not matter whether the eliciting event is a conditioned
stimulus that predicts a subsequent hedonic stimulus, or an
unpredicted unconditioned stimulus, or the initiation of an
action that is rewarding in itself Ži.e., some species-specific
activities w188,472x ., or even perhaps merely an internal
neuronal representation of the rewarding stimulus or action. And it does not matter whether a change in incentive
salience has been triggered by prior associative experience
or directly by a shift in physiological state Žsince they
interact multiplicatively to control incentive value, in the
BindrarToates sense of that term. w127,460x.. This differential prediction potentially allows experimental discrimination of the incentive salience hypothesis from some
forms of reward learning hypotheses of dopamine function.
IncentiÕe reboosting and neural responses to unconditioned stimuli. The incentive salience hypothesis posits
that incentive salience must be reboosted on every re-encounter with the ‘wanted’ stimulus and its ‘liked’ consequences. If this does not occur, subsequent attribution of
incentive salience to the stimulus will decrease, leading to
extinction of incentive value w34,45,366x. Is there direct
evidence for reboosting or deboosting? Some may be

10

A study by Balleine and Killcross w10x of instrumental performance
after nucleus accumbens lesions suggests that the accumbens does not
mediate the cognitiÕe representation of act–outcome relations. They
found that accumbens lesions did not impair a rat’s ability to adjust its
level of instrumental response based on a change in reinforcer value.
They concluded that accumbens lesions ‘‘do not influence sensitivity to
the instrumental contingency’’ Žp. 191. and that the role of the accumbens
is ‘‘dissociated from the control of performance mediated by the act–outcome relation’’ Žp. 181. w10x. The lesions did impair overall rates of
instrumental performance and also impaired classically-conditioned approach responses directed toward the food cup. Balleine and Killcross
w10x interpreted the lesion deficit as reduced ‘‘conditioned affective
arousal produced by classical conditioning’’ Žp. 191., which seems to be
more directly related to incentive salience attributions than to cognitive
expectations of an outcome. Indeed, it is completely compatible with the
incentive salience hypothesis, which would only assert that the ‘arousal’
hypothesized by Balleine and Killcross is not simply affectiÕe Žhedonic.
in nature, but reflects activation of incentive salience. It should be noted,
however, that excitotoxin lesions rather than dopamine depletion were
used by Balleine and Killcross, and that the test procedure was different
from the extinction procedure used in the other experiments by Dickinson
and Balleine described above w126–130x. Therefore a strong conclusion
about dopamine’s role cannot be made. Nevertheless, this study provides
some evidence against the hypothesis that dopamineraccumbens systems
mediate instrumental learning in the Dickinsonian sense of cognitive
expectancy based on cause–outcome relations. Instead, it supports an
incentive salience interpretation of accumbens function.
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found in the electrophysiological studies by Schultz and
colleagues.
Schultz et al. w300,405x have shown that dopamine
neurons not only respond to a conditioned stimulus that
predicts a hedonic reward, but fail to respond to the
unconditioned hedonic stimulus if it has already been
predicted. Dopamine neurons respond to food in the mouth
if it is unexpected, but do not respond to food in the mouth
that has been signaled by a predictive conditioned stimulus. At first glance, the failure to respond to a predicted
event seems inconsistent with the assertion that dopamine
neurons reboost incentive value on every trial. After all,
the absence of neural activity seems to rule out the reboosting activity we expect.
However, the failure of dopamine neurons to fire robustly to a predicted hedonic stimulus may not reflect the
complete absence of a response, but rather the presence of
two opposing neuronal responses that cancel each other
out w401x. This is suggested by the report by Schultz et al.
that a conditioned stimulus that fails to be followed by the
expected hedonic stimulus will elicit a decrease in firing of
dopamine neurons at the moment the hedonic stimulus
usually would haÕe been deliÕered w401x. Similar firing
decrements have been seen when a monkey encounters an
inedible object instead of an expected food reward w371x.
The demonstration of neuronal inhibition at the time an
absent hedonic stimulus should occur, raises the possibility that such an opposing neuronal process might be
generated even on trials in which the hedonic food does
occur. In other words, on rewarded trials, excitation and
inhibition might both occur and nearly cancel each other
out. Consistent with this interpretation, Schultz et al. wrote,
‘‘The visual inspection of rasters and histograms Žfor trials
on which the expected hedonic food was delivered. revealed that depressions occurred in many neurons eÕen in
the presence of reward responses . . . such that the actiÕating response was added on top of the depressed actiÕity’’
Žp. 911, italics added w401x.. In other words, the apparent
lack of neuronal response to an expected hedonic event
actually comprises two responses: an inhibition that corresponds to anticipation of the hedonic event, and an excitatory activation similar to that seen in naive animals.
These phenomena may provide a neuronal basis for
both the ‘deboosting’ Ži.e., extinction. of ‘wanting’ on
nonrewarded trials Žneural inhibition., and for the reboosting of incentive salience that maintains it at a constant
level on trials in which the expected hedonic reward is
received Žneural excitation balanced together with neural
inhibition.. For reward extinction and deboosting, the following scenario could occur. Upon presentation of an
established conditioned stimulus for reward that fails to be
followed by hedonic activation, the conditioned stimulus
elicits neuronal activation and is ‘wanted’ itself, but triggers neuronal inhibition moments later when the ‘liked’
hedonic unconditioned stimulus fails to materialize. If the
inhibitory process is unopposed, it causes a reduction in
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subsequent attribution of incentive salience to the conditioned stimulus. The incentive becomes less ‘wanted’.
On ordinary rewarded trials, hedonic activation does
follow the conditioned stimulus. In these cases, the excitatory process reboosts or maintains subsequent incentive
salience attributions. If the excitatory and inhibitory processes are in balance, no change occurs in the existing
level of incentive salience subsequently attributed to the
conditioned stimulus. ‘Wanting’ and instrumental performance are maintained at a constant level as long as
neuronal excitation and inhibition are in balance. When the
two processes are unequal, subsequent attributions of incentive salience are altered in the direction of the difference. Furthermore, not only should an unexpected hedonic
event still activate dopamine neurons w300,301,401x, but so
should a better-than-expected hedonic reward even if some
reward is anticipated. This would correspond to a ‘positive
contrast’ or ‘Crespi effect’, in which animals over-respond
to a better-than-expected reward w103,162x. Conversely, if
the magnitude of the hedonic event were less-than-expected by the monkey an overall decrement of neuronal
firing would be predicted, corresponding to a negative
contrast effect w162x. Such a result would be compatible
with both incentive salience and reward learning hypotheses Žalso see w341x..
On the other hand, the incentive salience hypothesis
suggests that the balance between excitatory and inhibitory
components could be altered even by manipulations that
do not disturb the predictive relation between two stimuli,
as long as they change their incentive value. For example,
following a shift in physiological state a different prediction is made uniquely by the incentive salience hypothesis
—and not by the ‘explicit expectation of outcome’ reward
learning hypothesis Žreward learning in Dickinson and
Balleine’s sense w12,127,128x.. Certain physiological manipulations might shift incentive value and dopamine neuronal activity without altering either the magnitude of an
unconditioned rewarding stimulus or its predictive relationship with a conditioned stimulus. This could provide a
strong separation of the two hypotheses. For example,
changing the physiological state of the animal to induce
hunger, satiety, sodium appetite, etc., could conceivably
alter the response of dopamine or striatal neurons to a
conditioned stimulus for a hedonic food or salt reward,
even if the stimuli themselves and their predictive relations
were not changed from the animal’s experience with them
prior to the physiological shift.
As reviewed by Toates w460,463x, the incentive value of
Pavlovian conditioned stimuli Žand of their hedonic unconditioned stimuli. are modulated directly by physiological
states relevant to appetite, such as caloric hunger, satiety,
or sodium deprivation Žnote: this is ‘incentive value’ in the
BindrarToates and incentive salience sense of Pavlovianacquired motivational features—not ‘incentive value’ in
the more cognitive Dickinsonian sense w127,128x wsee Addendum 2x.. Such immediate shifts in the incentive value
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of classically-conditioned stimuli contrasts with the lack of
a shift in instrumental cognitive expectancies, as reviewed
by Dickinson and Balleine w127x. Thus, the incentive
salience hypothesis predicts that a shift in dopamine activity should occur directly under such conditions. By contrast, a cognitive expectancy of reward hypothesis Žat least,
as based on the Dickinsonian concept of reward expectancy w125,127,128x . predicts that the animal would
need to experience the altered hedonic value of the reward
while in the altered physiological state before its instrumental behavior Žand dopamine activity. would be
changed. 11
There is as yet little experimental evidence to test
between incentive salience vs. reward learning predictions
of dopamine function. However, in the few instances
where the models diverge there is at least some suggestive
evidence to support an incentive salience interpretation.
For example, in a microdialysis study Fiorino, Coury, and
Phillips report that an unconditional increase in the value
of a sexual incentive enhanced dopamine overflow in the
nucleus accumbens, even though the change in incentive
value did not arise from learning, and occurred on the first
experience with the new incentive w159x. Their study focused on the ‘Coolidge effect’ Žthe name based on an
apocryphal remark of the late U.S. President Calvin
Coolidge regarding the ability of a chicken farmer’s rooster
11
In order to test in practice whether dopamine firing patterns follow
cognitive expectation ŽDickinson’s experience-dependent revaluation. vs.
incentive salience predictions ŽBindrarToates direct motivational shifts.
it will be important to induce strong motiÕational appetites Že.g., strong
sodium depletion. when comparing predictions made by the two models.
Weak physiological shifts might not be sufficient to alter neuronal
response. The issue has arisen before concerning whether motivational
shifts change the electrophysiological coding of gustatory reward signals
in primates as in rodents, since electrophysiological studies in primate
have tended to use weaker motivational shifts, for ethical and practical
reasons, than comparable experiments using rodents w410,411x Žfor discussion see Ref. w34x.. An adequate electrophysiological test would either
need to induce strong motivational shifts in primates or else would have
to be done using rodents as subjects and motivational procedures similar
to those of Dickinson and Balleine. There is at least suggestive evidence
from rodent studies to support our prediction that dopamine activation
may be potentiated directly by physiological or pharmacological enhancement of incentives. Mesolimbic dopamine overflow elicited by food in
rats has been suggested to be higher the hungrier they are w290,482x. The
incentive salience hypothesis predicts such effects even if the experience
is novel to the animal Žsince Pavlovian incentive value is directly
enhanced by hunger state w460,463x., in contrast to predictions based on
the ‘cognitive expectation of incentive value’ Žsince the expectation is
based on past experience, and the work of Dickinson and Balleine
w12,127,128x shows that for accurate cognitive expectation, the animal
must previously experience the value of the food while hungry.. Given
the paucity of evidence available, the question remains open as to
whether dopamine neurons will most often follow the reward learning
hypothesis or the incentive salience hypothesis when their predictions
diverge. But Pennartz Žp. 235 w341x. draws the tentative conclusion, that
‘‘Altogether, these observations on SNpc DA neurons indicate functions
in attention, orientation and the formation of behavioural responses to
significant and salient stimuli, but not in reinforcement signalling per
se.’’

to fertilize many hens.. In that phenomenon, male sexual
motivation is aroused again after satiety by the presentation of a new female. Fiorino et al. w159x found that
dopamine overflow was elicited initially by the mere presentation of a female beyond reach behind a screen, and
dopamine peaked during subsequent copulation, after the
screen was removed. Dopamine levels then declined over
the course of successive copulation bouts with the first
female, eventually returning to baseline after copulations
ceased. Presentation of a second novel female behind a
screen elicited a slight increase in dopamine overflow,
which rose significantly during a second series of copulations Žbut never to the same level as with the first female.
before falling again.
This pattern of results is consistent with the notion that
dopamine activity reflects shifts in incentive value, even
those that come about independent of learning. The second
female was by definition novel, as she had never been
encountered before. Therefore, her heightened motivational value, and the heightened dopamine activity she
elicited, were unlikely to arise from learning Žthe males
had not apparently ever before experienced successive
copulations with multiple females in a single day, so the
enhancement could not have arisen by generalization from
learning.. This seems to be an example, therefore, of a
case where changes in dopamine activity do not reflect
predicted reward value based on learning, but instead
reflect an unconditional modulation of incentiÕe Õalue,
based on a change in the unconditioned stimulus; i.e., a
change in incentive salience. 12
11. Effects of dopamine antagonists: a re-examination
of anhedonia, incentive salience or anergia explanations
11.1. Comparing dopamine antagonist effects on hedonic
actiÕation
A primary conclusion of our review is that mesolimbic
and neostriatal dopamine systems are not necessary for
normal hedonic processes. It is reasonable to ask then,
whether our conclusion can be reconciled with the wealth
of evidence for anhedonia obtained over several decades.
12

Furthermore, when introduced, the second female had greater incentive value than the ‘spent’ first female, as assessed by behavior Žthe male
renewed copulation., but less incentive value than the first female had
initially Žreflected by much less vigorous copulation with the second
female.. This behavioral incentive value was correlated with dopamine
overflow: the increase in dopamine was much less during copulation with
the second female than with the first. A ‘hedonic’ interpretation of
dopamine function is also compatible with the Coolidge effect reported
by Fiorino et al. w159x, since the highest dopamine levels occurred during
copulation. But Fiorino et al. note that the male rats actually spent much
of the ‘consummatory phase’ in intense appetitive pursuit of the female
between intromissions, so the enhanced dopamine overflow even surrounding copulation could still reflect peak activation of a ‘wanting’
process during that phase w159x.
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Nearly all the evidence for anhedonia came, as we pointed
out above, from animal studies that involved either a
measure of an instrumental behavior required to obtain a
reward Žbar pressing, running in a runway, etc.. or a
measure of choice Žsuch as place preference or food
consumption.. All such studies more directly measure
‘wanting’ Žthe willingness to work for or seek an incentive. than ‘liking’ Žthe hedonic consequences of reward
consumption.. In all such studies the effect of any experimental manipulation Že.g., dopamine antagonist treatment.
on hedonics is only inferred Žnot directly measured. by
changes in ‘wanting’. No such study provides, therefore,
evidence of a specific role for dopamine in hedonic processes. They can be discounted because they cannot discern between a change in both ‘liking’ and ‘wanting’ vs. a
change in incentive salience alone.
But two types of studies with dopamine antagonists do
not fit into that category, and cannot be so easily dismissed. They are Ž1. animal studies of the effects of
dopamine antagonists on the same affective reactions to
taste studied here after 6-OHDA lesions, and Ž2. self-report studies in humans of the effects of dopamine antagonists on the hedonic impact of stimuli such as drugs of
abuse. Are the results of such studies compatible with our
conclusion?
11.2. AffectiÕe taste reactiÕity and dopamine antagonists:
sensorimotor anergia but not anhedonia
In an early study of a dopamine antagonist’s effect on
hedonic and aversive reactions to taste, Treit and Berridge
w465x found that haloperidol Ž0.5 mgrkg or 1.0 mgrkg.
failed to suppress hedonic reactions of rats to a 1 min
infusion of sucrose infusion, and also failed to enhance
aversive reactions to quinine. Failure of a dopamine antagonist to alter affective reactions patterns is in accord with
our conclusion that dopamine does not mediate hedonia.
However, two taste reactivity studies conducted by Parker
et al. w274,331x at about the same time suggested that a
different dopamine antagonist, pimozide, did shift palatability. Leeb et al. w274x reported that pimozide suppressed
hedonic reactions to sucrose if the sucrose infusion was
infused over 10 min, especially in the later minutes, and
especially if the trials were repeated on successive days.
Conversely, Parker and Lopez w331x reported that pimozide
enhanced aÕersiÕe reactions to quinine in a similar test.
The authors of those studies interpreted their results as
evidence for the anhedonia hypothesis.
In order to settle the controversy, a more recent collaborative study was undertaken by Pecina
˜ et al. w339x. They
concluded that both ‘anhedonia’ and ‘increased aversion’
after pimozide were illusory artifacts w339x.
Ø First, the initial hedonic or aversive responses were
generally not altered by pimozide Ž0.5 mgrkg. during the
first minute of a sucrose or quinine infusion, supporting
the conclusion that initial hedonic impact remained normal
w339x. Only later responses, emitted in subsequent minutes
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or trials, were diminished, and that appeared to reflect a
progressive sensorimotor deficit and not a shift in palatability.
Ø Second, a reanalysis of the data of Parker and Lopez
w331x by Pecina
˜ et al. w339x showed that the apparent
enhancement of aversive reactions to quinine was an artifact of the motor suppressant effects of pimozide. Pimozide reduced locomotion, and therefore, pimozidetreated rats spent more time in view of the camera, giving
rise to inflated aversion scores. When the sampling error
was corrected, it eliminated the enhancement of aversive
reactivity originally reported by Parker and Lopez w331x.
Ø Third, Pecina
˜ et al. w339x found that when the duration of sucrose infusions and quinine infusions were
equated pimozide actually suppressed aversive reactions
Žrather than enhancing them. in exactly the same gradual
way as it suppressed hedonic reactions. This gradual and
equivalent pattern of behavioral reduction, regardless of
affective category, was the principal reason for concluding
that the suppression was sensorimotor in nature Žsimilar to
Salamone et al.’s concept of ‘anergia’ w382,383x .. The
sensorimotor suppression appeared only during the later
minutes of a continuous oral infusion, which elicited a
prolonged and vigorous response, and grew as a stimulus
was repeated or sustained over several minutes or trials.
Pecina
˜ et al. w339x concluded that a progressive general
sensorimotor suppression was sufficient to account for all
the effects of pimozide on taste reactivity patterns. There
was no reason to conclude that pimozide additionally
altered hedonic or aversive palatability. In short, pimozide
does not produce anhedonic shifts in palatability, as assessed by taste reactivity w339x.
In the present study using dopamine-depleted rats we
found no evidence for sensorimotor suppression. However,
a 1-min infusion was used and that duration may not
encroach into the temporal zone of delayed sensorimotor
suppression w339x. Perhaps if a longer sustained stimulus
had been used sensorimotor deficits would have been
detected. Alternatively, sensorimotor suppression of taste
reactivity might be more pronounced after acute receptor
blockade than after chronic dopamine depletion. Whatever
the case, the results of 6-OHDA lesions and dopamine
antagonists are now both consistent with the conclusion
that dopamine is not crucial to hedonic impact as measured
by affective taste reactivity patterns.
11.3. SubjectiÕe hedonic ratings by humans and dopamine
antagonists: conscious pleasure persists
What about the effects of dopamine antagonists on
self-reports of subjective wanting and liking in humans? In
two recent studies Brauer and de Wit report that in humans
the euphorigenic effects of amphetamine Ž10 or 20 mg;
euphoria assessed by subjective hedonic ratings. are not
altered by co-treatment with pimozide Ž1, 2 or 8 mg.
w58,59x. That is, pimozide did not influence subjective
ratings of ‘like drug’ w59x. Similarly, Ohuoha et al. w320x
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reported that the ability of cocaine to produce subjective
euphoria was not diminished by prior administration of
either haloperidol or fluphenazine.
By contrast with unchanged ratings of ‘like drug’,
Brauer and de Wit w59x reported that subjective ratings of
‘want drug’ elicited by amphetamine were significantly
suppressed by the highest dose of pimozide used. In
related studies, subjective craÕing elicited by a drug or
conditioned stimulus has similarly been found to be suppressed by dopamine antagonists. Modell et al. w302x
primed craving in alcoholics by giving them a small drink
of alcohol, and found that the elicited craving Žand actual
consumption. was suppressed by prior administration of
haloperidol. In a study of conditioned craving, Berger et al.
w28x showed videotapes of crack cocaine preparation to
addicts, and found that haloperidol significantly reduced
their elicited ratings of subjective craving. In the Berger et
al. study, it can be noted that haloperidol also reduced
ratings of the ‘conditioned high’ elicited by watching the
video, which is inconsistent with our notion that dopamine
antagonists reduce ‘wanting’ but not ‘liking’. However,
the magnitude of change in the ‘high’ rating was less than
the effect on subjective craving. In a review of the literature on dopamine drugs and subjective hedonic ratings,
Brauer et al. w60x note that dopamine antagonists diminished the subjective euphoric effects of amphetamine in
only 2 of 10 studies they surveyed Žtypically at antagonist
doses that were sufficiently high to produce aversive
symptoms by themselves., and that dopamine antagonists
were even less effective in reducing cocaine-induced euphoria. Thus, dopamine antagonists may alter human subjective ratings of wanting more reliably than they alter
ratings of liking. Chronic suppression of dopamine neurotransmission, such as occurs in Parkinson’s disease, may
be no more effective than neuroleptic drugs in suppressing
the hedonic impact of rewarding stimuli. For example,
Travers et al. w464x found that Parkinson’s patients rated
the perceived pleasantness of sweet and salty tastes no
lower than normal subjects did Žand in fact gave higher
hedonic ratings than normal to the most intense sweet
solutions..
Augmentation of dopamine function may lead to converse results and to a similar conclusion regarding the role
of dopamine in subjective experience. Haney et al. w219x
gave pergolide Ža D1rD2 dopamine receptor agonist . or a
placebo to human addicts, and then let them perform an
operant task to earn cocaine as a reward. Pre-treatment
with the dopamine agonist failed to increase the addicts’
subjective liking for cocaine, when rated several minutes
after taking the cocaine. On the contrary, their subjective
ratings of ‘I like dose’ or feeling ‘high’ or ‘stimulated’
were actually suppressed by pergolide w219x. By contrast,
pergolide did significantly increase subjective ratings of ‘I
want cocaine’ measured at the same time—and simultaneously increased subjective craving for other drugs too
Žincreased ratings of ‘I want alcohol’ and ‘I want nicotine’.

w219x. Heightened dopamine neurotransmission thus appears to enhance subjective wanting, but not subjective
liking, for drugs such as cocaine.
Admittedly, the effects of psychoactive drugs on subjective ratings by human subjects must be interpreted cautiously. Subjective reports by humans may sometimes
diverge from underlying core processes of emotion and
motivation w34,41,273,307,316,494x. Subjective ratings are
cognitive interpretations of the subject’s own feelings, and
are influenced by many cognitive factors, rather than being
direct readouts of underlying ‘wanting’ and ‘liking’ processes w273,307,316,494x. Even reports that dopamine antagonists decrease subjective craving may not be able to be
taken at face value, and suppression of subjective hedonic
ratings also sometimes occurs. The process of incentive
salience attribution is held by us to be not directly accessible to conscious introspection w34,35,41,366x. Blurring of
the distinction between ‘wanting’ and ‘liking’ core processes is therefore sometimes to be expected in conscious
experience and subjective reports. To conclude, more study
clearly is needed, but the available evidence from studies
of human subjective reports are consistent with our hypothesis that dopamine has more to do with ‘wanting’
rewards than with ‘liking’ them.

12. Phenomena that don’t fit: problems for the incentive salience model?
12.1. Euphorigenic dopaminergic drugs
Probably the most convincing original evidence for the
hedonia hypothesis, aside from animal studies of reward
suppression by neuroleptic drugs, were demonstrations that
most drugs of abuse promote activation of mesolimbic
dopamine systems w266,268,505–507x. Dopamine neurotransmission is generally enhanced by rewarding drugs,
and many Žthough not all. addictive drugs of abuse produce subjective euphoria in humans. How can it be that so
many drugs that enhance dopamine neurotransmission are
euphorigenic if dopamine systems do not mediate hedonia?
There are several possible answers to this question.
First, all euphorigenic drugs of abuse influence multiple
neurotransmitter systems, not just dopamine systems. Indeed, for many, their primary action is not on dopamine.
Opiates provide an obvious example, as they produce their
actions via opioid receptors, mostly located on nondopaminergic neurons. Furthermore, unlike dopaminergic
agents, opioids do alter ‘liking’ for food rewards, as
measured by hedonic taste reactivity patterns w34,131,332,
336,338,360x. Thus, some classes of drugs may produce
‘liking’ Žhedonia. via their direct or indirect actions on
endogenous opioid or other neurotransmitter systems that
mediate hedonic impact.
Even psychostimulants, such as amphetamine and cocaine, have many actions in addition to their actions on
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dopamine neurotransmission. For example, both drugs bind
to norepinephrine and serotonin transporters, and increase
the concentrations of these transmitters in dialysate, and
via their actions on monoamines can influence many other
transmitter systems. Serotonin systems in particular have
been implicated in cocaine self-administration. For example, knockout mice lacking serotonin 1B receptors work
more avidly for cocaine than wild-type controls, as indicated by higher ‘breakpoints’ on a progressive ratio schedule Žand they also appear to be hypersensitive to the
psychomotor stimulant effects of cocaine. w369,486x. Although this does not imply that serotonin, any more than
dopamine, mediates the hedonic impact of cocaine, it does
highlight the multiplicity of neurotransmitter systems that
contribute to the rewarding effects of even psychomotor
stimulant drugs. It is reasonable to hypothesize, therefore,
that euphorigenic drugs produce their hedonic effects via
their actions on neurotransmitter systems other than
dopamine, even if their incentive properties are mediated
by dopamine systems.
Furthermore, the neural circuits responsible for ‘liking’
and ‘wanting’ may be closely intertwined in the brain
Žalbeit not identical.. For example, microinjections of opioid agonists into the shell region of the nucleus accumbens
enhances taste hedonics w334,338x. Thus, in the same
accumbens region where dopamine plays a critical role in
mediating reward ‘wanting’, opioid receptors have been
implicated in ‘liking’, and there are probably direct synaptic connections between the two systems w223,246,253,
255,281,350x. Neural circuits involved in ‘wanting’ and
‘liking’ may also be found together in the ventral pallidum. The ventral pallidum receives a dopamine input
from the ventral tegmental area w189,190,264x, and lesions
of the ventral pallidum, which produce aphagia Želimination of food ‘wanting’., abolish hedonic reactions to food
Želimination of ‘liking’., and cause rats to respond aversively even to normally palatable food w34,106,393x. How
‘wanting’ and ‘liking’ are integrated neurobiologically
remains an important challenge for future research, but
some drugs that promote dopamine neurotransmission may
activate both systems.
In support of our contention that dopamine is not
hedonia, it is important to note that many drugs that
increase dopamine neurotransmission are not euphorigenic.
Rothman and Glowa w374x review evidence of multiple
dissociations between the ability of drugs to enhance
dopamine neurotransmission and their ability to produce
euphoria. For example, there are a number of dopamine
uptake blockers that are used clinically, some of which are
more potent than cocaine at inhibiting w3 Hxdopamine uptake, but many do not produce cocaine-like euphoria. One
of them, mazindol, is reported to be dysphoric in humans.
Direct dopamine receptor agonists provide another interesting example that can dissociate ‘wanting’ and ‘liking’.
Many of these agents support self-administration in animals, but the available evidence indicates people do not
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find them to be euphorigenic w374x. Similarly, monoamine
oxidase inhibitors and L-Dopa increase extracellular
dopamine but are not euphorigenic. In conclusion, the
evidence reviewed by Rothman and Glowa w374x indicates
that increasing dopamine neurotransmission is not a sufficient condition for producing euphoria.
Finally, in relating the effects of drugs on ‘wanting’ vs.
‘liking’ in humans it is important to keep in mind the
potential for cognitive confusion regarding subjective effects. Although unlikely to explain reports of an ‘orgasmic
rush’, a person who took a drug that made the world seem
a more attractive and rewarding place, by selectively enhancing incentive salience, might find it difficult to describe those effects without invoking hedonic concepts.
Also, addicts who ‘want’ drugs might sometimes mistakenly infer they necessarily ‘like’ them in order to explain
to themselves their own addiction w366x. Although it may
seem nonintuitive to claim that addicts could be wrong
about their own feelings, there is ample evidence that
people sometimes are wrong about and sometimes unaware of their own underlying emotional ‘core processes’
w35,141,243,244,316,494,495,528x. For a more complete
discussion of addiction and drugs of abuse see Robinson
and Berridge w366,367x. For discussion of how ‘liking’ and
‘wanting’ core processes contrast to subjective experience,
see Berridge w35x.
12.2. Paradoxical effects of dopamine antagonists
What about ‘problem’ phenomena from animal experiments that contradict our predictions? There are several
effects of dopamine antagonists that appear to pose difficulty for an incentive salience hypothesis. First, the ability
of dopamine antagonists to suppress motivated behavior is
sometimes delayed. Second, under some conditions
dopamine antagonists actually appear to increase the preference or consumption of rewards. These phenomena present a paradox in that dopamine receptor blockade, which
ought to reduce incentive motivation, either apparently
fails to do so or appears to do the opposite. In this section,
we show how paradoxical effects can be understood in
light of the incentive salience hypothesis.
12.2.1. Reinforcement extinction without motiÕational suppression?
Ettenberg and colleagues w82,145,148,234,235,291,292x
have shown in several studies that moderate doses of
pimozide, haloperidol or other dopamine antagonists can
block the ability of a reward to strengthen or reinstate
future instrumental behavior for that reward, without reducing reward-directed behavior on the trial the neuroleptic is given. This effect is similar to ‘extinction mimicry’,
in which neuroleptics produce gradual declines in instrumental performance without altering the initial level of
response when the drug is first given w175,176,179,479x.
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When given particular doses of pimozide or haloperidol, for example, rats may still run as fast in a runway for
the reward they have received earlier as they would without neuroleptic, and a conditioned stimulus for reward still
prompts locomotion w235,291x. However, subsequent running on a later drug-free day is suppressed for the reward
that had been experienced earlier under the neuroleptic
w291x. McFarland et al. w291x interpret the delayed effect to
mean that dopamine antagonists have no effect upon the
rat’s motivation to run when it first receives the drug, but
that neuroleptics do prevent the ability of the reward to
serve as a reinforcer, here meaning to sustain or strengthen
subsequent running. Ettenberg et al. w82,148,234,292x have
also demonstrated that neuroleptics block a related reinforcement effect, namely, reinstatement. In reinstatement,
animals are first trained on a rewarded task, and then are
extinguished by the withholding of reward. They are then
given a single rewarded trial—which typically reinstates
future instrumental performance. Reinstatement is blocked
if rats are given a neuroleptic immediately prior to the
rewarded trial.
The ability of dopamine antagonists to block reinforcement and reinstatement of a subsequent response is consistent with an anhedonia interpretation of dopamine function w499,500,503,514x. Preventing the reward’s hedonic
impact should prevent reestablishment of behavior motivated to regain it, but need not impair motivation before
the diminished pleasure has been experienced. Reinforcement and reinstatement suppression is also consistent with
a ‘reward learning’ interpretation of dopamine function
w3,304,400,405x. Preventing the growth of an association
between a reward and a particular stimulus or response
should attenuate subsequent behavior that is guided by the
association, but not necessarily other aspects of behavior.
Blocking of reinforcement and reinstatement is also consistent with the incentiÕe salience hypothesis if the neuroleptic prevented ‘reboosting’ of incentive salience Žsee above.
w34,44,45,366x. But these results also present some unique
problems for the incentive salience hypothesis. The problem for the incentive salience hypothesis is that it also
predicts that ‘ wanting’ for incentiÕe stimuli should be
impaired on the day of neuroleptic administration, as well
as on subsequent days. How can an incentive salience
hypothesis reconcile the failure to observe a performance
impairment on the day of neuroleptic administration with
suppressed performance for the reward on a subsequent
undrugged trial?
The answer may hinge in part upon the dose of neuroleptic used and in part on the conditions of testing. We
posited several years ago that neuroleptics differentially
impair incentive salience attributions under different conditions w34,44,366x. Neuroleptics most readily disrupt the
acquisition of new incentive salience by conditioned stimuli and the re-boosting of incentive salience, both of
which occur once a hedonic reward is obtained. These
disruptions, we suggested, occur at lower doses of neu-

roleptic than are needed to disrupt the attribution of incentive salience to a familiar, and already ‘wanted’, conditioned stimulus w34,44,366x. This means that after low to
moderate doses of dopamine antagonists, pre-established
incentive salience may still be attributed to conditioned
stimuli, but the drug may block the reboosting of incentive
salience to those conditioned stimuli and the acquisition of
incentive salience by new conditioned stimuli w34,44,366x.
Acquisition requires an actual increment in incentive
salience attribution. Even re-boosting that maintains the
incentive value of a conditioned stimulus when hedonic
reward is obtained may require an incremental process, as
described earlier, to oppose the automatic de-boosting that
would otherwise occur. In both acquisition and re-boosting, the occurrence of the hedonic event triggers a process
that increments the incentive salience assigned to conditioned stimuli. These incremental processes may be blocked
relatively easily by dopamine antagonists. By contrast, the
pre-established incentive salience of a familiar ‘wanted’
reward is based on earlier experiences with it that occurred
in the absence of a dopamine antagonist. Such pre-established attributions of incentive salience are posited by our
hypothesis to be less vulnerable to neuroleptic blockade.
Pre-established attributions may initially persist even if
increments and re-boosting are disrupted w44,45x.
If acquisition and re-boosting are preferentially blocked,
then an animal may be unable to acquire a new incentive
under neuroleptic blockade, but may still respond to an
‘old’ one. Therefore, the blocking of re-boosting for the
familiar incentive may prevent reinstatement and produce
‘extinction mimicry’: a gradual decline in responding during or across sessions w175,176,479x. According to our
hypothesis, this works as follows. First, the perception or
representation of the familiar conditioned stimulus for
reward triggers attribution of incentive salience based upon
past associative experience with the reward and hedonic
activation. The familiar conditioned stimulus is still
‘wanted’ since ‘wanting’ attributed on the basis of preestablished associations is relatively resistant to neuroleptic administration. If the individual responds and acquires
the full unconditioned reward, hedonic ‘liking’ systems are
activated just as they would be in the absence of neuroleptic. But the triggering of incentive salience systems by
hedonic ‘liking’ is no longer sufficient to generate the
re-boosting of incentive salience that would be needed to
maintain the ability of a conditioned stimulus to elicit
‘wanting’ each time it is encountered w44,45x. The brain
expects a ‘wanted’ conditioned stimulus to be followed by
hedonic ‘liking’, just as in the past, and in a sense poses
on each trial a question that has one of two answers. Does
the ‘wanted’ reward still carry its old hedonic impact
Ž‘liking’.? If hedonic activation occurs, the answer is
‘yes’: it triggers dopamine-related systems to reboost the
incentive salience attributed to the stimulus, and the stimulus remains ‘wanted’ in the future. If hedonic activation
fails to trigger incentive salience systems, however, the
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answer is ‘no’: then reboosting fails to occur, and ‘wanting’ for the conditioned stimulus is automatically devalued. 13
Prevention of incentive salience reboosting means that
the stimulus will be less ‘wanted’ the next time it is
encountered: blocking reinstatement and producing ‘extinction mimicry’. As Berridge and Valenstein Žp. 11, w44x.
put it, ‘‘reboosting appears to be especially vulnerable to
neuroleptics and may be suppressed by doses that do not
prevent the attribution of preestablished incentive
salience’’. Higher doses of neuroleptics, or behavioral test
procedures that more sensitively reveal modulation in appetitive motivation, would reveal motivational or ‘wanting’ suppression even on the day of the drug. Many studies
have indeed reported an immediate motivational suppression by the dopamine antagonist drug, reducing the likelihood and strength of instrumental responding or of approach to the incentive target w17,28,50,51,157,310,382,
383,429x. Extensive dopamine depletion by 6-OHDA, as in
the present study, even more effectively eliminates all
aspects of incentive salience attribution, leaving the individual oblivious to all incentives and rewards w287,451,
452,471,531x.
12.2.2. Paradoxical ‘motiÕation increase’ after dopamine
antagonists?
Worse than preservation of motivation after neuroleptics, from the point of view of the incentive salience
hypothesis, are increases in incentive motivation. In some
situations, administration of a dopamine antagonist causes
an animal to increase its self-administration of a drug or,
less commonly, a food incentive.
A paradoxical enhancement of food intake after
dopamine blockade has been reported by Salamone et al.
The situation must be arranged quite carefully to achieve
the effect, which actually involves a redirection of consumption from one food, which is normally preferred,

13
Even on the day of neuroleptic treatment, prevention of incentive
salience reboosting and consequent devaluation of ‘wanting’ can lead to
discernable consequences. Rats are reported to disengage from the food
or other incentive object earlier after neuroleptic administration than they
otherwise would, or similarly fail to maintain pursuit or contact as the
trial goes on w175,429,430,499,512x. A possible neurological correlate
consistent with this interpretation has been reported by Chang et al. w81x
in an electrophysiological study of rats that bar pressed to receive cocaine
infusions. Nearly 20% of neurons they recorded in the nucleus accumbens
showed anticipatory responding before the cocaine was administered as
the rat oriented toward the lever or began to press. Some of these neurons
also responded to the cocaine itself. Pre-administration of a dopamine
antagonist did not block the anticipatory neural activity correlated with
incentive salience or ‘wanting’ triggered as the rat oriented, and the rats
still pressed at the beginning of the session. The dopamine antagonist did,
however, block the post-cocaine neuronal response of the same neurons
w81x. That could be viewed as blocking the normal reboosting of incentive
salience consequent to hedonic activation, which could cause behavioral
bar pressing to extinguish.
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toward another food, which is less preferred but more
easily obtained. Rats normally ignore the nonpreferredbut-free food and work to obtain the preferred-but-hard-toget one. After mild dopamine impairment, however, they
switch to the less preferred food—and actually increase
consumption of that food relatiÕe to their normal intake of
it. For example, in a Skinner box hungry rats may choose
between bar pressing to gain a preferred sweetened pellet
or to eat ordinary chow that is freely available in the box.
After administration of haloperidol, SCH 23990, flupenthixol, or sulpiride rats not only stop bar pressing for
the preferred sweetened food, but they also increase their
consumption of the free chow w101,382,385x. The tasty but
expensive food reward loses out to bland but cheap. Similar effects are seen after localized 6-OHDA lesions of the
nucleus accumbens, especially of the accumbens core
w100,382,432x.
Although an increase in consumption of a food, any
food, might appear to be a paradoxical increase in the
motivation to eat, and difficult for the incentive salience
hypothesis to interpret, an increase in motivation after
dopamine disruption is probably not the right explanation.
Further insight into the nature of the effect is provided by
additional experiments by Salamone et al. w99,382x. In
these experiments rats were given a choice between two
arms in a T-maze. One arm contained several food pellets,
but to get to them the rats had to climb over a formidable
barrier Ž44 cm high.. The other arm contained only half the
number of pellets as the first arm, but had no barrier and
so was easy to reach. Normally, rats preferred to climb for
the larger reward. After haloperidol or partial depletion of
accumbens dopamine, however, rats switched their preference to the smaller-but-easier reward w99,382x. The failure
to persist in the demanding task was not due to absolute
incapacity: that was demonstrated by giving a group of rats
a slightly different choice between an obstructed arm that
contained the large food reward and an unobstructed arm
that was empty. Faced with that choice, the rats continued
to struggle over the obstacle to gain the food even after
dopamine impairment w99,382x. The typical switch by the
other groups to the less preferred reward—and their concomitant increase in consumption of the normally unchosen food—was clearly a default consequence of abandoning the difficult task in favor of any acceptable alternative.
The dopamine impairment was not sufficient to eliminate
all appetitive behavior and consumption. The animals were
still disposed to eat some food, and the food most readily
available was therefore consumed. Salamone et al. w380–
383x contrast this impairment to anhedonia, and describe it
instead as a form of ‘anergia’: a complex sensorimotor
deficit manifest in motor slowing, reduced reaction to
certain stimuli, and a biased response selection away from
vigorous instrumental behavior toward easier alternatives
Žpossibly related to the sensorimotor suppression of taste
reactivity by neuroleptic administration described earlier
w339x.. Salamone et al. conclude that this impairment alters
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many aspects of behavior, and that it may not be possible
to parse among motivational and sensorimotor effects.
These important studies by Salamone et al. illustrate the
subtle diversity of function mediated by dopamine systems. They also provide an instance in which consumption
of a particular food Žthe normally less preferred one. is
increased by a dopamine antagonist, which normally decreases food consumption. In this case the paradox of
increased consumption seems easily resolved: the antagonist does not actually increase motivation to eat, it merely
preserves a degree of incentive motivation Žnot necessarily
the original level. while biasing choice away from the
difficult task, probably due in part to sensorimotor effects
of the drug.
Paradoxical increases in drug self-administration Že.g.,
cocaine or amphetamine. have also been reported to follow
neuroleptic administration w112,149,267,268,522,523x. Unlike a shift in food choice, the paradoxical increase in the
rate of cocaine or amphetamine self-administration reported following a dopamine antagonist cannot be explained simply by reallocation of the remaining response.
In the case of drug self-administration, the sole response is
potentiated by the dopamine antagonist. In early studies,
Yokel and Wise w522,523x showed that low doses of
pimozide could increase the self-administration of amphetamine by rats Žfollowed by extinction in the case of
higher doses.. De Wit and Wise w112x found a similar
effect of pimozide on cocaine self-administration. Increased self-administration of cocaine can be induced by
low-doses of other neuroleptics such as alpha-flupenthixol
too Žthough again, higher doses have the opposite effect of
suppressing self-administration. w149x. These effects were
interpreted within the anhedonia framework: reduced hedonic pleasure could prompt an individual to strive for more
of the ‘watered down’ reward w514x. 14 The ‘hedonic
homeostasis’ framework of Koob et al. provides essentially
the same explanation as that of de Wit and Wise w112x, in
that it posits dopamine neurotransmission to be tied to
hedonic activation w267,268x. Koob et al. Žp. 514, w267x.
argue that suppression of dopamine-related reward systems
must blunt ‘‘in the case of cocaine, . . . the acute hedonic
response’’, and that individuals must therefore work to
obtain more cocaine in order to maintain their desired level
of hedonic activation Ži.e., hedonic homeostasis. w267,268x.
This effect certainly has the appearance of an increase
in incentive motivation. How can an increased rate of
self-administration after treatment with a dopamine antagonist be explained by the incentive salience hypothesis,

14
Interestingly, decreases in reward consumption after neuroleptics
have been interpreted identically in the anhedonia framework, as reflecting reduced pleasure, on the grounds that consumption should be proportional to the hedonic intensity of the reward. For examples, see
w182,429,498,499,514,517x. The contradiction points to the need for an
explicit and consistent theoretical framework in which to relate behavioral changes to psychological processes.

which must posit that incentive motivation, if changed at
all, should be decreased by a dopamine antagonist?
First, it can safely be said that the incentiÕe motiÕation
(‘ wanting’) to take drugs is probably never increased by
neuroleptic administration. There are several reasons to
believe that dopamine antagonists reduce the incentive
value of cocaine and other drugs, even if the rate of bar
pressing increases. And there are alternative explanations
for the increase in response rate.
Limitations of response rate as a measure of motiÕation. It has been clear for nearly 4 decades that under some
conditions absolute rate of response is a misleading measure of reward and motivation w473x. For example, Hodos
and Valenstein w230,473x showed in 1962 that, given a
choice between two levels of rewarding brain stimulation,
rats typically preferred the higher intensity, even though
they pressed at a faster rate for the lower intensity. Some
limitations of absolute response rate as a measure of
incentive value may also apply to drug reward. In a review
of the usefulness of response rate measures in drug self-administration experiments, Arnold and Roberts Žp. 441, w6x.
concluded that ‘‘the rate of drug intake cannot directly
address the issue of increased or decreased reinforcer
efficacy’’. They note that dopamine impairments sometimes increase the rate of self-administration and sometimes reduce it, and that both effects are often taken as
evidence for reduced reinforcement Ži.e., reduced reward
or hedonic impact.: ‘‘how can both an increase and a
decrease in rate of drug intake be used to draw the same
conclusion? The dilemma is unmistakable: rate is an ambiguous measure of reinforcing efficacy’’ Žp. 442, w6x..
Progressive ratio ‘breakpoint designs’, in which the
response requirement is progressively elevated throughout
a session, have been argued to provide a better measure of
incentive value w6,229x. In such experiments, the first
reward requires only 1 or 2 bar presses, the second reward
requires more responses, the third more still, and so on.
The question is, how far will an animal escalate its response to gain the reward? The results of such experiments
typically indicate that motivation is decreased, not increased, by dopamine antagonists. For example, Depoortere et al. trained rats to bar press for cocaine on a
progressive ratio schedule, and found that the D1 antagonist SCH 23390 lowered the breakpoint, so the rats quit
pressing sooner w114x. This was not due to a motor deficit,
Depoortere et al. w114x concluded, because rats pressed at a
comparable rate under the neuroleptic as they did without
it. If anything, there was a slight tendency to press more
rapidly after the antagonist, again underscoring the ambiguity of absolute response rate. Similarly, Roberts et al.
w364x found that preadministration of haloperidol significantly increased the absolute rate of cocaine self-administration, but simultaneously lowered the highest response
ratio achieved Žbreakpoint.. Equivalent dissociations have
been reported by McGregor et al. w293,294x after microinjections of dopamine antagonists into the accumbens, and
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after central 6-OHDA lesions. In all these studies there is
dissociation between response rate Žwhich typically goes
up after central dopamine suppression. and breakpoint
Žwhich typically goes down.. If breakpoint is a better
measure of motivation than the absolute rate of self-administration, as has been suggested w6x, then dopamine antagonists usually reduce the motivation for a drug reward—as
the incentive salience hypothesis would suggest.
Finally, prior sensitization of dopamine systems has
been reported by Mendrek et al. w297x to produce the
opposite effect on progressive ratio tests, increasing the
breakpoint for amphetamine Žan effect that has been replicated by Vezina w476x .. Thus, as assessed by progressive
ratio schedules, manipulations that increase dopamine neurotransmission Že.g., sensitization. increase motivation for
drugs, and manipulations that decrease dopamine activity
Že.g., neuroleptics. decrease motivation for drugs. This is
consistent with the incentive salience hypothesis that
dopamine systems mediate ‘wanting’. It also supports our
related proposal regarding addiction, presented elsewhere,
that sensitization of dopamine systems may increase
‘wanting’ for drugs, and produce compulsive seeking and
taking of drugs Žfor discussion of the Incentive–Sensitization theory of addiction see Robinson and Berridge
w366,367x..
12.2.3. Resolutions for the rate paradox
Still, it is important to understand why the absolute
response rate of drug self-administration might increase
under the influence of a neuroleptic. There are several
factors that may help illuminate this phenomenon.
Ø First, it should be noted that neuroleptics increase
response rates for cocaine or amphetamine only over a
limited range of neuroleptic doses. High doses of dopamine
antagonists suppress even the absolute rate of responding
below baseline w149,267x, which could be due to motivational deficits as well as motor deficits.
Ø Second, neuroleptics may diminish some of the
aÕersiÕe properties w183x Že.g., paranoia, cardiovascular
responses, etc.. of cocaine or similar drugs, as well as their
rewarding effects. A decrease in the aversive effects could
lead an animal to increase the highest cocaine dose that it
tolerates, so that it takes higher doses than normal. A rat
that was still motivated at all to self-administer cocaine
after a low dose of a neuroleptic might take more cocaine
because its aversive impact, not its hedonic impact, was
reduced.
Ø Third, neuroleptics themselves may sometimes have
aversive effects. Dopamine antagonists, for example, can
sometimes establish a conditioned place avoidance when
paired associatively with a new location w78,310,361x
Žthough not all studies find this.. Dopamine antagonists by
themselves also induce unpleasant symptoms in humans,
manifest in subjective reports of confusion and impaired
psychomotor performance w60x. To the extent that a neuroleptic has any aversive properties, cocaine and similar
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drugs could be an effective antidote. Animals might increase their self-administration of a drug like cocaine in
part to combat the aversive effects of the neuroleptic.
Ø Finally, interactions among self-administered
dopamine indirect agonists and low doses of neuroleptics
are especially difficult to interpret. If the neuroleptic dose
were low enough, the animal might soon administer sufficient indirect agonist to effectively replace any motivational impairment with dopaminergic stimulation. In that
case, its neural and motivational condition early in the
session Žsuppression of dopamine neurotransmission.
would be qualitatively different from later in the same
session Žactivation of dopamine neurotransmission.. It is
not clear which drug should be expected to win when the
neuroleptic dose is low.
In short, increases in the rate of drug self-administration
after neuroleptics are subject to a host of interpretive
complications. Reward or motivation cannot be simply
inferred from absolute response rate.
12.3. The ‘Two MotiÕational Systems’ hypothesis (Bechara
et al.)
A different type of potential problem for the incentive
salience view is posed by a novel proposal developed by
Bechara et al. w17,19,310x, which they call the ‘2 systems’
hypothesis. The ‘2-systems’ hypothesis does not propose a
specific alternatiÕe to incentive salience Ž‘wanting’., hedonia Ž‘liking’., or reward learning for the specific reward
function mediated by dopamine. Instead, it proposes a
major constraint on when dopamine can mediate reward.
They suggest that dopamine systems mediate reward, but
only under certain conditions: only when indiÕiduals are in
a state of physiological depriÕation Že.g., caloric hunger or
drug withdrawal.. They suggest that an entirely separate
neural system mediates the incentive value of rewards
when animals are in a nondeprived state. This latter system
is hypothesized to depend especially on the tegmental
pedunculopontine nucleus ŽTPP..
Thus, Bechara et al. w22,310x suggest that there are two
separate systems of reward in the brain—a dopamine-related system that is operative in the deprived state and a
TPP system that is operative in the non-deprived state. The
‘two systems’ are held to be mutually exclusive: they
contribute similarly to behavior, but at different times. At
any moment only one of these neural reward systems
should be active, according to their model. Activation of
the dopamine reward system Ždeprived state. itself inhibits
the TPP system Žnondeprived state., they argue, and the
dopamine system is activated by conditions of deprivation
Žfor reviews, see Nader and van der Kooy, 1997 w22x and
Nader et al., 1998 w310x.. If the ‘2 systems’ hypothesis of
Nader et al. is true, it means that dopamine can mediate
incentive salience Žor hedonia or reward learning. only
when individuals are in some form of a deprivation state.
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Their novel suggestion is based on a series of conditioned place-preference experiments, which showed that
alpha-flupentixol, a dopamine receptor antagonist, diminishes the reward value of food when rats are hungry, but
not when they are sated w17,310x. Similarly, flupentixol
diminishes the reward value of morphine when rats are in
withdrawal, but not when they are drug-naıve
¨ w17,18,311x.
By contrast, lesions of the TPP disrupt the reward value of
both food and morphine only if rats are tested while sated
or while drug-naıve,
respectively, but not if they are
¨
hungry or in drug withdrawal w21,22x.
Nader et al. make a cogent case that motivational
systems are influenced by physiological depletion states
and certainly show that depletion states influence the
ability of neuroleptic drugs to disrupt reward. Yet there are
several reasons why one might hesitate to adopt their
hypothesis that reward is mediated by dopamine systems
if-and-only-if an individual is in a state of physiological
deprivation.
One reason is that dopamine antagonists such as pimozide, haloperidol, raclopride or SCH-23390 have been
reported in many studies to suppress the reward value of
food and other incentives eÕen in the absence of physiological depletion w56,420,429x. Nader et al. w309,310x have
attributed such apparent reward suppression during nondeprived states to the aÕersiÕe effects of neuroleptics, rather
than to putative reward-blocking effects. They argue that
in tests for reward suppression it is critical that the
dopamine antagonist be given only under conditions in
which it has no aÕersiÕe properties Žmeasured by whether
it supports conditioned place aversion training by itself..
They suggest that in those studies where dopamine antagonists were found to suppress reward in nondeprived animals this effect was due to either the aversive consequences of antagonist treatment, or motor incapacity
w22,309,310x.
It must be recognized, however, that the literature on
reward suppression by dopamine antagonists contains an
enormous variety of test procedures, many of which contained measures intended to separate reward and motor
effects. Also, many different dopamine antagonists, of
various degrees of specificity for dopamine receptor subtypes, have been used to suppress reward. One might
expect at least some of these drugs or test procedures to
escape the confound of aversion. For example, the atypical
neuroleptic drug, olanzapine, has been reported to suppress
cocaine reward and food reward even at doses too low to
produce a conditioned place aversion w295x. Further, it has
been suggested by Shippenberg et al. w419,420x that typically only D1 receptor antagonists induce place aversions,
whereas selective D2 antagonists do not. Yet D2 receptors
have often been implicated in blockade of reward
w13,83,88,415,429,457,458,490x. Under some conditions,
even dopamine D1 antagonists may fail to produce place
aversions, and may instead inhibit them: Acquas et al. w1x
reported that, rather than produce a conditioned place

aversion itself, SCH 23390 actually blocked the conditioned place aversion normally produced by administration
of naloxone or other drugs. It seems possible, therefore,
that at least some ‘reward suppression’ studies of diverse
dopamine antagonists, conducted in nondeprived animals,
may actually reflect the reward suppression their authors
claim to have found.
Whether that is true or not, there is an additional
problem for the ‘2 motivational systems’ hypothesis. Even
flupentixol, the antagonist of choice for Bechara et al., has
been reported to suppress reward in the absence of a
deprivation state. Van der Kooy reported, in a study with
Mackey w280x, that flupenthixol blocked an amphetamine
conditioned place preference in naive rats. 15 There are
other similar examples of reward suppression by flupenthixol in non-deprived animals. For example, Agmo et
al. w2x found that flupentixol blocked the formation of a
conditioned place preference normally produced in nondeprived rats by the opportunity to drink sucrose. Further,
Duvauchelle et al. w139x reported that micro-injections of
flupenthixol into the nucleus accumbens prevented placepreferences produced by electrical stimulation of the ventral tegmental area. It is unclear whether it is even possible
for there to be a ‘deprivation state’ for brain stimulation
reward. Yet Ettenberg et al. w147x also found that bar
pressing for brain stimulation was suppressed by intra-accumbens flupenthixol and Stellar and Corbett w447x reported similar results for lateral hypothalamic stimulation
after microinjection of flupenthixol into the medial fore-

15

It should be noted that van der Kooy et al. w475x regard the
amphetamine-induced place preference in nondeprived rats, or electrical
brain stimulation reward, to be anomalies due to the ability of these
treatments to directly activate dopamine neurotransmission, and so to
bypass controls regulating physiological depletion states Žpersonal communication.. They suggest that these rewards may always be dopamine
dependent because they directly activate dopamine systems. Thus, it
appears that the critical variable may be not so much ‘physiological
deprivation state’, but the ability of different rewards to directly engage
dopamine-relevant motivational systems. Recent results by Laviolette and
van der Kooy further suggest that it may depend even on the direction in
which dopamine activity is directly changed: they show that reward is
produced by VTA microinjections of either a GABA-A agonist Žlikely to
inhibit dopamine neurons. or an antagonist Žlikely to disinhibit., but that
flupentixol blocked only the agonist reward effect, and not the antagonist
reward effect w272x. It is difficult to know whether the directional
dependence on dopamine of VTA GABA-mediated reward reflects a
‘switch’ between two separate motivational systems, as its authors suggest, or is instead further evidence that no clear boundary separates the
putative dopamine-dependant reward system from the dopamine-independent one. At best, the gating effect of deprivation on whether flupenthixol
will block reward seems to hold for some rewards Žfood and opiates;
GABA agonist in VTA. but not others Žamphetamine, lateral hypothalamic electrical stimulation, accumbens neuropeptide Y, GABA antagonist
in VTA etc... Further, as noted above, flupentixol may block nondeprived
reward value even for stimuli that do not act directly on brain dopamine
systems, such as the taste of food w2x. It becomes difficult to predict,
therefore, when the ‘2 systems’ dopamine-dependence rule will apply and
when it won’t.
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brain bundle. Related logic applies to the demonstration by
Josselyn and Beninger w242x that intra-accumbens flupenthixol blocked conditioned place preferences normally
produced by intra-accumbens injection of neuropeptide Y.
Once again it seems difficult to posit that a deprivation
state is responsible for that reward phenomenon. Finally,
in non-deprived rats the intra-raphe administration of 8OH-DPAT enhances feeding and that effect is blocked by
flupenthixol w163x. The ability of flupenthixol to block the
incentive motivational effects of food, drugs and electrical
brain stimulation, in the absence of any physiological
deprivation state, poses a serious problem for the ‘2 motivational systems’ hypothesis. It begins to dissolve the
boundary between the two motivational systems, which
were posited by the hypothesis to be mutually exclusive,
by showing that the dopamine system may actually mediate reward in both deprived and nondeprived states. 16
Finally, if dopamine systems mediate reward only in
deprivation states, as the ‘2 systems’ hypothesis posits,
then they should not be actiÕated by reward in nondepriÕed states—but they apparently can be. Food rewards
Žthe taste of saccharin or of a palatable chocolate drink,
sucrose pellet, or butter cookie. can elicit dopamine overflow in the accumbens even in nondeprived rats
w282,290,345,347x. Drug rewards Žmorphine, ethanol, nicotine, amphetamine, cocaine; given systemically or centrally. elicit dopamine overflow in accumbens the first
time they are giÕen w105,118,275,354,516x Žwhen the animals are drug-naıve,
¨ and so, by definition, not in a withdrawal or deprivation state., and despite their diverse
cellular mechanisms of action Žonly amphetamine and
cocaine act directly on dopamine neurons; opiates, nicotine, ethanol must activate dopamine neurons indirectly ..
Sex elicits mesolimbic dopamine overflow in nondeprived
males: a male rat who has copulated on recent days or
even several times during the past hour Žhardly a deprivation, no matter how ‘deprived’ one regards the ordinary
male state., still shows elevated dopamine overflow when
allowed to copulate again w159x. Sexually-receptive female
rats and hamsters similarly activate mesolimbic dopamine
systems when allowed to copulate under the conditions
they prefer w296,299x. Maternal reward Žreunion with her
pups. elicits mesolimbic dopamine overflow in a mother
rat after just one night away from them w220x. The list of
rewards that trigger dopamine activation in ‘nondeprived’

16
The boundary between ‘dopamine-dependent’ and ‘dopamine-independent’ systems may be further weakened by Stefurak and van der
Kooy’s report that TPP lesions block the reward value of saccharin even
when rats are in a deprived state w440x. The 2 systems hypothesis posits
that the dopamine system suppresses the TPP system, and that deprivation activates the dopamine system w22,310,475x. But it appears that the
TPP system may participate in reward regardless of deprivation state, just
as dopamine systems do. The systems may not be mutually exclusive
after all.
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rats is likely to grow. An ever growing set of deprivation
states must be posited by the ‘2-systems’ hypothesis to
account for these effects Žsome of which appear to triggered after only hours or minutes of ‘deprivation’.. Otherwise it must be granted that dopamine systems are involved in many rewards Žincluding natural rewards whose
access to dopamine neurons is indirect. even in nondeprived conditions.
Our own results do not directly address this hypothesis
because our 6-OHDA rats were intubated daily with food
and water in order to avoid debilitation. Thus, our rats
were generally not in a seriously depleted state. Nader et
al. might predict that dopamine-depleted rats would show
deficits only when tested in a food deprived state. However, a recent study by Qian et al. w353x examined this
issue indirectly. They compared the passive consumption
of an orally-infused sweet solution by aphagic 6-OHDA
rats in two conditions: on a day when the rats had been
artificially fed vs. after a 16-h period of caloric deprivation. There was, however, no effect of caloric deprivation
on the response to food w353x.
Even if dopamine mediates reward in nondeprived states,
contrary to the original ‘2 systems’ hypothesis w17,19,
310,311x, there are still several ways in which deprivation
states might influence the neural mediation of motivation
and reward. For example, to the degree that deprivation
states are unpleasant, individuals might be motivated to
reduce the aversive drive-like properties of deprivation,
even if incentive or hedonic reward effects of food or
drugs were missing. That might be why TPP lesions do not
suppress morphine’s rewarding effects if animals are in
withdrawal. The withdrawal state may involve different
neural systems than those implicated in reward w57x, and
therefore, it may be possible to relieve withdrawal and thus
motivate behavior after TPP lesions that impair reward
systems.
It is less clear why neuroleptic suppression of dopamine
systems should disrupt reward to a greater extent during
deprivation states than during nondeprived states w22,310x.
But one possibility is that deprivation states might activate
neural systems involved in incentive motivation, including
dopamine systems, to a high degree Žas the value of
relevant incentives increases.. That might allow the impact
of neuroleptics to become more visible in behavior. When
the initial motivation is high, scaling effects could multiply
the absolute magnitude of a neuroleptic-induced deficit,
compared to when the initial state is low. A different
possibility is that deprivation states might alter dopamine
systems in biochemical ways that increase their vulnerability to neuroleptic blockade. For example, food restriction
and weight loss have been reported to reduce levels of
extracellular dopamine in the nucleus accumbens, and
increase the tissue concentrations of dopamine w351x. The
implication of these effects of physiological depletion for
dopamine receptor blockade and reward is unclear. However, it seems safe to say that any interaction between
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dopamine systems and physiological deprivation states is
likely to be complex, and will not easily be reduced to a
single hypothesis.
When the effect of deprivation states on dopamine
systems is better understood, it may turn out that the
observations that prompted the ‘2-systems’ hypothesis will
be compatible with the incentive salience distinction between ‘liking’ and ‘wanting’. The incentive salience model
and the ‘2 systems’ model have several features in common. Both posit multiple neural systems of reward, both
posit that the neural systems have functions that can be
separated in behavior via experiments that manipulate
dopamine systems, and both posit a modulating role for
physiological deprivation states. Despite their differences
regarding reward mechanisms during ordinary nondeprived
states, it may yet be possible to reconcile the incentive
salience hypothesis with the otherwise elegant and extraordinary hypothesis of Bechara, Nader, and van der Kooy.

13. Caveats to the ‘Incentive Salience’ hypothesis
13.1. Beyond reward to aÕersion
We would be remiss to end a discussion of the role of
dopamine in reward without mention of its role in aÕersiÕe
motivational states such as fear or pain. There can be no
doubt that behavior needed to actively aÕoid an unpleasant
outcome is impaired as strongly by dopamine suppression
as behavior directed toward a positive reward Žfor review,
see Salamone w380x .. The question is how involvement in
aversive motivation bears on the role of dopamine in
reward. For some investigators the involvement of
dopamine in aversive motivational states raises serious
doubts about whether dopamine neurons contribute to reward at all. As Gray et al. w198x put it, for example, ‘‘the
most important evidence against this hypothesis Žthat accumbens dopamine mediates positive reinforcement or
pleasure. . . . is that unpleasant events such as footshock increase extracellular levels of dopamine’’ Žp. 1148,
w198x ..
Dopamine contributes to aÕersiÕe motiÕational states.
A variety of additional evidence supports the notion that
aversive events activate dopamine systems Žsee below for
example..
Ø Not only footshock but also other types of unconditioned stressors Že.g., enforced immobilization. increase
dopamine overflow in accumbens and other forebrain
structures w110,134,136,247,252,354,365,526x. Craig
Berridge et al. w29x report neuroanatomical evidence that
stress modulates dopamine neurotransmission in the caudal
portion of the shell of the nucleus accumbens, via local
intermingling between dopamine terminals and the norepinephrine projections from locus coeruleus that are activated in stress.

Ø Fear-eliciting conditioned stimuli, which are themselves innocuous but which have been paired with shock,
also increase dopamine overflow w110,197,372,524–526x.
Similarly, dopamine may be even higher during instrumental escape responding than when the unconditioned aversive stimulus is presented alone, again implicating a special involvement in aversive learning of some sort w354x.
Ø Administration of dopamine receptor antagonist drugs
suppresses behavioral performance on active avoidance
learning tasks in a variety of situations w25,54,380,383x.
It is possible, however, for a neural system to participate in more than one behavioral function. That dopamine
systems are activated by fear-evoking stimuli, and are
important for avoidance learning, says little by itself about
whether they also mediate a specific aspect of reward.
In fact it is possible that dopamine systems are involved
in both reward and aversively motivated behavior, and it is
even possible that dopamine systems play a similar role in
each. We have suggested before that a process related to
incentive salience attribution might also be involved in
aversively motivated behavior w35,366x. How could a positive process such as ‘wanting’ be involved also in aversive
situations? There are several ways.
One possibility is that aversive tasks, such as active
avoidance, may have a hidden appetitive component Žsee
Gray w195x.. Individuals in a fearful situation may ‘want’
to escape to a safe place or to perform another response
that gains safety w195x. The safe place or the avoidance
response may take on positive incentive properties, because they achieve a relatively positive outcome. To the
degree that behavior is motivated by a desire for the more
positive outcome, incentive salience, or ‘wanting’ for
safety, could work in precisely the same way it does for
conventional rewards.
‘MotiÕational salience’: Potential link between incentiÕe and aÕersiÕe states? But even in a situation in which
the motivation was entirely aÕersiÕe, a process related to
incentive salience might still be at work. If so, it would no
longer be appropriate to call the process incentiÕe salience,
but it might still be appropriate to call it motiÕational
salience—with many of the same perceptual, attentiongrabbing, and response-instigating properties of incentive
salience. The same dopamine-based motivational salience
process might be interpreted by the brain as positive
incentive salience in some situations, causing events to be
‘wanted’, but to be perceived as frighteningly salient
under other conditions, imbuing the attributed stimuli with
a menacing motivationalrperceptual tone.
What could determine whether motivational salience
creates a positive incentive or an aversive fear? One way
this might be achieved would be for each type of salience
to be mediated by different dopamine neurons. In other
words, dopaminergic labeled lines for positive vs. negative
motivational salience. Separate dopamineraccumbensr
amygdala subsystems could conceivably mediate ‘wanting’ and ‘fear’ as distinct processes: ‘incentive salience’
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vs. ‘aversive salience’. Consistent with the idea that
dopamine systems might be segregated by motivational
valence is the report by Mirenowicz and Schultz w301x that
ascending dopamine neurons which are activated by a
conditioned stimulus for food reward, may not be activated by a conditioned stimulus for an aversive air puff.
Thus, dopamine neurons may be segregated by motivational valence.
An alternative possibility is that positive and negative
psychological functions might be combined together into a
single ‘generic’ motivational salience, mediated by the
same dopamine neurons. In that case, the positive ‘wanting’ vs. negative ‘frightening’ valence caused by their
activation would need to be gated by other mechanisms.
One option is that the direction of valence could arise from
the pattern or intensity of activation within the dopamine
system itself. For example, low to moderate levels of
activation might cause attraction, but very high levels
might become frightening Žas in the phenomenon of amphetamine-induced psychosis, in which the reward aspects
of the drug are replaced by paranoia or frightening hallucination.. A different option would be for the co-activation
of non-dopaminergic neural systems to determine whether
a positive valence or a negative valence would be imparted
to the motivational salience of the stimulus.
The notion that dopamine systems might mediate a
shared ‘motivational salience’ process in fear and in incentive motivation implies that dopamine activation correlates
with the ‘motivational attention-grabbing’ properties of a
particular stimulus, combining motivational and perceptual
features w34,196,198,366x. That is consistent with a study
on conditioned fear and latent inhibition by Young et al.
w526x. Latent inhibition refers to the diminished capacity of
a conditioned stimulus that is already familiar to support
new learning. It is induced by presenting the conditioned
stimulus Žwithout the affective unconditioned stimulus. on
occasions prior to the conditioning trial. In a microdialysis
study Young, Joseph, and Gray found that following establishment of latent inhibition in a fear conditioning paradigm
there was a reduction in dopamine overflow in the nucleus
accumbens in response to the conditioned stimulus. This
makes sense if dopamine release mediates motivational
salience—in this case, a frightening motivational salience
—and if the motivational salience of the conditioned stimulus was reduced by latent inhibition. That interpretation is
bolstered by reports that amphetamine administration at
training disrupts latent inhibition w104,197,433x, an effect
that appears to involve the nucleus accumbens w196x. Amphetamine, in other words, effectively re-instates the ability of the conditioned stimulus to be attributed with fearful
motivational salience despite its familiarity.
For positive incentive motivation, amphetamine delivered directly into the nucleus accumbens produces comparable effects, even though the affective valence is opposite:
enhancement of the ability of a conditioned stimulus to
support motivated behavior. For example, Everitt and Rob-
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bins, et al. have shown in several elegant experiments that
amphetamine microinjections into the accumbens potentiate the ability of a conditioned reinforcer to support incentive-oriented behavior w67,68,75,76,152–155,349,362,363x.
Amphetamine microinjections increase bar pressing for
conditioned reinforcers, which have previously been paired
with sucrose Žfor hungry rats. w68,154,349x, or with water
Žfor thirsty rats. w75,76x, or with a sexually-receptive female Žfor sexually-experienced male rats. w152,153x.
Robbins and Everitt et al. offer compelling demonstrations
that amphetamine microinjections even reverse, at least
partly, the deficits in conditioned reinforcement that are
produced by basolateral amygdala lesions w152–155,362,
363x. Kelley and Delfs further showed that microinjections
of amphetamine into the anterior dorsal and ventromedial
neostriatum can produce similar effects w254x.
It is striking that incentive behavior for positiÕe conditioned reinforcers as well as conditioning of negatiÕe
stimuli that evoke fearful responses should be modulated
together and in the same way by manipulations of dopamine
activity in the accumbens or striatum. This does not negate
a role for dopamine in reward. It does highlight the
possibility, however, that dopamine’s psychological role in
reward may have common elements with its role in aversive situations—possibly involving a similar psychological
‘core process’ as well as a similar neural substrate
w35,198,298,366,380x.
13.2. Beyond the dopamine synapse
The focus of this paper has been on the motivational
role of dopamine projections from the midbrain to targets
in the dorsal and ventral striatum. It would be misleading,
however, to simply identify incentive salience with the
actiÕation of mesolimbic dopamine neurons, or the release
of dopamine in a striatal target. Even to the extent that
dopamine neurons are the critical substrate for incentive
salience, it is possible that dopamine projections to different targets mediate the incentive properties of different
rewards. For example, whereas projections from the ventral tegmentum to the nucleus accumbens are clearly crucial for amphetamine reward, Gong et al. w190x have
recently suggested that dopamine projections to the ventral
pallidum are more important for cocaine reward. Following a similar theme, it has been reported that food may
activate different neurons in the ventral striatum than
cocaine even in the same monkey w55x, and that cocaine
and heroin may also produce neuronal patterns of activation in the nucleus accumbens that differ from each other
w80x. Thus, different rewards may activate different subpopulations of dopamineraccumbens neurons.
To complicate matters more, it has been suggested that
a single dopamine neuron may form different types of
chemical synapses, with different morphologies, which
release different neurotransmitters w453x. For example,
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dopamine neurons form both symmetrical synapses that
are tyrosine hydroxylase-positive and asymmetrical
synapses that release glutamate w221,453x. Thus,
dopamine-containing neurons that project to the nucleus
accumbens and neostriatum may co-release dopamine and
glutamate differently at spatially-distinct sites w453x. And
even the question of whether the primary action of
dopamine itself is excitatory or inhibitory on post-synaptic
neurons remains the subject of controversy w191x. It remains unclear what implication these issues have for the
psychological functions of dopamine neurons discussed in
this paper, but the interactions will surely be complex.
Further, despite our emphasis on dopamine, we caution
that dopamine neurons need not be the sole substrate or
even chief substrate for attributions of incentive salience
to neural representations of conditioned stimuli. Other
neural systems, both presynaptic and postsynaptic to
dopamine neurons, may eventually prove to be even more
directly related to the attribution of incentive salience than
are dopamine projection systems. For example, Carlezon
and Wise have suggested that the critical effect of dopamine
in reward is inhibition of medium spiny neurons in the
nucleus accumbens, and this may be achieved in ways
other than by increasing synaptic dopamine w79x. Kelley et
al. w255,256x have suggested the rewarding effects of amphetamine in the nucleus accumbens depend upon NMDA
glutamate receptors there. Sarter et al. w387,388x suggest
that accumbens dopamine might mediate incentive salience
attribution via a GABAergic link to the basal forebrain, by
triggering acetylcholine release in the neocortex.
In short, it is too simple to conclude that dopamine
neurons themselves mediate incentive salience. More accurately, one can assert that the attribution of incentive
salience appears to coincide with the activation of dopamine
neurons, and that incentiÕe salience is the reward component most directly altered by manipulations of dopamine
systems Že.g., by 6-OHDA lesions, dopamine antagonist
drugs, lateral hypothalamic stimulation, etc... These manipulations reveal dissociations between ‘wanting’ rewards
and ‘liking’ them, but they do not directly reveal the full
nature of the psychological process or of its neurobiological substrate.
A final caveat is that it remains possible that dopamine
neurons might participate in an auxiliary way even in
reward functions we’ve rejected, such as associative learning or even hedonic impact. Our demonstration that
dopamine-depleted rats show normal hedonics and reward
learning simply means that dopamine projections are not
necessary for normal mediation of these functions. It does
not exclude the possibility that dopamine neurons normally
participate in the neural processing of those psychological
functions, as part of a neurally redundant system Žproviding feedback, monitoring for conveyance to other systems,
etc... Dopamine systems might participate, but we stress
that these psychological functions can continue without
them.

14. General conclusion
It is generally accepted that normal motivation and
reward require the integrity of mesolimbicrmesostriatal
dopamine systems. Some have interpreted the apparent
primacy of dopamine systems to mean that these neutrons
are a ‘common neural currency’ for pleasant rewards,
mediating the hedonic impact or pleasure of reinforcers.
Others have instead posited dopamine systems to mediate
reward learning or prediction. But our results and those
reviewed above indicate that dopamine’s role in reward is
not to mediate hedonic impact, nor to mediate most forms
of learning about the predictive relationships between reward-relevant stimuli and their hedonic consequences.
Suppression of dopamine function by massive 6-OHDA
lesions does not alter the ability of rats to make hedonic
evaluations, as reflected in affective taste reactivity patterns, despite obliterating the incentive value of food,
water, and other rewards. Nor do 6-OHDA lesions suppress the learning of new hedonic relationships between
conditioned and unconditioned stimuli, or the translating of
those new reward associations into the generation of appropriate conditioned affective reactions.
We have demonstrated a dissociation between aphagia
and other motivational deficits produced by 6-OHDA lesions, on one hand, and the lack of anhedonia or learning
deficits on the other. We suggest this may best be explained by the hypothesis that normal reward is a multiplex process, which comprises at least three psychological
components: 1. hedonic activation, 2. associative learning
of the relationship between neutral events and their hedonic consequences, and 3. subsequent attribution of incentive salience to those events or their representations.
Dopamine projections are not needed for either the hedonic or the associative prediction components. Instead we
suggest that loss of dopamine from the nucleus accumbens
and neostriatum impairs only the final component of reward, namely, the attribution of incentive salience to motivational stimuli and their representations. Lacking incentive salience attribution, dopamine-depleted rats cannot use
their hedonic and associative competence to transform the
perception or representation of a reward into a target
incentive that is attractive and ‘wanted’. Dopamine-depleted rats still ‘like’ rewards, and still know the rewards
they ‘like’. They simply fail to ‘want’ rewards they ‘like’.

15. Addendum 1: Taste reactivity patterns as a measure of ‘liking’
We do not mean to suggest that the subjective experience of pleasure is measured by the taste reactivity test.
Instead, it measures a behavioral affectiÕe reaction
w35,109,144,273x. A subjective experience need not even
accompany a behavioral affective response Žand almost
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certainly does not in some cases; for example, in the case
of affective reaction patterns emitted by decerebrate animals or anencephalic human infants w211,441x.. But hedonic and aÕersiÕe patterns of affective reactions may still
reflect a brain’s underlying core evaluation of ‘liking’ or
‘disliking’ for a taste even if an evaluation is not registered
by neural mechanisms of conscious awareness Žfor discussion of relationship between subjective pleasure and affective reactions to taste, see w34,35x..
For present purposes, our concern is whether taste
reactivity patterns indeed can be used to measure the
affective hedonic impact Ž‘liking’. or aversive impact
Ž‘disliking’. of a stimulus. Evidence for the affective nature of hedonicraversive taste reactivity patterns comes
chiefly from the many correlations that have been found
between them and the subjective ratings of taste palatability given by humans to tastes that are liked or disliked
w34,206x. Human subjective reports and rat affective reactions reflect similar ‘likes’ and ‘dislikes’, and changes in
their ‘liking’ for tastes are caused by the same manipulations.
Ø The sensory pleasure of sweetness to humans is
enhanced by hunger and suppressed by caloric satiety
w70,71,270x. Similarly, hedonic reaction patterns of rats to
sweet tastes are enhanced by hunger and are suppressed by
caloric satiety w33,73,74,212x.
Ø The palatability of salt for humans is selectively
enhanced by physiological sodium deficiency Žsalt appetite. w15,397x. Similarly, hedonic reactions of rats to
NaCl are selectively increased, and aversive reactions decreased, by sodium depletion w38,178,213x.
Ø By associative aversion conditioning procedures, taste
pleasure for humans can be abolished and replaced with
subjective aversion by associative pairing of a palatable
food with gastrointestinal illness w377x. Similarly, hedonic
reactions of rats to sweetness are abolished and replaced
by aversive behavioral reactions by pairings of taste with
LiCl or certain other noxious agents w30,64,209,327,329x.
Ø Conversely, associative pairing of a palatable food
with a neutral stimulus transfers the food’s capacity to
elicit hedonic responses to that conditioned stimulus;
equivalent transfer of aversion can be obtained by pairing
the stimulus with a bitter taste w42,63,113x. Similar conditioned preferences and aversions may occur for humans
after associative taste pairings w377x.

15.1. Insufficiency of alternatiÕe interpretations of affectiÕe taste reactiÕity
A reader may be tempted to reject the claim that
affective patterns of taste reactivity reflect hedonic or
aversive core evaluations. Instead, one might argue, taste
reactivity only measures something simpler, such as a
brainstem reflex, a decision whether to ingest, a consum-
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matory phase of a behavior sequence, or a motor concomitant of swallowing or rejection. Each of these conceptual
categories does apply to some aspect of reactions elicited
by taste stimuli, and taste reactivity measures legitimately
have been used to study each w171,205,209,210,249,
251,437x. But measurement of hedonic Õs. aÕersiÕe patterns of taste reactivity, as used here, cannot be reduced to
any of those simpler categories, either alone or in combination. Since our conclusion about the role of dopamine in
reward depends upon this argument regarding taste reactivity, it seems worthwhile to make clear why alternative
interpretations of hedonicraversive taste reactivity patterns
are inadequate. The remark of Section 15 reviews the
inadequacy of alternative interpretations, and our basis for
concluding that this measure does indeed reflect core
affective processes of ‘liking’ and ‘disliking’.

15.1.1. Not mere reflex
Does taste reactivity reflect a mere brainstem reflex, or
a rigid response to a sensory stimulus? No. Although the
basic motor components are generated by the brainstem
w211x, under ordinary conditions the forebrain controls the
affective pattern of response w34,206x. Evidence that the
forebrain controls affective reactions comes from demonstrations that neural manipulations restricted to the forebrain produce dramatic changes in affective patterns of
taste reactivity. Hedonic reaction patterns are enhanced,
for example, by microinjection of an opioid agonist into
the forebrain ventricles or nucleus accumbens w336,338x.
Conversely, aversive reactions are enhanced by ablation
lesions of the ventral pallidum and rostral structures
w211x, or by electrolytic or excitotoxin lesions limited to
the lateral hypothalamic and ventral pallidal areas w36,
106,393,446,455x. The ability of forebrain manipulations
to alter hedonicraversive response patterns shows that
forebrain neural systems control the affective pattern of
response to a taste. Evidence that affective reaction patterns are not rigid S–R reflexes to a stimulus comes from
demonstrations that a particular taste stimulus can elicit
opposite affective reaction patterns if associative or
physiological conditions change. Associatively conditioned
aversions switch the response to sweet sucrose from hedonic to aversive w209x, and conditioned preferences switch
the response to a bitter taste from aversive to hedonic
w42,63,530x. Similarly, changes in physiological sodium
balance can switch the reaction to concentrated NaCl from
aversive to hedonic, and back again with physiological
state w38,42,173,178x.
An alternative ‘sensory reflex’ interpretation of taste
reactivity, offered by Nader et al. w310x, attempts to account for shifts in affective reactions within a fixed ŽS–R.
reflex framework, by positing changes in the stimulus ŽS..
Nader et al. w310x suggest that the ‘‘taste reactivity
paradigm is a better measure of the food’s subjective
sensory, as opposed to hedonic, properties’’ Žp.100, w310x..
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They posit taste reactivity patterns to reflect the ‘discriminative properties of stimuli’, or ‘simply subjective
sensory events’ Žp.101, w310x., rather than hedonic or
motivational properties of the stimulus. Additionally, they
suggest that conditioned changes in taste reactivity, such
as aversion learning, are essentially a kind of conditioned
sensory illusion. For example, an ‘aversive’ saccharin CS,
which has been previously paired with illness, is recognized when ‘‘the first few licks will produce the normal
representation of the saccharin taste’’ Žp. 101, w310x.. But
its memory ‘‘will elicit conditioned aversive effects that
will decrease consumption, as well as other conditioned
responses such as the oro-facial behaviors that taste reactivity measures’’ Žp. 101–102, w310x.. In other words, the
sweet conditioned stimulus elicits a bitter or otherwise
unpleasant sensory illusion. A conditioned hedonic enhancement could be explained by this ‘sensory reflex’
interpretation as a sensory illusion of sweetness, triggered
by the conditioned stimulus. Conditioned illusions cannot
be invoked to explain direct changes in taste reactivity
patterns produced either by physiological state Že.g., hedonic enhancement by hunger or sodium appetite. or by
pharmacological or neural manipulations Že.g., hedonic
enhancement by intracranial morphine or benzodiazepines..
But presumably Nader et al. might argue that these manipulations directly alter the ‘discriminatiÕe sensory properties’ of a taste, so that the sensation of sweetness is
enhanced by hunger, salt appetite, morphine, etc.
There are several implausibilities concerning this
‘sensory reflex’ interpretation as a sufficient explanation of
hedonic and aversive taste reactivity patterns. First, for
associative changes in affective reaction patterns, the
posited sequence of ‘normal representation’ followed by a
conditioned sensory illusion does not seem to fit the
observations. Rats respond immediately with conditioned
aversive reactions to even an isolated 50 ml squirt of the
conditioned taste Žabout the amount ingested in a single
ordinary lick. w30,209x and do not appear to require several
‘normal representation’ licks to recognize it w217x. More to
the point, humans who have developed a conditioned taste
aversion for a sweet food or drink do not report that the
food subsequently has a bitter taste or otherwise changed
sensation. Instead, the food tastes as sweet as it did before
—but now they perceive it as unpleasant w376,377x. Second, regarding hunger, humans report enhanced hedonic
ratings but no increase in sweetness intensity during hunger
w71,270x. Unless rats experience a sensory shift during
hunger or aversion learning that humans lack, these states
seems more likely to alter hedonic, rather than sensory,
properties of food perception. By contrast, physiological
sodium depletion may indeed alter the sensory intensity
coding of salty taste w91,389,418,454x. However, it is
difficult for a ‘sensory interpretation’ to explain the dramatic shift of rats to high NaCl concentrations from
aversive to hedonic reaction patterns on that basis Žhumans
experience salt as more intense during sodium depletion

w15x, and a similar story is suggested for the rat in sodium
depletion states by electrophysiological studies of taste
sensory intensity coding in the gustatory nucleus of the
solitary tract w454x., and even more difficult to explain on a
‘sensory discriminative’ basis why sodium deficiency also
enhances hedonic reactions to a sour or bitter taste that
has been associatiÕely paired with salt w42x. Third, morphine and other pharmacological enhancement of hedonic
taste reactivity patterns appears to similarly reflect a specific ‘liking’ change, since evidence indicates that opioid
manipulations do not change the sensory discriminative
properties of taste. For example, naloxone does not alter
human subjective ratings of sensory sweetness intensity or
of other sensory qualities of food w132x, nor does it alter
the ability of rats to perform a sensory discrimination task
that requires them to recognize the taste of sucrose w319x.
Yet opioid agonists and antagonists do alter hedonic subjective ratings in humans w132,133,520,521x, and they alter
hedonicraversive taste reactivity patterns and other measures of palatability in rats w86,87,131,332,336,360x. In
conclusion, evidence fails to indicate that massive shifts in
taste sensory discriminative properties are caused by appetite states or conditioned food preferencesraversions, of
the type sufficient to explain changes in taste reactivity
patterns. It seems reasonable to conclude that taste reactivity patterns therefore do not reflect the sensory discriminatiÕe properties of a taste stimulus. Instead, hedonic and
aversive reaction patterns reflect the affectiÕe properties of
that stimulus.

15.1.2. Not mere intake
Wise has suggested that ‘‘the taste reactivity paradigm
simply measures the consummatory responses of ingestion
or rejection and adds little to what we can infer from other
consummatory measures as to the hedonic impact of rewarding stimuli’’ Žp. 252, w504x.. Hedonic reaction patterns
have often been considered as ‘ingestive’ w171,
205,207,209,249,406x. But on closer scrutiny, to equate
taste reactivity patterns with ingestion will not stand. Although intake measures and taste reactivity patterns often
change together, they can be pulled completely apart from
each other and therefore must measure different processes
w40x. For example, Galaverna et al. w178,412x found that
the increased consumption of salt produced by physiological sodium depletion was abolished by lesions of the
central nucleus of the amygdala, but this lesion had no
effect on affective taste reactivity shifts. Rats failed to
drink salt voluntarily from a spout after the lesion, even
though they had been hormonally depleted of sodium
w178x. Similarly, the rats failed to increase even their
passive intake of salt solution when it was infused into
their mouths w412x. Yet the same rats showed a normal
increase in hedonic taste reactivity patterns to salt infusions, and reduced their aversive taste reactivity patterns
w178x. In other words, after a central amygdala lesion, the
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rats still ‘like’ salt when sodium deprived, but do not seem
to ‘want’ it. 17
The dissociation by Galaverna et al. shows that taste
reactivity patterns are separable from measures of ingestion or intake. A similar dissociation between intake and
affective reaction patterns occurs naturally Ževen without
brain damage. in the case of natural satiation at the end of
a meal. After eating a certain amount, a rat refuses to
ingest any more food. Its refusal is reflected both in
voluntary intake tests and in passive swallowing intra-oral
intake tests. However, the rejection of food caused by
caloric satiation, although accompanied by reduced hedonic reactions, is not accompanied by increased aÕersiÕe
reaction patterns, even after ‘super-satiation’ Žafter the rat
swallows up to 10% of its body-weight of a palatable and
calorie-rich solution. w33x. Finally, in the present study, a
further dissociation between affective taste reactivity patterns and intake was found: dopamine depletion reduces
voluntary intake of all food and water to zero. But taste
reactivity patterns remain positive to sweet tastes, negative
to bitter tastes, and can be further modulated in a normal
fashion by aversion learning or benzodiazepine administration. This dissociation between voluntary intake measures
and taste reactivity is generally true for all neural manipulations that produce aphagia without producing aversive
taste reactivity patterns w211,393x.
15.1.3. Not mere consummatory behaÕior
Concepts of ingestion Žconsumption. and consummatory behavior Žapplied to feeding. are often combined, as
in the quote from Wise above. Conceptually, however,
they are not necessarily identical. ‘Consummatory behavior’ originally was a term introduced by the early ethologist, Craig w102x, to describe the terminal phase of motivated behavior, and distinguish it from preceding phases.
Is ‘consummatory behavior’ an adequate label to apply to
taste reactivity patterns—even if consumption is not?
Dopamine suppression has been suggested to disrupt appetitive but not consummatory behavior by a number of
investigators w50,51,108,152,157,205,239,325,343–345x.
Taste reactivity patterns have been called ‘consummatory’
by a number of authors Žincluding one of us. w30,205,412x.
However, there are serious difficulties with the notion that
‘taste reactivity is just consummatory behavior’.

17
Electrolytic lesions of the central amygdala were used by Galaverna
et al. w178,412x, which destroyed both amygdala neurons and fibers of
passage. Dunn and Everitt w137x have shown that taste aversion learning
deficits after electrolytic amygdala lesions, once ascribed to amygdala
loss, are actually due to loss of cortical fibers of passage Žbecause they
are not caused by excitotoxin amygdala lesions.. It is presently unclear
whether cortex or amygdala damage causes the salt appetite deficit
reported by Galaverna et al. But the point remains valid that this deficit
illustrates the independence of taste reactivity patterns from measures of
intake or consumption, regardless of whether the dissociation is caused by
destruction of amygdala neurons or of cortical fibers.
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In Craig’s original sense, the terms ‘appetitive’ and
‘consummatory’ refer to temporal phases of motivated
behavior: appetitiÕe behavior occurs prior to capture of
the goal object, whereas consummatory behavior occurs
after it w102x. Taken merely as a temporal label, consummatory can be applied legitimately to taste reactivity patterns, since the reactions occur after food is obtained. But
as an explanatory category of brain-behavior relations Žin
the sense that ‘consummatory behavior is mediated by
neural system X’., ‘consummatory’ is woefully inadequate. ‘Consummatory behavior’ as a category includes
too many different types of behavior to be changed coherently by a single brain manipulation.
Regarding eating, there are at least three types of
consummatory behavior. First, consummatory ingestive
behavior in Craig’s original sense included the actual licks
and bites of Õoluntary eating w102x. Second, the hedonicr
aÕersiÕe taste reactiÕity patterns studied here occur during
the consum m atory phase w 30,205 – 207,210,248,
249,251,353x. Third, the act of swallowing a substance, as
opposed to spitting or spilling it out of the mouth, is a
form of consummatory behavior. In that sense, the consummatory label has often been used to refer to intraoral
intake, that is, the amount passively swallowed of a solution infused into a rat’s mouth via cannula by the experimenter w171,205,207,208,213,406,413x. In many cases,
these various senses of ‘consummatory’ have been taken
by their authors explicitly or implicitly to be interchangeable w30,204–207,214,249,251,406x. But it is now clear
that these various types of ‘consummatory behavior’ are
not interchangeable. They often dissociate in different
directions and therefore cannot possibly be measures of the
same underlying process. A few examples will suffice.
Ø The case of amygdala lesion-induced impairment of
salt appetite discussed above provides one example of a
dissociation among different ‘consummatory’ behaviors.
Amygdala lesions disrupted the first and third senses of
‘consummatory Žvoluntary licking of salt and intra-oral
intake. but not the second sense Žaffective taste reactivity.’
w178,412x. In the same way, caloric satiety produces rejection of food in the first sense Žvoluntary intake. and third
sense Žpassive intra-oral intake. of consummatory behavior, as described above, but not in the second sense of
aversive affective reaction patterns.
Ø Administration of bombesin and gastrin-releasingpeptide, two putative satiety peptides, has been found by
Flynn and Robillard w165–170,172x to produce a similar
dissociation among types of consummatory behavior.
Bombesin microinjections into the 4th ventricle suppress
the first sense of consummatory behavior Žvoluntary licking for sucrose or salt solutions. and also suppress the
third sense Žpassive intra-oral intake weven in decerebrate
ratsx.. However, bombesin fails to shift the second sense of
consummatory behavior Žhedonic or aversive taste reactivity patterns. w167,169x. Flynn concludes that these satiety
peptides ‘‘inhibit intake without affecting the gustatory
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reinforcing properties of the food’’ Žp. 113, w169x., an
interpretation similar to the ‘liking’ vs. ‘wanting’ framework we have presented.
Ø Even intra-oral intake Žthe third sense of consummatory behavior. can be detached from voluntary intake Žthe
first sense. and from affective taste reactivity Žthe second
sense.. The intraventricular administration of neuropeptide
Y is known to promote voluntary food intake, but it does
not enhance the amount of a nutritive solution that rats
swallow when they are fed directly by intra-oral infusion
w414x. Neuropeptide Y also fails to produce strong shifts in
hedonicraversive patterns of taste reactivity to caloric
solutions ŽR.J. Seeley, personal communication; Pecina
˜
and Berridge, personal observations..
Ø Disruption of dopamine neurotransmission can also
dissociate the different types of consummatory behavior.
After extensive 6-OHDA lesions rats fail to initiate voluntary licking or chewing even if food is placed immediately
before them Žloss of first sense of consummatory behavior.
w471x. Dopamine antagonists can slow the rate and amount
of voluntary eating for rats given food pellets w512x and
suppress the duration and microstructure of bouts of voluntary licking for rats given sucrose solution w395,396,429x
Žeffects that stand in contrast to the view that dopamine is
important to appetitive but not consummatory behavior..
All of these effects apply only to the voluntary
chewingrlicking sense of consummatory behavior Žfirst
sense., and not to the other two senses of affective reactions or passive swallowing. Dopamine antagonists do not
shift consummatory behavior in the sense of
hedonicraversive patterns of taste reactivity w339,465x Žalthough they do suppress the capacity to sustain a vigorous
bout of consummatory behavior even in this sense if the
eliciting stimulus is prolonged over several minutes. w339x.
And consummatory behavior in the sense of intra-oral
intake, or passive swallowing of an infused solution, is
similarly resistant to dopamine antagonists. Tyrka and
Smith w469x found that raclopride and SCH 23990, preferential D2 receptor antagonists, had no effect on the intraoral sucrose intake of rat pups who had the solution
infused directly into their mouths via an implanted cannulae. However, dopamine antagonists suppressed the free
intake of sucrose if the rat pups were laid in the sucrose
solution, and needed to lower their head and lap in order to
ingest w468,469x. What was the difference between these
two forms of consummatory behavior? Smith notes that in
the free-intake test, ‘‘pups do not make continuous contact’’ with sucrose but instead ‘‘must repeatedly initiate
contact’’ in order to ingest Žp. 119, w429x.. The need to
actively re-engage an external source of sucrose, rather
than respond passively to what is delivered to the mouth
appears to make a crucial difference. In our view, active
re-engagement with the external food requires the attribution of incentive salience to that food. The recurrence of
‘wanting’ is required to initiate each successive bout or
lick, and is dopamine-dependent. In order to claim that

consummatory behavior is not dopamine-dependent, one
would have to posit that the individual fluctuates rapidly
during a meal back and forth between appetitive and
consummatory phases, as many times as there are bites in
a meal. Although that revision is arguable, it destroys
Wallace Craig’s original concept of a linear progression
from an appetitive to a consummatory phase of motivated
behavior.
Ø Even the effect of dopamine manipulations on a
single sense of consummatory behavior may vary, depending how it is measured. For example, Qian et al. w353x have
found that the third sense of consummatory behavior Žintra-oral intake. is unimpaired by 6-OHDA lesions, at least
by one criterion. The aphagic rats still swallowed enough
of thrice-daily infusions sufficient to maintain their body
weight. However, by other criteria, the rats had a consummatory deficit even for this type of consummatory behavior. They failed to increase passive intake after food
deprivation, and they generally failed to swallow as much
as normal rats w353x. Such variable effects mean that it
cannot be conclusively stated whether 6-OHDA rats have a
consummatory behavior deficit, even in this single sense of
the term. Further distinctions would need to be made in
order to arrive at an answer. Clearly, consummatory behavior is not a sufficient explanatory category either to
place taste reactivity in or to explain the effects of dopamine
lesions. 18
In summary, the term ‘consummatory behavior’ actually refers to a number of different types of behavior that
follow contact with a goal. It is not a coherent single
category in which to classify a response. The term can no
longer be used, therefore, as an explanation or even as a
sufficient description for the effects of any brain manipulation.
15.2. Conclusion: AffectiÕe reaction patterns reflect hedonic impact of ‘liked’ stimulus
We therefore conclude that taste reactivity patterns
cannot be dismissed as an intake or ingestion measure, or
as a brainstem sensorimotor reflex, or as a piece of
homogeneous consummatory behaÕior. Although taste
elicited responses partake of each of these categories, they
are not reducible to any one, nor to any combination of
them. These considerations can be coupled to the close
relationship, summarized earlier, that rat taste reactivity
patterns show to human measures of taste pleasantness or

18
Further evidence for a role of dopamine systems in the intra-oral
intake type of consummatory behavior comes from Kaplan and Sode¨
rsten’s w250x finding that the dopamine agonist apomorphine suppresses
the consummatory intra-oral intake of an orally-infused sucrose solution
by decerebrate rats. In that case, the relevant dopamine neurons must be
intrinsic to the brainstem, since decerebration would eliminate the role of
ascending projections to accumbens or neostriatum.
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unpleasantness after many psychological and physiological
manipulations. In conclusion, this compels the verdict that
taste reactiÕity patterns must be regarded as true affectiÕe
reactions, which connote core processes of affectiÕe ‘liking’ vs. ‘disliking’.

16. Addendum 2: Measuring cognitive expectations of
reward in animals (studies of incentive learning by
Dickinson and Balleine)
A cognitive expectation of reward is not merely elicitation of an affective or motivational response by a conditioned stimulus. It must also, Dickinson et al. w125–127x
suggest, be accompanied by the recognition by the animal
that the to-be-obtained reward is obtained by its own
action, and a representation of the to-be-obtained reward
must be accessed to guide behavior to the goal. In other
words, for an animal to have a cognitive expectation of a
reward, it must know what reward it is working for Ži.e.,
that it will gain a particular reward., and understand that it
is working for it Ži.e., that the reward will be the final
outcome of its actions.. A cognitive expectation of reward,
according to Dickinson and Balleine w128x is what gives
the representation of a stimulus incentiÕe Õalue. The representation of a stimulus has these properties if ‘‘instrumental behavior is mediated not only by a representation of the
action-outcome relation, but also by a representation of the
incentive value of the outcome, or what in common parlance would be referred to as the desire for the outcome’’
Žp. 163, Dickinson and Balleine w128x.. If dopamine systems mediated ‘incentive value’ in the sense of Dickinson
and Balleine then dopamine must mediate learning the
explicit relation between actions and specific outcomes.
It is important to stress that ‘incentive learning’ in
Dickinson’s sense implies much more than is meant by the
other senses of ‘expectation of reward’. It is more than a
procedural associative representation of the correlation between two events. It is more than hedonic re-valuation of a
conditioned stimulus based on its association with an
unconditioned stimulus. It is more than the attribution of
incentive salience to a stimulus that makes it motivationally attractive, or able to elicit approach. It differs from
these in that it requires the expectation to be explicitly
represented in a way that gives the animal prior access to
features of the future reward and to the causal relations
among events that predict the reward. Dickinson’s use of
the phrase ‘incentive learning’ is different from the way
the term is used by other motivational theorists such as
Bindra w48,49x or Toates w460–463x, and is different from
our use w34,366x. For Bindra or Toates, and for us, ‘incentive learning’ can be a simpler construct, referring merely
to the process by which a Pavlovian conditioned stimulus
acquires new hedonic or motivational value Ži.e., it can be
procedural rather than declarative, implicit rather than
explicit..
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In a typical experiment, Dickinson and Balleine and
colleagues have assessed whether an animal has a cognitive representation of a reward by asking whether it can act
appropriately when it is suddenly placed in a new motivational state. For example, if a rat had learned while hungry
to perform two instrumental responses, one for sucrose
solution and another for food pellets, it might be tested in a
state of thirst or in a state of caloric satiety, or after one
food had been associatively paired Žin a different setting.
with LiCl illness to induce a taste aversion. Two features
of the ‘new state’ test are particularly important to the
experiments of Dickinson and Balleine. First, the rat is
tested in extinction, so that operant responses no longer
earn the actual food rewards. The rat must therefore choose
to work based solely on its representation of the rewards,
since the foods themselves are not present. Second, Dickinson and Balleine take pains to arrange the experimental
situation so that potential Pavlovian conditioned stimuli
predict both foods equally well. This obviates control of
behavior by Pavlovian-related motivational processes,
which otherwise could guide behavior to one goal or the
other Žand which would be more related to our sense of
incentive salience and to the BindrarToates sense of incentive learning..
Under these conditions, Dickinson and Balleine have
shown that rats quite often fail to appropriately modify
their instrumental behavior for the revalued food. If a rat
had worked vigorously for a food when it was trained, it
often continues to work hard in the test—even if the food
would now have reduced hedonic value Že.g., because now
the food would evoke a conditioned aversion.. If a rat had
not worked vigorously before, because the food did not
have great value during training, it still does not work
harder during the test, even though the food would now
have enhanced hedonic value Že.g., because now the rat is
hungrier.. If the two foods now have different values, rats
often seem not to recognize that difference, and work
similarly for both Žalthough see Rescorla w357x for instances in which the specific inference transfers successfully to behavior; these, however, may be at least partly
accounted for by noncognitive factors w12,127x.. In such
cases, Dickinson’s and Balleine’s rats, at any rate, appear
to behave based on the ‘predicted reward value’ of the
food. That is, the rats behave as if the food’s value is
equiÕalent to the Õalue it last had when it was preÕiously
experienced. The rat’s ‘expectation of reward’ apparently
is that the reward will be the same as before—even though
it won’t. In these situations a rat can be said to have a
‘cognitive expectation of reward’ in one sense, but it is an
incorrect one. The rat has not yet fully learned about the
new value of the food Žits cognitive representation is not
updated., and its behavior is not guided by an accurate
representation of the food at that moment. In the strict
Dickinsonian sense, therefore, its behavior does not reflect
the incentive value of the reward: it lacks incentive learning.
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There are two ways Dickinson et al. have found in
which a rat can be provided with information sufficient to
correct its mistake, allowing it to change its instrumental
behavior appropriate to the new incentive value of the food
or water.
The primary way is to let a rat experience the changed
hedonic value of the reward while it is in the changed
state. 19 This would ordinarily happen naturally if the test
were not conducted under extinction conditions. If it was
not tested in extinction the rat would simply sample both
rewards, and quickly experience which was better in the
new state, and modify its behavior accordingly. But the
same outcome is obtained, Dickinson and Balleine show,
by simply allowing a rat to taste the revalued reward
elsewhere Žwhile the rat is in the state to be tested later.,
and thus to experience its new hedonic value prior to the
instrumental extinction test. Armed with that information,
a rat will later employ the now-known value of the food in
the cognitive representation it has of the food’s value, and
of the food’s causal relationship to the two different
actions. It then modifies its instrumental response in the
extinction test appropriate to the re-valued food. Other
instrumental responses, used to obtain another reward that
was not re-valued, are not altered. For Dickinson, Balleine
and colleagues this selective and intelligent change in
behavior demonstrates true ‘incentive learning’. It demonstrates that a rat knows what it is working for, and how to
get it. Anything else falls short. Future studies of dopamine
systems regarding the learning and prediction of reward
stimuli will need to incorporate this distinction in order to
parse among the multiple possible meanings of ‘reward
learning’.

19
The second way is to provide during extinction testing a simple
PaÕloÕian conditioned stimulus that had previously been paired with the
re-valued food specifically. For example, Dickinson and Dawson w130x
presented a conditioned stimulus for a sucrose solution to thirsty rats
while they performed two responses in extinction. The two responses had
previously delivered sucrose solution or food pellets when they had been
hungry. Presentation of the conditioned stimulus for sucrose solution
caused the rats to work harder on both responses: it energized their
motivation. A conditioned stimulus for dry food pellets, by contrast, did
not energize performance. This is especially relevant to the BindrarToates
account of incentive motivation theory, by which the sucrose conditioned
stimulus evoked the same hedonic and incentive processes that the watery
sucrose solution would have evoked if it had been present. In a sense, it
called to mind the properties of sucrose solution more vividly, and the
rats responded to the conditioned stimulus as they would have to the
sucrose itself. This kind of effect is both associatiÕe in a Pavlovian sense
and motiÕational, in the sense that the stimulus has hedonic and incentive
impact. It is essentially what is meant by ‘incentive learning’ in theories
of motivation such as Bindra’s w47–49x and Toates’ w460,463x. It is also
what we have meant by ‘learned incentive salience’ w44,45,366x. But the
classically-conditioned motivational process is not cognitiÕe, and Dickinson and Dawson w130x conclude that it does not convey information about
the differential relation between sucrose solution and the two responses.
For this reason, the energized rats could—in a sense—be said not to
know what they were working for.

17. Note added in proof

An important review was published after this article
went to press: W. Schultz, Predictive reward signals of
dopamine neurons. J. Neurophysiol. 80 Ž1998. 1–27. In it,
Schultz provides an excellent overview and adds substantial detail to the ‘reward learning’ hypothesis of dopamine
function. However, the theory remains similar in its essential points to that outlined in earlier reviews by Schultz and
colleagues, and so we stand by our comments regarding
the ‘dopamine reward learning’ hypothesis.
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